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Abstract 
The continual scaling of semiconductor devices has created a high demand for new 
techniques and materials that satisfy Moore’s Law: the number of transistors on a chip 
doubles every 12-18 months.  The move from planar to three-dimensional (3D) 
transistor geometries requires compatible doping technologies that meet the demands 
of Moore’s Law.  Monolayer doping (MLD) has shown promise in achieving 
uniformly doped regions compared to currently implemented techniques.  However, 
the continuous use of silicon (Si) as a device material to satisfy Moore’s law is 
becoming challenging and new materials are currently being investigated to 
potentially replace Si.  One of these materials is black phosphorus (BP) which displays 
a high carrier mobility making it a viable candidate for some electronic devices, 
although the ambient stability of BP is a key challenge, which makes its processing 
difficult, and functionalisation has been employed as a potential protection strategy to 
enhance its oxidation resistance.  Additionally, antimonene (AM) has been proposed 
as a device material that displays a superior ambient stability compared to BP.  This 
thesis aims to address some of the challenges faced when preparing three materials, 
Si, BP and AM, for device applications in order to satisfy Moore’s Law. 
Functionalisation of SiO2 surfaces was used for monolayer doping which resulted in 
tuning of the electrical properties of Si.  The functionalisation of BP was used to 
enhance its ambient stability while the liquid exfoliation of AM was also investigated. 
Chapter 1 discusses the recent developments in MLD and evaluates the role of surface 
chemistry in optimising dopant placement and concentration.  The application of the 
MLD process to 3D architectures is also summarised.  The characterisation of carbon 
contamination is discussed which is a significant concern of the MLD process, in 
ix 
addition to evaluation of the strategies used to circumvent carbon incorporation.  The 
production and use of new two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as BP and AM, have 
shown promise in becoming viable candidates to replace Si.  The ambient stability of 
BP remains a key issue and recent progress in the elucidation of the degradation 
mechanism is assessed.  Current protecting strategies are outlined including capping 
layers, covalent and non-covalent functionalisation as well as solvent- and polymer-
based protection strategies.  AM is also introduced, which shows promising electrical 
characteristics. 
Chapter 2 discusses the functionalisation of SiO2 surfaces with phosphonic acids for 
MLD applications.  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and attenuated total 
reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy were used to 
investigate the surface chemistry and its effect on the doping of Si.  The oxide 
functionalisation strategy was compared to traditional functionalisation methods used 
for MLD, such as hydrosilylation.  Electrochemical capacitance voltage (ECV) and 
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) analysis revealed similar active peak carrier 
concentrations can be achieved using hydrosilylation and oxide functionalisation, but 
more importantly the oxide layer successfully minimised carbon contamination, one 
of the limitations of MLD. 
Chapter 3 introduces the liquid exfoliation of BP and describes its ambient 
degradation.  XPS and ATR-FTIR spectroscopy were used to assess the degradation 
products and analysis indicated decomposition occurred through the conversion of 
non-bridging to bridging oxide species, resulting in the production of volatile 
oxidation products in a continuous oxidation cycle. 
x 
 
Chapter 4 focuses on the functionalisation of BP using iodonium salts and compares 
the strategy to functionalisation using diazonium salts.  Iodonium functionalisation 
was found to inhibit bridged oxide formation, thereby greatly enhancing the ambient 
stability.  In comparison, diazonium functionalisation resulted in oxidation, multilayer 
formation and an increase in solvent passivation.  XPS and scanning transmission 
electron microscopy (STEM) analysis displayed an increase in the oxidation resistance 
of iodonium functionalised BP when compared to unfunctionalised BP or diazonium 
functionalised BP. 
 
Chapter 5 investigates the simultaneous exfoliation and functionalisation of BP which 
provides a scalable method of synthesising air-stable BP flakes.  The addition of a 
tetrabutylammonium salt that acts as an intercalating agent facilitates the formation of 
flakes with large lateral dimensions.  The subsequent reaction with an aryl iodide 
results in aryl functionalisation, as characterised using XPS and ATR-FTIR.  The 
immediate functionalisation directly after exfoliation significantly enhanced the 
ambient stability to a period of 1 week, as evaluated using XPS, STEM and atomic 
force microscopy (AFM). 
 
Chapter 6 presents the liquid exfoliation of AM using various solvents.  The 
exfoliation in common solvents results in the formation of flakes with small areas.  
The use of an intercalating agent significantly enhances the lateral dimensions of AM 
nanosheets, as analysed using AFM, making them more suitable for device 
applications.   
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The advancement of the nanoelectronics industry has relied on the downscaling of 
devices by doubling the number of transistors in a circuit every 12-18 months, which 
is known as Moore’s Law.  The use of Silicon (Si) has allowed this trend to proceed 
from the 1960s until the present day, however, the physical limits of transistor 
fabrication techniques are fast approaching and innovative solutions are required to 
maintain the predicted trend of Moore’s Law.1  A major challenge is the conformal 
and defect-free doping of these decreasing feature sizes, which current doping 
techniques, such as ion implantation, do not provide.  Monolayer doping (MLD) has 
been proposed as a doping technique that overcomes the issues created by other doping 
techniques due to its high compatibility with current transistor architectures.  
However, the use of Si as a transistor material is likely to eventually reach its physical 
limit as a material and an alternative will be required.  One of the most promising 
discoveries have been two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as transition metal 
dichalcogenides (TMDs) and 2D pnictogens, which display atomically flat thickness 
while providing significantly superior electronic properties to Si.  A potential 
candidate is black phosphorus (BP) which displays a high carrier mobility and direct 
bandgap making it a potential candidate for transistor fabrication.  Although it has 
extraordinary properties it has an extremely limiting ambient stability which creates a 
major hurdle to fully exploiting its properties.  Antimonene (AM), another 2D 
pnictogen, displays similar properties to BP but does not suffer from the ambient 




This chapter outlines the advances in MLD as a doping technique and assesses the 
challenges of MLD, including carbon contamination.  New 2D materials, specifically 
BP and AM, are introduced while the ambient degradation of BP is discussed in detail 
as well as the strategies used to prolong its lifetime. 
 
1.2 Introduction 
The consistent scaling down of nanostructures in accordance with Moore’s Law has 
allowed an increase in performance at a low cost.2  In order to comply with Moore’s 
law, new techniques that allow doping of ever decreasing feature sizes are required.  
Current features sizes are predicted to approach 5 nm in 2021, which presents a major 
challenge, as current doping and patterning techniques are reaching their limits for the 
fabrication of transistors.1  The small junction depth and feature sizes has led to a move 
from planar to 3D FinFET architectures to optimise performance at low dimensions, 
although current doping technologies are incompatible with these architectures.  
Doping of semiconductors, where impurities in the form of electrons or holes are 
introduced to modify the electrical properties of a material, is used to create junctions.  
Currently, ion implantation is used for the doping of devices which fires dopant atoms 
at a high speed at the substrate, but the technique suffers from crystal damage of the 
substrate caused by high energy ions and difficulty in controlling the dopant depth and 
distribution.  Furthermore, ion implantation does not allow conformal doping of 3D 
nanostructures and shadowing effects are a major concern.  
 
MLD involves the functionalisation of the semiconductor surface followed by an 
anneal step that drives the dopant into the substrate.  MLD is a promising strategy for 
achieving conformal and shallow doping in nanostructures.  Pioneered by Javey and 
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coworkers,3 MLD offers a number of benefits over techniques such as ion 
implantation.  Although ion implantation allows the dose to be tailored, achieving 
precise control over dopant atom placement remains challenging which will become 
essential with shrinking device sizes.  Literature reports have progressively advanced 
in the conformal and deterministic doping of nanostructures using MLD.3,4  While the 
impact of ion implantation often leaves defects in the doped substrate, MLD offers a 
gentle strategy of doping resulting in minimal defect formation due to the 
incorporation of a functionalisation step.  Additionally, as MLD employs 
functionalisation of the surface to distribute dopant atoms uniformly across the surface 
of nanostructures, the strategy is highly applicable to 3D architectures, such as 
nanowires.  The continual scaling and recent movement to finFET structures demands 
progression of doping technologies to achieve more precise atom placement, a 
requirement that MLD shows promise in fulfilling. 
 
MLD has been established as a versatile doping technique, applicable to a variety of 
3D device architectures and a range of different substrates; As well as Si, MLD has 
been used to successfully dope various semiconductors, including Ge,5,6 InP,7 InAs,8 
and InGaAs.9  However, a major concern is the incorporation of carbon that is present 
in the dopant precursor during the MLD process, which is known as carbon 
contamination.  The thorough characterisation of carbon contamination is vital, as it 
remains unclear if carbon introduced during the MLD process is electrically active or 
results in the creation of interstitial defects.  The effect of carbon contamination on the 
electrical performance is also still uncertain.  Alternatively, the complete elimination 
of carbon from the MLD process would be beneficial for the optimal performance of 
doped devices and efficient dopant activation.  
5 
 
In this chapter, the recent developments in the use of MLD to achieve controlled 
doping are discussed.  The use of the surface chemistry of dopant precursors is highly 
advantageous in tailoring the dopant concentration while the rapid thermal anneal 
(RTA) conditions can also be used to tune dopant concentration and junction depth.  
The process has been successfully transferred to various 3D architectures including 
nanowire devices.  Additionally, the characterisation and minimisation of carbon 
contamination is evaluated. 
 
1.3 Monolayer Doping 
1.3.1 Monolayer Doping of Silicon 
MLD of Si nanostructures, reported by Javey and coworkers3 in 2008, showed 
successful doping of Si nanowires and Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) substrates with high 
doses and spatial distributions.  Figure 1.1 illustrates the MLD process which consists 
of 2 steps: (1) the functionalisation of the semiconductor surface with the dopant 
precursor, followed by (2) a rapid thermal anneal (RTA) which drives the dopant into 
the substrate.  The use of functionalisation to attach dopant molecules allows 
application to p- and n-doping and gives increased control over dose and junction 
depth. 
 
Figure 1.1: Illustration of the MLD process where a H-terminated Si substrate is 
functionalised with the dopant precursor.  A capping layer is added, followed by RTA 




Ho et. al.3 used allylboronic acid pinacol ester (ABAPE), as shown in Figure 1.2(a), 
which resulted in a peak carrier concentration of ~5 × 1020 atoms/cm-3 decreasing to 
~1017 atoms/cm-3 at depths of 18 nm and 43 nm for samples annealed at 950 °C and 
1000 °C.  This procedure was also applied to phosphorus doping using diethyl 1-
propylphosphonate (DPP), resulting in the formation of an ultra-shallow junction 
(USJ) with a peak concentration of ~1 × 1022 atoms/cm-3 after a 5 s RTA at 950 °C.  
Peak carrier concentrations and junction depths can be varied by modification of the 
annealing time and temperature, as displayed in Figure 1.2(b).3,10–12   
 
Figure 1.2: (a) The MLD process where the H-terminated Si surface is functionalised 
using the dopant precursor, ABAPE, followed by capping with an SiO2 layer.  An 
RTA allows the dopant to enter the substrate and removal of the capping layer exposes 
the underlying doped substrate.  Reprinted from Ho, J. C. et. al. Nat. Mater. 2008, 7 
(1), 62–67. (3).  (b) SIMS analysis displaying the phosphorus concentration as a 
function of depth. MLD using DPP for various annealing temperatures and times 
resulting in an increase in sheet carrier concentrations for higher temperatures but an 
increase in junction depth.  Reprinted from Ho, J. et. al. Nano Lett. 2009, 9 (2), 725–
730. (10). 
 
A longer annealing time of 20 s resulted in a decrease in sheet resistance from ~105 to 
~103 Ω/□ until saturation occurred after 20 s, indicating a depletion of the limited 
dopant source.3  The peak carrier concentration of 2.5 × 1020 atoms/cm3 at 900 °C was 
increased to 3.5 × 1020 atoms/cm3 at 950 °C, 4 × 1020 atoms/cm3 at 1000 °C and 5.5 × 
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1020 atoms/cm3 at 1050 °C, indicating the peak carrier concentration is dependent on 
the dopant solubility at a given temperature.  However, an increase in the annealing 
temperature also resulted in an increase in junction depth, which can be observed 
clearly in Figure 1.2(b).  A junction depth of 2, 5, 7 or 25 nm is obtained for an anneal 
temperature of 900, 950, 1000 and 1050 °C which can be attributed to the enhanced 
dopant diffusivity at higher temperatures.10  Although a high dose also resulted in a 
larger junction depth, the variation of the annealing temperature shows promise in 
fulfilling the required sub-5nm USJ.  
 
In addition to the variation of temperature, MLD enables precise control over the 
dopant dose through variation of the molecular footprint of the dopant precursor or 
modifications to the functionalisation process through incorporation of non-dopant 
containing molecules.  Ho et. al.3 used a mixture of dodecene and allylboronic acid 
pinacol ester (ABAPE) in two different ratios to tailor the dopant doses, which was 
confirmed by a lower sheet resistance value for a higher concentration of dopant 
precursor.  Further studies by Ye et. al.13 achieved a lower doping dose by mixing the 
dopant-containing alkene with dopant-free alkenes as shown in Figure 1.3.  The 
mixing ratio allowed precise tunability of the dopant dose in the (1.6 ×1019) to (4.2 × 
1018) cm-3 range for boron doped substrates and (2.4 × 1019) to (2.2 × 1018) cm-3 for 
phosphorus doped substrates.13 Alternatively, the dose can be enhanced by using a 
self-designed molecule that contains a higher amount of the dopant.14  Carborane 
molecules contain an increased boron content at a dose of 2.2 × 1013 cm-2 compared 
to 0.3 × 1013 cm-2 for ABAPE, which was demonstrated using XPS analysis of boron 
functionalised surfaces.  The higher dopant concentration for substrates doped using 
the carborane molecule compared to ABAPE was confirmed using SIMS analysis and 
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sheet resistance measurements.  A dose of 2.2 × 1013 cm-2 was obtained for the 
carborane molecule compared to 0.3 × 1013 cm-2 for the ABAPE.14 
 
Figure 1.3: (a) a 1% HF dip is used to give H-termination.  (b) Mixing of the dopant 
containing alkene molecule with 1-undecene followed by a hydrosilylation reaction 
with the Si surface.  The substrate is (c) capped and (d) annealed.  Reprinted from Ye, 
L. et. al. ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2015, 7 (5), 3231–3236. (13). 
 
The dopant concentration can also be tuned by alteration of the molecular footprint of 
the dopant molecules.3,11,15  The use of trioctylphosphine oxide resulted in 
approximately a six fold increase in the doping concentration compared to diethyl 1-
propylphosphonate as determined by sheet resistance measurements which is in 
agreement with the six fold increase in its molecular footprint.  The use of three 
different phosphonic acid precursors (vinylphosphonic acid, phenylphosphonic acid, 
n-dodecylphosphosphonic acid) resulted in a doping concentration in the (4 × 1019) – 
(7 × 1018) atoms/cm3 range. 11  Similarly, the size of the phosphorus precursor can be 
varied using a phosphorus containing polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane, diethyl-
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benzyl phosphonate and p-tosylate tributyl-ethyl-phosphonium to change the P dose 
from 1-0.6 P atoms/nm2.15  The use of a number of polymer deposition cycles with 
polystyrene (PS) or poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) can also be employed to tune 
the dopant concentration.16  The polymer chains are removed following grafting using 
O2 plasma hashing.  Repetition of deposition and hashing cycles allows fine control 
over the final dopant dose, as displayed in Figure 1.4.16  The dopant dose can 
effectively be varied by tuning the molecular footprint of the dopant precursor or 
through the use of mixed monolayers or dopant-rich precursors. 
 
 
Figure 1.4: (a) SIMS analysis displays the increase in phosphorus concentration for 
the number of grafting-hashing cycles.  (b) Phosphorus dose as a function of cycle 
number, with an increase in the dose for each cycle number.  (c) Analysis of the carbon 
content of substrates subjected to grafting-hashing cycles.  Reprinted from Perego, M. 
et. al. ACS Nano 2018, 12 (1), 178–186. (16). 
 
The continual scaling of device dimensions demands the increased precision of dopant 
atom placement.  In addition to using the molecular footprint of the dopant precursor 
to tune the dose, precursors can also be designed to give increased lateral control of 
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dopant atom placement.  Wu et. al.4 synthesised dendrimer-like molecules containing 
a single P atom which allowed increased control of dopant atom placement due to the 
branched like structure of the synthesised phosphorus precursor.  SIMS analysis 
showed doping resulted in a peak carrier concentration of ~ 1017 atoms/cm3.  Increased 
precision of lateral positioning of dopant molecules was also achieved by 
Voorthuijzen et. al.17 using nanoimprint lithography.  The Si substrate was 
functionalised using a hydrosilylation reaction followed by patterning, capping and an 
RTA.  ToF-SIMS analysis revealed P concentrations of 2.3 × 1019 atoms/cm3 and a 
decrease in sheet resistance was observed for unpatterned regions, indicative of 
successful doping in the desired regions.17  Additionally, remote-MLD has been 
employed to create doped patterned regions on a substrate as shown in Figure 1.5.18   
 
 
Figure 1.5: Remote-MLD is achieved using a mask which is placed in between the 
donor and target substrate.  Dopant diffusion occurs through the gap during the rapid 
thermal anneal using three molecules: P1 (diphenylphosphine oxide), P2 
(triphenylphosphine oxide) and P3 (tetraethylmethylene diphosphonate).  Reprinted 
from Hazut, O. et. al. Langmuir 2017, 33 (22), 5371–5377. (18). 
 
A mask is used to avoid contact of certain areas, and dopant fragmentation during 
RTA results in volatilisation and diffusion of the dopant from the donor to the target 
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substrate without being in direct contact with the target substrate.  Similarly, the use 
of a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) resist, which was patterned prior to surface 
reaction, allows the selective doping of certain areas as the PMMA can be lifted off 
before the RTA.19  Following patterning, gas phase MLD where the gas-phase dopant 
precursor reacts with the substrate surface followed by an RTA was used to selectively 
dope certain areas. 
 
MLD faces a number of challenges in its scale-up for industry application including 
the sensitivity of functionalised surfaces to ambient exposure and the use of 
hydrofluoric acid (HF), which is required for the removal of the native oxide before 
functionalisation and the capping layer after RTA.20,21  MLD conventionally uses 
hydrosilylation reactions to attach dopant precursors through the reaction of alkene 
groups to the Si surface resulting in the formation of Si-C bonds.  The surface 
chemistry of Si is quite sensitive to ambient conditions and hydrosilylated surfaces 
often display re-oxidation either during functionalisation or subsequent ambient 
exposure.  O’Connell et. al.22 functionalised the Si surface with a dialkyne and 
employed click chemistry to attach the dopant precursor to the remaining free alkyne 
group.  The use of an alkyne molecule, which gives a closely packed monolayer, 
enhances the oxidation resistance of the Si substrate in between processing steps.  
Alternatively, SiO2 surfaces can be employed for MLD which display enhanced 
oxidation resistance, while also eliminating the need for HF treatment.11,15,21  
Functionalisation of the SiO2 layer using diethyl 1-propylphosphonate followed by 
annealing at low temperatures (100 or 165 °C) creates a P δ layer that can subsequently 




1.3.2 Monolayer Contact Doping and Application to Nanowires 
Monolayer contact doping (MLCD) has been employed to enhance the level of doping 
in Si substrates and eliminate the need for a capping layer.  The use of a capping layer 
has been shown to be incompatible with MLD of porous nanowires, as damage can 
occur during the etching step which is required to remove the capping layer.23  MLCD 
employs a donor substrate which is functionalised with the dopant precursor and held 
in contact with the target substrate during an RTA, as shown in Figure 1.6.  Repetition 
of doping cycles is used to achieve high carrier concentrations in the 5 × 1020 atom 
cm-3 range.24  The MLCD method was also applied to chemical vapour deposition 
(CVD) grown Si nanowires which displayed a six fold increase in conductivity 
compared to undoped nanowires.  
 
Figure 1.6: MLCD of Si nanowires by bringing a dopant functionalised donor 
substrate in contact with an acceptor substrates on which nanowires have been grown 
using CVD.  Reprinted from Hazut, O. et. al. ACS Nano 2012, 6 (11), 10311–10318. 
(24). 
 
Additionally, Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) revealed a linear surface 
potential indicating a constant electric field and uniform doping in the nanowire, which 
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is difficult to achieve using in-situ doping techniques.  The dopant concentration was 
extracted to be (1 ± 0.5) × 1019 atoms/cm3 using KPFM and current measurements.24   
 
The MLCD method has been optimised by using a donor substrate with a thicker SiO2 
layer which reduces dopant diffusion in the donor substrate and increases the dopant 
concentration in the target substrate through the use of alkoxysilane-functionalised 
carborane, a boron-rich molecule.25  SIMS measurements showed MLCD provided a 
dose of 4.4 × 1013 cm-2 compared to 2.2 × 1013 cm-2 for MLD.25  The contact doping 
approach was applied to the doping of nanowires for the formation of a p-n junction 
by Hazut and coworkers.26  The target substrate contained Si NWs and acted as a boron 
source while donor substrate acted as the phosphorus source.  Figure 1.7 shows the 
resulting formation of a p-n junction.  Scanning tunnelling microscopy and 
spectroscopy were used to assess the doping which showed a phosphorus 
concentration of 2.6 × 1019 atoms/cm3, a boron concentration of 1 × 1020 atoms/cm3 
and low doping levels (~1017 atoms/cm3) in the core.   
 
Figure 1.7: MLCD of nanowires results in the formation of a p-n junction.  A boron 
functionalised substrate with NWs is brought into contact with a phosphorus 
functionalised donor substrate.  Reprinted from Hazut, O. et. al. ACS Nano 2014, 8 
(8), 8357–8362. (26). 
 
Detailed characterisation of the doping mechanism showed that in addition to contact 
doping, proximity doping also took place where thermally degraded precursors enter 
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the substrate during an RTA, even though they are not in direct contact with the 
nanowire.26  
 
Current developments in the deterministic doping of Si have shown advances in the 
precise placement of doping which is critical for the future progression of doping 
technology during the scaling of device sizes.  In particular, the use of MLD for the 
doping of nanowires has shown successful results which cannot be achieved using ion 
implantation.  Ho et. al.3 showed doping of Si nanowires using trioctylphosphine oxide 
resulted in p-doping as an Ion/Ioff of 103 and resistance of 1 GΩ was obtained.  
O’Connell et. al.12 doped Si nanowires using As which displayed a decreases of 7 
orders of magnitude in resistivity compared to undoped nanowires, as displayed in 
Figure 1.8.   
 
Figure 1.8: Resistivity of MLD doped and undoped Si NWs as a function of width.  
Reprinted from O’Connell, J. et. al. ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2015, 7 (28), 15514–
15521. (12). 
 
The doping of various sizes of nanowires was assessed, with nanowires that had a 
width <40 nm giving optimal resistivity, indicating that the MLD process is most 
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suitable for small feature sizes.12  Veerbeek et. al.23 employed 3 different approaches 
for the doping of nanowires: (1) MLD, (2) MLCD and (3) a combination of the two 
where the nanowires are functionalised but the capping layer is applied in a similar 
way to MLCD to avoid the harsh etching conditions of removing a deposited capping 
layer which can result in etching of the nanowires.  MLCD was successfully applied 
to porous n++ nanowires without damaging the nanowires and achieving a carrier 
concentration of ~1020 atoms/cm3, as measured by SIMS analysis.  The combination 
of MLD and MLCD resulted in a higher dose of 1.9 × 1015 atoms/cm3 compared to 5.9 
× 1015 atoms/cm3 for MLCD and 7.3 × 1014 atoms/cm3 for MLD when applied to p-
nanowires considering boron loading. The high dose for MLCD can be attributed to 
the use of a dopant-rich carborane molecule and the combined MLD and MLCD 
approach displayed the highest dose when boron loading is taken into account.  SIMS 
analysis showed a carrier concentration of 2 × 1021 atoms/cm3 for n++ nanowires and 
4 × 1020 atoms/cm3 for p-nanowires for the combined MLD and MLCD approach.  
The doping density was enhanced by combining MLD and MLCD, allowing 
application to porous nanowires which can be damaged during the MLD process.23 
 
1.3.3 Carbon Contamination 
Carbon contamination has been reported to be a major drawback of the MLD 
process.13  The use of carbon-containing monolayers allows the unintentional carbon 
diffusion into the substrate during the RTA.  Conflicting reports have been published 
suggesting the volatilisation of carbon during the RTA while other studies that discuss 
the extent of carbon contamination indicate that there is significant amount of 




Theoretical studies indicate a breaking of the P-C bond at lower annealing temperature 
of 500 °C which would release the C chain rather diffusing into the Si substrate during 
the annealing step.27  Further experimental studies suggest that capping layers are not 
required for the MLD of Si using oxide layers functionalised using phosphonic acids.  
XPS and ToF-SIMS analysis of samples doped without the use of a capping layer 
show the desorption of the carbon ligand and diffusion of the phosphorus through the 
SiO2 layer into the underlying Si.
28  The capping layer ensures diffusion of the dopant 
precursor rather than volatilisation, although undesired atoms such as carbon are also 
incorporated into the substrate using this approach. 
 
Further experimental studies have investigated the diffusion of contaminants during 
the MLD process.  Carbon and oxygen diffusion have been reported to be limited to 
the first few monolayers, in contrast to phosphorus which diffuses deeper into the Si 
substrate.29  Atom probe tomography (APT) indicated the formation of Si-C, which is 
limited by the carbon concentration, as displayed in Figure 1.9.  Therefore, deep 
diffusion of carbon is hindered by bond formation with Si.  Caccamo et. al.30 also 
reported a lower than expected value of carbon in doped substrates when using MLD 
without the use of a capping layer.  Additionally, an etching procedure was used to 
eliminate contaminants by removing the first 1.4-1.7 nm of the doped substrate.30  The 
limited diffusion of carbon allows removal following doping, but 3D nanostructures 
will require minimal incorporation of contaminants as surface removal will not be 
applicable due to their small dimensions.  Further analysis of the carbon diffusion 




Figure 1.9: (a) Illustration of the preparation of a sample for APT.  (b) Schematic of 
APT instrument setup.  Elemental maps of P, C, Si-C O and SiO for samples annealed 
at (c) 800 °C and (d) 1025 °C.  Reprinted from Shimizu, Y. et. al. Nanoscale 2014, 6 
(2), 706–710. (29). 
 
Deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) was used to evaluate the formation of 
defects during the MLD process.31  DLTS analysis revealed ~20 % of phosphorus 
dopants were deactivated during annealing as a result of the formation of carbon 
defects, which were identified as interstitial-carbon-substitutional-phosphorus pairs.31  
Further experimental work demonstrated that the number of Ci-Ds defects can be 
reduced using a longer annealing period during which interstitial carbon defects turn 
into substitutional carbon atoms.32  
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The incorporation of carbon into doped substrates remains a challenge when using 
MLD and also results in dopant deactivation.  Minimisation of carbon contamination 
has been accomplished through the use of self-capping molecules,15,21 an ultra-thin 
oxide layer11 or carbon-free precursors.11  While studies suggest phosphorus MLD can 
be carried out without the use of a capping layer, the absence of a capping layer can 
also result in a decrease in the efficiency of the doping process.3,11  The synthesis of 
tailored boron precursors with bulky ligands that also act as capping layers resulted in 
minimal incorporation of contaminants as analysed using SIMS analysis.21  Similarly, 
self-capping polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane species containing phosphorus 
ensure minimal dopant volatilisation during the RTA.  As surface binding occurs 
through silanol groups instead of the traditional hydrosilylation reaction, carbon 
contamination can be avoided.15  The use of an ultrathin oxide layer provides a barrier 
to carbon contamination as the SiO2 layer impedes carbon diffusion, with removal of 
the layer after annealing resulting in a contaminant-free doped substrate.11  The use of 
an oxide layer also facilitates attachment of carbon-free precursors, eliminating the 
need for carbon in the dopant precursor as attachment occurs through the phosphonic 
acid groups.11  Carbon contamination remains a critical challenge, although significant 
developments have been made in the minimisation of carbon incorporation during the 
MLD process.    
 
1.4 Movement from Silicon to 2D Materials 
While Si has been used extensively in electronic devices for the last 50 years, the 
physical limit of the material will eventually become a roadblock in the fabrication of 
devices.  Recently, the movement to 3D architectures (e.g. FinFETs) and manipulation 
of Si (e.g. strain engineering)33 has allowed the continual use of Si in transistor 
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devices.  New materials, which have a higher carrier mobility than Si, have been 
investigated as potential replacements for Si, including Ge,34 III-V materials35 and 
more recently 2D materials.  The isolation of graphene from graphite, which results in 
dramatic changes to the properties of the material compared to their bulk counterpart, 
has given rise to a new class of undiscovered materials with interesting properties.36  
Graphene’s low bandgap (0-0.2 eV) makes it ineffective for electronic applications, 
however, many new 2D materials have been discovered which display more suitable, 
semiconducting properties.37–39  TMDs, which consists of a transition metal atom layer 
(e.g. Mo) in between two layers of a chalcogen (e.g. S), have semiconducting character 
and display a bandgap in the 1-2 eV range when in monolayer form.40–42  TMDs, 
including MoS2 and WSe2, display a mobility, an Ion/off ratio and ambipolar behaviour 
that is comparable to Si, making them promising candidates for devices.40  While 
group IV elemental 2D analogues have been predicted to be thermodynamically stable, 
their synthesis and the production of reliable devices remains limited, highlighting the 
difficulty in the fabrication of these few-layer materials.43,44  The lack of silicene, 
germanane and stanane, the 2D counterparts of Si, Ge and Sn,  in bulk layered form 
also inhibits their formation through mechanical or liquid exfoliation,45 resulting in a 
reliance on the bottom-up synthesis of group IV 2D materials.  Once the group IV 
analogues are synthesised the ambient instability also poses a challenge which has 
been overcome using capping layers43 or covalent functionalisation with hydrogen or 
methyl groups.46,47  The ambient instability of the group IV analogues has also created 
difficulties in the fabrication of devices.44 
 
Recently, research into the 2D pnictogens, in particular phosphorene, has flourished.  
BP is a semiconductor that displays a layer tunable direct bandgap.  The bandgap and 
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semiconducting properties are present in both mono- and few-layer form, unlike 
TMDs.  While TMDs only display a direct bandgap in monolayer from, the indirect 
bandgap in few-layer TMDs can also be useful for other devices. Phosphorene can 
easily be isolated from bulk BP using mechanical or liquid exfoliation while the 
fabrication of devices using few-layer BP display excellent electrical characteristics, 
however, ambient degradation results in a loss of mobility.  Other 2D pnictogens, such 
as arsenene, antimonene and bismuthene, which have only recently been isolated from 
their bulk counterparts, are a new group of promising materials that can also 
potentially be useful as a replacement for Si.48,49 
 
1.5 Black Phosphorus                                                                                                                                
BP, a layered material, has a puckered honeycomb lattice structure with layers held 
together by van der Waals interactions.50–52  The weak interlayer interactions in bulk 
2D materials allows their smooth exfoliation into nanosheets, often resulting in 
dramatic changes to their properties.  BP displays extraordinary properties in mono- 
and few-layer form and shows promise in electronic52–54, energy storage,55,56 
catalysis57, sensing58 and medical59–61 applications.  Unlike graphene or TMDs, BP 
displays a layer tunable direct bandgap and exfoliation of bulk BP into phosphorene 
nanosheets changes its bandgap from ~0.3 eV in bulk BP, to ~1.5 eV for monolayer 
BP.37,62  The high carrier mobility of BP, around 1000 cm2 V-1 S-1, makes it a potential 
replacement for Si in some electronic devices.54,63  However, in ambient conditions 
BP reacts with oxygen and water resulting in rapid decomposition,64 making 
processing of the material challenging and resulting in detrimental effects on its optical 
and electronic properties.65–67  The ambient degradation of BP presents a significant 
hurdle to realising the full potential of BP in various applications.  The successful 
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application of BP will rely either on its exclusion from the factors that contribute to 
its degradation or protection methods that prevent its degradation in ambient 
conditions.  Literature reports that have studied the degradation chemistry of BP have 
revealed some conflicting results regarding the effect of water, oxygen and light, 
indicating that BP has a complex surface chemistry.  The in-depth characterisation of 
BP degradation is critical for the development of new protection strategies and 
progress of the material and its applications.  The role of the surface oxide as a 
passivation layer that stabilises BP has also created some debate between researchers.  
Although a stabilising oxide has been reported in theoretical studies,68,69 experimental 
reports question the challenges of creating a self-limiting surface oxide on BP.70  
Protection of BP can also be accomplished by capping layers,67,71,72 
functionalisation,73,74 solvent passivation62 or the incorporation of polymers.75,76  
Ambient degradation can be suppressed by covalent functionalisation where chemical 
binding of molecules to the reactive lone pairs on the surface prevent 
decomposition.73,74  Non-covalent functionalisation can also be employed which 
inhibits degradation by passivating BP nanoflakes through non-covalent 
interactions.74  Solvent passivation forms a protective barrier against oxidants while 
polymer coatings, or the formation of BP-polymer hybrids enhances its oxidation 
resistance while also modifying its properties.  
 
This chapter outlines factors that influence the oxidation of BP from a surface 
chemistry perspective, including the effect of water, oxygen and light on the 
degradation of BP, as well as elucidation of the oxidation mechanism through analysis 
of BP exposed to single oxidants and evaluation of the oxidation products.  
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Additionally, an overview of current advances in chemistry-based protection strategies 
for BP is presented. 
 
1.5.1 Structure, Properties and Exfoliation of BP 
BP has an orthorhombic crystal structure and consists of layers of phosphorene held 
together by van der Waals interactions, as depicted in Figures 1.10(a)-(c).77  The 
individual layers of phosphorene consist of phosphorus atoms covalently bound to two 
intraplane atoms and one interplane phosphorus atom resulting in a puckered structure 
and sp3 hybridisation.  The reactivity under ambient conditions arises from the lone 
pairs present on each phosphorus atom which are susceptible to oxidation.   
 
Figure 1.10: Structure of layered BP displayed in (a) 3D, (b) lateral view and (c) top 
view.  Reprinted from Castellanos-Gomez, A. et. al. 2D Mater. 2014, 1 (2), 025001. 
(77). 
 
The semiconducting properties of BP were discovered in 1953 by Keyes et. al.78 but 
research into BP did take off until 2014 when many research groups fabricated devices 
from the material.37,53,63  BP displays a carrier mobility of 1000 cm2 V-1 s-1 and hole 
and electron mobilities of 350 cm2 V-1 s-1 and 220 cm2 V-1 s-1, respectively.54  BP has 
a direct bandgap, as displayed in Figure 1.11(a), which is tunable through layer 
thickness, as shown in Figure 1.11(b), making it favourable for electronic and 
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optoelectronic applications.37  Additionally, the bandgap range of BP between 0.3-2 
eV falls between the bandgap of graphene (0-0.2 eV) and TMDs (1-2 eV), opening up 
a new range of optical applications.79 
 
Figure 1.11: (a) DFT band structure of monolayer BP.  (b) Layer-dependant bandgap 
of BP.  (c) Atomic force microscopy analysis of a mechanically exfoliated BP 
nanosheet.  Reprinted from Liu, H. et. al. ACS Nano 2014, 8 (4), 4033–4041. (37). 
 
Isolation of BP was first reported in 2014 through the Scotch tape exfoliation 
method,37 where atomically thin sheets of a 2D material are peeled off from the bulk 
crystal and deposited on a substrate, as displayed in Figure 1.11(c).  One of the main 
issues with mechanical exfoliation is the transfer of tape residues onto exfoliated 
flakes, which requires rinses to remove contaminants.77  A modification to the Scotch 
tape procedure to minimise the transfer of tape residue has been developed where 
flakes are transferred to a poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate before transfer to 
the desired substrate.77  However, the scalability of mechanical exfoliation remains a 
critical issue for the large scale application of BP.  Liquid exfoliation of BP, which 
has been developed as a scalable production method of various 2D materials,80 was 
reported by Brent et. al.,81 Kang et. al.82 and Hanlon et. al.62 in 2015.  N-cyclohexyl-
2-pyrrolidone (CHP) or N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) was used to produce high-
quality phosphorene sheets.  The high yield of BP nanosheets in CHP was attributed 
to a match between the surface energy of the solvent and the material which promotes 
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exfoliation and prevents reaggregation of exfoliated nanosheets.62,83  Theoretical 
studies suggest NMP is particularly suitable for liquid exfoliation due to its planarity 
which allows the solvent to wedge and intercalate in between the layers, prying them 
apart.84  Liquid exfoliation allows selection of flakes of the desired size through a 
number of centrifugation steps85 rather than requiring manual selection of flakes that 
have been mechanically exfoliated onto a substrate.  The lateral size and thickness of 
exfoliated sheets can also be tailored by varying the exfoliating medium.  
Dimethylformamide (DMF) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) have been used to tailor 
the thickness of BP flakes,86 while choline chloride urea, an ionic liquid, was used for 
the production of flakes with large lateral dimensions in the micrometre range.87  
Liquid exfoliation has therefore been established as a scalable production strategy of 
high-quality BP nanosheets with minimal defects.62 
 
1.5.2 Degradation of BP 
1.5.2.1 BP Surface Chemistry 
The surface chemistry of BP has been widely debated with many reports displaying 
conflicting results regarding the hydrophobicity of the BP surface.  The instability of 
BP was first reported by Castellanos-Gomez et. al.77 and Island et. al.88 who 
characterised mechanically exfoliated BP.  Optical microscopy revealed the presence 
of droplets on the surface which were ascribed to adsorbed water.  The hydrophilic 
nature of BP was proposed which was in correlation with initial theoretical studies, as 
the droplets on the BP surface increased with higher levels of humidity.77  
Condensation of ambient water on the surface resulted in a layer-by-layer etching 
process and thinning of the BP flakes.88  Theoretical studies by Ziletti et. al.89 reported 
the increasing hydrophilicity of the BP surface after oxidation, as the binding energy 
of water physisorption was lowered due to surface polarisation after oxygen 
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chemisorption.  Wang et. al.90 first reported that the pristine BP surface was 
hydrophobic, which was later confirmed experimentally by Huang et. al.91.  The 
hydrophobicity was verified by experimental studies where BP did not degrade when 
kept in deaerated solutions of water, indicative of a weak interaction of water with 
BP.91,92  Additionally, contact angle studies displayed a hydrophobic surface that 
progressively turned hydrophilic after ambient exposure, as shown in Figures 1.12(a) 
and (b).91   
 
 
Figure 1.12: (a) Contact angle measurements display the progression of a hydrophobic 
to hydrophilic BP surface during ambient exposure as a result of surface oxidation.  
(b) Corresponding decrease in contact angle as a function of time.  Reprinted from 
Huang, Y. et. al. Chem. Mater. 2016, 28 (22), 8330–8339. (91). (c) Theoretical studies 
illustrating the exothermic energy (ΔQ) of the reaction of water with pristine and 
oxidised BP.  Reprinted from Wang, G. et. al. 2D Mater. 2016, 3 (2), 025011 (93). 
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Exfoliation of BP in aqueous solutions has also been reported to produce minimal 
oxidation of BP.94–96  Therefore, initial reports suggesting that water adsorption 
occurred were likely carried out using BP surfaces with minor surface oxidation, 
where physisorption of water is favourable.  Figure 1.12(c) shows the exothermic 
energy of water reacting with pristine and oxidised BP.  The reaction with pristine BP 
was calculated to be endothermic but a decrease in the energy for the reaction with 
oxidised BP suggests dissociation occurs, as further analysis revealed the energy 
release of the reaction with oxygen and then water is exothermic.93  Isotope labelling 
experiments confirmed the increased hydrophilicity of the oxidised BP surface, where 
water adsorbed predominantly on the oxidised areas while pristine areas remained 
hydrophobic.91 
 
1.5.2.2 Role of Oxygen and Water 
The initial studies on the effect of different oxidants used theoretical calculations to 
determine the likely pathways of degradation and interaction of BP with single 
oxidants.  Ziletti et. al.89 evaluated the favourable chemisorption of oxygen on 
phosphorene, supported by Wang et. al.90 who reported on the effect of oxygen and 
water on BP oxidation.  The exothermic chemisorption of oxygen was reported to be 
advantageous in a dangling and bridging configuration as displayed in Figures 1.13(a) 
and (b).89  Wang et. al.90 reported that water favours physisorption on the pristine BP 
surface rather than chemisorption due to the strong hydrogen bonds formed between 




Figure 1.13: Exothermic chemisorption of oxygen in (a) a dangling and (b) a bridging 
configuration.  Reprinted from Ziletti, A. et. al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2015, 114 (4), 26–29. 
(89). 
 
Experimental studies by Huang et. al.91 supported these findings by exposing BP 
flakes to deaerated and oxygen enriched solutions of DI water, as displayed in Figures 
1.14(a)-(h).   
 
Figure 1.14:(a) Freshly exfoliated BP, after being exposed to DI water for (b) 1 week, 
(c) 2 weeks and (d) removal from water and exposure to air for 1 week.  (e) Exfoliated 
flake with mono- and bilayer thickness exposed to (f) deaerated water for 2 days.  (g) 
Freshly exfoliated flakes (h) exposed to oxygenated water for 2 days.  Reprinted from 




A significant difference in the oxidation behaviours was observed, with mono- and 
bilayer flakes exposed to deaerated solutions remaining stable for 2 days, while the 
flakes exposed to oxygen enriched solutions completely degraded.  BP exposed to 
deaerated water displayed no signs of oxidation when analysed using X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)97 and no major formation of oxidation products was 
observed using anion-exchange chromatography98 or nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) analysis.92  The mole fraction of oxidised BP has also been monitored in 
oxygenated and deoxygenated aqueous solutions, with a significant increase in 
oxidised BP observed in oxygenated solutions, as displayed in Figures 1.15(a)-(b).98   
 
Figure 1.15: Evaluation of (a) the mole fraction and (b) the concentration of BP during 
exposure to oxygenated and deoxygenated solutions of water. Reprinted from Zhang, 
T. et. al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2018, 140 (24), 7561–7567. (98).  
 
Hanlon et. al.62 demonstrated that dry and deoxygenated solutions produced BP flakes 
with increased stability, indicating oxygen and water have an effect on stability during 
exfoliation.  Addition of water to exfoliated solutions also resulted in a large decrease 
in stability62 suggesting water has a detrimental effect to BP solutions once initial 
oxidation has occurred.  Water has been revealed to react exothermically with oxidised 
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BP once a surface oxide is formed, from theoretical studies.93  Yang et. al.99 first 
reported on the degradation of liquid exfoliated BP using combined theoretical and 
XPS studies.  A number of oxide structures and their corresponding XPS binding 
energy shifts were proposed using density functional theory (DFT) studies.  This was 
developed further by Kuntz et. al.70 who studied the effect of oxidants on BP and 
oxidation at defect and non-defect sites.  Exposure to oxygen resulted in the formation 
of a uniform oxide across the basal plane, while exposure to water oxidised defect sites 
which could be observed through the formation of surface pitting.  When flakes were 
exposed to ambient conditions surface pitting occurred similarly to those exposed to 
water alone.  However, flakes exposed to ambient conditions displayed more severe 
signs of oxidation with loss of edges and in some cases full layers.  This oxidation at 
defect sites results in continual etching and degradation.  Oxygen creates defects 
making BP more susceptible to oxidation by water, which reacts at defect sites.70  Wu 
et. al.100 used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to demonstrate the evaporation 
of water from the surface, leaving behind a porous layer with visible surface pitting.  
High levels of oxygen were observed at the pit edges confirming the oxidation 
mechanism proposed by Kuntz et. al.70.  These experimental studies suggest an initial 
oxidation pathway through reaction with oxygen, followed by further degradation 
through chemisorption of water at oxidised sites.  Theoretical studies also suggest 
chemisorbed oxygen atoms facilitate physisorption of water89,93,101 which promotes 
further reaction of surface oxidation products.67,97,102  The low reactivity of BP in water 
can also be deduced by evaluation of the electrical characteristics of BP during 
exposure to water. While water alone does not have a significant effect on the 
degradation of the electrical characteristics of BP, it has been reported to result in n-
doping of FETs.91,97,103 An increase in the electron mobility from 4.5 to 17.4 cm2 V-1 
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s-1 is observed which can be attributed to electron transfer from water to BP.
97  No 
change was observed in the on-current and mobility was preserved during water 
exposure, indicating water has no detrimental effects on the electrical properties of 
BP. The deterioration of the electrical properties of BP in ambient conditions can be 
attributed to exposure to a combination of oxygen and water which diminishes the 
electron and hole mobility. Within 3 h of exposure a reduction of 163.7 to 1.3 cm2 V-
1 s-1 for hole mobility and 5.7 to 0.2 cm2 V-1 s-1 electron mobility is observed. An Ion/Ioff 
ratio of ~104 is observed initially37,82 which decreases to <10 after 35 h of ambient 
exposure.67 The loss of electrical characteristics in ambient conditions occurs as a 
result of exposure to both oxygen and water.  In addition to this degradation 
mechanism, several other mechanisms have been proposed.  Zhang et. al.104 elucidated 
the role of OH- and H3O
+ ions on BP degradation by exposing BP to solutions of 
various pH values.  The degradation rate was highest in an alkaline solution of pH 10 
while decomposition slowed down in solutions of pH 4, indicating OH- ions 
accelerated dissolution of surface oxides, formed due to initial oxygen exposure, and 
reacted exothermically with BP through P-P cleavage, while H3O
+ passivated the 
surface protecting it from degradation.104  Another alternative oxidation mechanism 
where BP degradation occurs in the absence of light has also been proposed.  Hu et. 
al.97 reported water enhances the charge transfer from BP to oxygen and allows 
formation the of O2
-.H2O superclusters which form without illumination.  The 
formation of these superclusters reduces the energy barrier of the reaction of oxygen 
with BP.  Therefore, the degradation is accelerated in the presence of water which 
initiates decomposition by enhancing the electron affinity of oxygen.97    The complex 
surface chemistry of BP has given rise to many different mechanisms of oxidation 
which are all likely pathways of degradation.  
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1.5.2.3 Degradation Products 
Assessment of the degradation products gives further insight into the degradation 
mechanism of BP, as the reaction of oxygen and water with BP would result in the 
production of phosphorus oxyacids due to hydrolysis.  Literature reports have 
identified an oxide in the form of P2O5 on BP, 
101,105 which was characterised as a 
stable surface oxide.  Theoretical studies suggest a multistep oxidation process where 
PO3 and PO4 species convert to P2O5.
101  The use of P2O5 as a desiccant that has a high 
level of hygroscopicity contradicts the formation of a stable oxide in the form of P2O-
5,
67,70 especially since the reaction of water with oxidised BP is favourable.93  
Degradation products have also been identified as various phosphorus oxides and a 
decrease in pH was often observed for in-solution degradations studies,62,106 indicating 
the formation of phosphorus oxyacids.  The formation of H3PO4 was confirmed 
through electrochemical experiments91, electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) 
analysis91 and NMR analysis.92  Zhang et. al.98 identified 3 main oxidation products 
during the degradation of BP in oxygenated water: PO2
3-, PO3
3- and PO4
3-.  The 
disengagement of these 3 oxidation products to form the corresponding phosphorous 
acids was calculated to be exothermic.  Luo et. al.103 evaluated the oxidation products 
by exposing mechanically exfoliated BP to single oxidants.  The study revealed 
different oxidation products were obtained for each oxidant and a combination of 
water and oxygen resulted in a higher oxidation rate.  The major oxidation product 
after exposure to water was H3PO4 while dry oxygen exposure produced a surface 
oxide comprised mainly of P=O species.  The higher degradation rate for water and 
oxygen was explained by reaction of surface oxides, in the form of P4O10, with water 
resulting in the formation of phosphoric acid which allows for further reaction with 
oxygen.93,103  Plutnar et. al.92 evaluated the degradation of BP in aqueous and 
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methanolic solutions, using NMR analysis to study the degradation products.  
Oxidation of BP in aqueous solutions containing oxygen resulted in the formation of 
mainly phosphoric (H3PO4) and phosphonic acid (H3PO3), as displayed in Figure 
1.16.   A high amount of oxidation products in the +5 oxidation state in the aqueous 
solution was attributed to the oxidation of lower oxidation state products (+1, +3) to 
phosphoric acids containing P in a +5 oxidation state.  Wu et. al.100 used Raman 
analysis to show the conversion of P3+ species to P5+ in the form of orthophosphoric 
and phosphorus acid.   
 
Figure 1.16: 31P NMR spectroscopy of degradation products formed in the presence 
of water and oxygen.  Reprinted from Plutnar, J. et. al. ACS Nano 2018, 12 (8), 8390–
8396. (92). 
 
Figure 1.17 shows the conversion of P-O-P linkages to phosphorous oxyacids which 
was analysed using XPS and Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy where 
the variation of P-O-P component was compared to other oxidation products.100,102  
The formation of P-O-P bridges was confirmed experimentally by Luo et. al.103 after 




Figure 1.17: Reaction of BP with water and oxygen forming oxyacid reaction 
products.  Reprinted from Wu, S. et. al. Nano Lett. 2018, 18 (9), 5618–5627. (100). 
 
While P-O-P species have been reported to act as a native oxide,68,69 the formation of 
P-O-P species is likely to influence the hydrophobicity of the surface and induce 
deformation which makes them a starting point for further oxidation.92,102  Therefore, 
initial degradation products in a low oxidation state convert to a +5 oxidation state 
after oxidation, followed by detachment from the surface.98  This oxidation 
mechanism is supported by a subtle shift of the P 2p oxide shoulder in XPS to a higher 
BE during ambient exposure, suggesting conversion of low oxidation state P oxides 
to higher oxidation state oxides70 and subsequent evaporation of phosphorus oxyacids 
which has been observed using FTIR analysis.102 
 
1.5.2.4 Effect of Light on Degradation 
While different oxidation mechanisms have been identified using single oxidants, light 
has been reported to play a significant role in BP degradation.  Favron et. al.107 
demonstrated that exposure to single oxidants and a mixture of oxygen and water in 
the dark did not display significant degradation indicating all three factors must be 
present for oxidation to occur.  Figures 1.18(a)-(d) show the effect of exposure to 
ambient conditions and light as characterised using TEM-EELS.  A reaction 
mechanism was proposed where light induced excitons produce superoxide anions that 
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react with BP.  The formation of superoxide species under light exposure was 
supported by theoretical studies69 as displayed in Figures 1.19(a) and (b).   
 
Figure 1.18: (a),(c) TEM-EELS analysis of freshly exfoliated BP and (b),(d) after 20 




Figure 1.19: (a) HSE band structure of monolayer BP showing the reaction of oxygen 
in the presence of light. (b) Light induced ambient degradation mechanism involving 
the formation of O2
- which dissociates forming P-O bonds.  Reprinted from Zhou, Q. 




The dissociation of the superoxide on the BP surface occurs more easily than standard 
oxygen, which is followed by the formation of dangling oxygen species creating a 
hydrophilic surface.  Dissolution then occurs through physisorption of water which 
removes the P-O species through P-P cleavage resulting a layer-by-layer oxidation 
mechanism.69  The normalised A1g peak has been used to evaluate the oxidation of BP 
and a significant decrease is seen for samples exposed to light compared to samples 
stored in the dark as displayed in Figure 1.20.108   
 
Figure 1.20: Influence of light on the intensity of the A1g peak.  Reprinted from 
Abellán, G. et. al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2017, 139 (30), 10432–10440. (108). 
 
Hu et. al.97 reported that degradation still occurs in dark conditions as superoxide 
species can form without the presence of light but experimental reports confirm that 
degradation occurs more slowly in dark conditions98,108 suggesting light plays a 
catalytic role in the degradation of BP.  
 
1.5.2.5 Stability of BP oxides 
The formation of a stable oxide passivation layer has been proposed as a possible 
protection strategy using both theoretical and experimental studies.69,105  Edmonds et. 
al.105 found that bulk BP forms a surface oxide consisting mainly of P2O5 confined to 
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the first 0.4 nm of the surface, leaving the underlying bulk BP intact.  After initial 
removal of surface layers, saturation of the oxide occurred, indicative of the formation 
of a stable oxide layer.105  The formation of P-O-P species has also been proposed to 
act as a native oxide capping layer69 and phosphorene oxide has been predicted to be 
stable.68,109  However, other theoretical and experimental reports have demonstrated 
the instability of P-O-P species.89,92,102  A factor contributing to the disagreement in 
the literature could be due to the variation in layer thickness between samples used in 
different studies.  The experimental study verifying the stability of a native oxide layer 
was carried out exclusively on bulk BP105 which has been shown to display a different 
oxidation behaviour to few-layer BP.102,110  The experimental formation of a stable 
oxide was found to be quite challenging as the initial oxide formation can catalyse 
further oxidation and ambient conditions can result in degradation rather than the 
formation of a self-limiting oxide.70  Additionally, the formation of a stable oxide on 
a bulk BP surface contradicts quite a few experimental reports that note rapid 
degradation of BP. 
 
1.5.2.6 Effect of Layer Thickness and Reactivity of the BP Surface and Edge Sites 
Few-layer BP will display a higher reactivity with decreasing layer numbers, due to 
the increased percentage of atoms at the surface64 and therefore bulk and few-layer BP 
display different oxidation patterns.102,110  Favron et. al.107 noted a decrease in layer 
thickness of mechanically exfoliated flakes caused a bandgap shift to higher energies 
which increased the overlap with the band edge.  The increasing reactivity with 
decreasing flake size was also confirmed by Abellán et. al.108 who used the normalised 
A1g ratio to assess the extent of degradation, as shown in Figure 1.20.  Liquid 
exfoliated flakes displayed a similar trend62 where the absorbance displayed a more 
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significant decrease for smaller flake sizes.  Zhou et. al.69 reported that the formation 
of a superoxide was found to occur primarily for few-layer BP rather than bulk BP 
explaining the thickness dependant degradation behaviour and high reactivity of few-
layer BP. 
 
The reactivity of edge sites compared to the basal plane has also been investigated to 
further clarify the oxidation mechanism.  Favron et. al.107 reported that bumps form 
on the surface of BP flakes which grow after prolonged exposure, suggesting a 
nucleation step occurs prior to oxide formation.  The formation of bubbles was 
attributed to the conversion of PxOy to phosphoric acid.  Degradation of liquid 
exfoliated BP was proposed to occur at the edges while the basal plane remained 
protected by the solvation shell.62  DFT calculations showed that water can react with 
edge sites removing P atoms in the form of phosphoric acids.62  Zhang et. al.98 reported 
that even though water dissociation is endothermic on the BP surface it becomes 
exothermic at edge sites although the energy barrier remains high.  BP flakes stored in 
oxygenated water displayed degradation predominantly at edges in contrast to most 
studies which observed the formation of droplets on the BP surface.98  Experimental 
work confirmed water prefers to react at edge sites or existing oxide defects70 while 
Raman analysis suggests thick flakes display primarily edge degradation prior to 
degradation of the surface.  Edge degradation also occurs at a faster rate than surface 
degradation.110  In contrast, few-layer flakes displayed a higher reactivity as surface 
oxidation most likely occurred at the same time due to the increased reactivity of 
oxygen with the BP surface of few-layer flakes.107  However, Zhu et. al.111 showed 
C60 edge-protected few-layer BP shows an increased stability using ultraviolet-visible 
(uv-vis) spectroscopy, suggesting oxidation through edge sites could be a predominant 
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degradation pathway and the exact reactivity of edge sites compared to the surface 
oxidation remains unclear. 
 
1.5.2.7 Characterisation Techniques Applied to Degradation Studies 
A variety of techniques have been employed to evaluate the extent of BP oxidation.  
The stability is often evaluated using microscopic techniques such as TEM or Atomic 
Force Microscopy (AFM), making comparison between literature reports challenging, 
while some other commonly used techniques, such as Raman analysis, do not always 
adequately evaluate the degree of oxidation.  Favron et. al.107 first used the A1g/A
2
g 
ratio to characterise BP oxidation and a decrease in the ratio was observed after 
ambient exposure.  Raman analysis can also be used to spectroscopically assess the 
crystal orientation,112,113 thickness of flakes108,110 and extent of degradation.108  
Although the A1g/A
2
g ratio has been used to assess the oxidation it is also highly 
dependent on crystal orientation, which must be considered when evaluating 




g ratio to evaluate 
the extent of oxidation because the A1g/A
2
g ratio only displays changes for few-layer 
flakes with a thickness < 10 nm.108,110  The reduction in intensity of the A1g peak was 
attributed to the oxidation of surface layers which would reduce the amount of BP 
present, while in thick BP flakes (> 10 nm) the oxidation is too low compared to the 
amount of BP present to have a significant effect on the A1g/A
2
g ratio.
89,108  Raman 
analysis is highly sensitive to the crystal orientation and thickness of the flakes108 and 
is therefore most suitable for the analysis of single mechanically exfoliated flakes. 
 
Gamage et. al.114 used infrared scattering-type scanning near-field microscopy which 
allows chemical identification of surface degradation species giving detailed 
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characterisation.  However, techniques such as Raman, AFM and TEM do not provide 
surface sensitive analysis such as other spectroscopic techniques, e.g. XPS.  
Additionally, Raman, AFM and TEM are time consuming as flakes must be imaged 
individually while spectroscopic techniques such as FTIR, NMR and XPS analysis 
allow a large amount of flakes to be characterised simultaneously.  XPS has proven to 
be a useful technique in identifying specific surface oxide species and there has been 
good correlation between predicted DFT structures and experimental XPS studies.70,99  
However, one of the problems with XPS is the high vacuum environment which can 
facilitate the removal of oxidation products through a reduction in flake thickness.105  
Phosphoric acid has been reported as a major oxidation product91,92 but it has not been 
observed as a final degradation product except when present in a high concentration.102  
The removal of these degradation products can make meaningful analysis challenging 
and can give an inaccurate representation of degradation products.  This effect can be 
circumvented by combining XPS with other analysis techniques such as FTIR, 
electrochemical experiments or EELS.91,102 
 
1.5.3 Protection Strategies 
1.5.3.1 Capping Layers 
Passivation layers such as Al2O3 or SiO2 are often deposited to encapsulate BP, 
thereby preventing reaction with ambient oxidants.  Similarly, other 2D materials such 
as boron nitride (BN), MoS2 or graphene can also be used to form barriers which 
circumvent further degradation.  The use of various protection strategies and their 
effect on the stability of BP is summarised in Table 1.1.  Al2O3 is often deposited 
using ALD which involves the reaction of two precursors (trimethylaluminium and 
water) that react with the surface separately in a self-limiting reaction at a high 
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temperature.  Alternatively, a layer of Al is deposited which is subsequently oxidised 
in ambient conditions first, to protect BP from the high-temperature oxidative 
environment and to avoid contact with oxygenated water before formation of the 
film.67,103  Al2O3 passivated BP FETs can remain stable for periods up to 1-17 
months,67,115 although the effect of the ALD process on the stability has been debated 
and degradation of BP during the ALD process has also been observed.103,116   Luo et. 
al.117 reported passivated phosphorene transistors displayed a stability of 100 h, while 
Wood et. al.67 used ALD to deposit a 30 nm Al2O3 layer which allowed BP to maintain 
its mobility and Ion/Ioff ratio for 175 h, during which non-passivated BP FETs display 
significant deterioration.  In contrast, some Al2O3 passivated devices have also been 
reported to lose their electrical properties.103,116  Thin layers of Al2O3 passivation (~2-
3 nm) have be reported to be inadequate at encapsulating BP while thicker layers (>25 
nm) display superior passivating properties although degradation at edges remains an 
issue.116  The additional coating of a fluoropolymer (DuPont Teflon AF) on Al2O3 
passivated BP preserves its Ion/Ioff ratio, on current and hysteresis in gate voltage due 
to the hydrophobicity of the polymer which repels oxidants.  The degradation of BP 
flakes coated in a thin layer of Al2O3 suggests thicker layers are required which 
provide additional protection of edge sites while superior passivation can be obtained 
when employed in combination with a fluoropolymer.116  An investigation into the 
effect the surface oxide has during the ALD process revealed the presence of surface 
oxides can cause further oxidation due to the reaction with adventitious contaminants 
or H2O present in the ALD reactor environment.
118  The use of pristine BP is robust 
enough to be subjected to the ALD deposition of Al2O3, however, avoiding oxidation 
can be difficult and the oxidation of BP highlights the need for development of new 
moisture- and oxygen-free ALD processes.103 
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Table 1.1: Overview of the protection strategies employed to enhance the ambient 
stability with corresponding timeframes of BP stability. 
 
Strategy Stability Characterisation 
method 
Reference 





SiO2 7 days Electrical 
measurements 
72 
Boron Nitride 7 days AFM, Raman 119 
MoS2 21 days Raman 120 
Graphene 100 h Raman 121 
Aryl diazonium salts 25 days AFM 73 
Azobisisobutyronitrile 10 days XPS, Raman 122 
Titanium Sulfonate 72 h UV 123 
Azide 21 days UV 124 
Fluorination 7 days UV, AFM 125 
Chlorosilanes 28 days Raman, electrical 
measurements 
126 
Iodonium salts 2 days XPS, STEM 127 
C60 7 days UV 111 
Perylene diimide 2 days Raman 128 
N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone 30 days 
(dark), 11 
days (light) 
Raman, UV 108 
1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium 
tetrafluoroborate 






3 months Electrical 
measurements 
75 
Poly(methyl methacrylate) 6 months NMR, Raman, 
XRD 
76 





The use of SiO2 shows promise in prolonging the ambient lifetime of BP due to its 
widespread use in the semiconductor industry.  SiO2 passivation of BP allows 
preservation of the electrical characteristics with a minor change in the Ion/off ratio from 
810 to 600 while the mobility decreases from 524.3 cm2 V
-1 s-1 to 470.4 cm
2
 V
-1 s-1  
over a 1 week period.72  In comparison, unpassivated BP showed a drop in Ion/off ratio 
from ~600 to ~50 cm2 V
-1 s-1.  Boron nitride has also been employed as a BP 
passivation layer which preserves its drain current and field effect mobility of 139 cm2 
V-1 s-1 when stored in a dry N2 environment while uncapped BP devices display a 
reduced mobility of 88 cm2 V-1 s-1.103  AFM and Raman analysis reveal the formation 
of a BP-hBN heterostructure remains stable for a period of a 1 week.119  MoS2 
passivation prolongs the ambient stability to 3 weeks while also enhancing the thermal 
stability and photoconductivity.120  Additionally, a doping effect was observed in few-
layer BP flakes which decreases as flake thickness increased.  CVD deposited 
graphene has also been used to extend the ambient lifetime to 100 hours.121  1-3 layers 
of graphene were deposited with 2 or 3 layers displaying a higher stability than a single 
layer when analysed using Raman analysis.  Passivation of BP both using Al2O3 or 
other 2D materials effectively prolongs the ambient lifetime of BP while maintaining 
its electrical properties as long as the capping layer encapsulates the flake surface as 
well as the edges.  The ambient stability of thicker encapsulation layers (>25 nm) 
surpasses the lifetime of thinner passivation layers.  The deposition of other 2D 
materials can however have a low yield, due to the physical deposition onto flakes 
which is completed manually.  Although, the stacking of 2D materials to form van der 
Waals heterostructures, which allows the design of devices with selected properties 




1.5.3.2 Covalent and Non-covalent Functionalisation 
Covalent functionalisation is a promising strategy to enhance the ambient stability of 
BP by forming a protective layer on the BP surface and occupying the reactive lone 
pairs, thereby preventing reaction with ambient oxygen and water.  Functionalisation 
has been proposed to occur by attachment directly to P-sites or through attachment to 
the surface oxide.  Ryder et. al.73 used diazonium salts to functionalise mechanically 
exfoliated BP through attachment of aryl radicals as shown in Figure 1.21.   
 
Figure 1.21: Covalent functionalisation of BP through (a) diazonium radicals which 
result in aryl passivation and (b) AFM analysis of 2-nitrobenzenediazonium 
functionalised BP directly after functionalisation and (c) after 10 days of ambient 
exposure.  The scale bars correspond to 2 µm.  Reprinted from Ryder, C. R. et. al. Nat. 
Chem. 2016, 8 (6), 597–602. (73). 
 
The use of various substituents on the aryl group tailored the reactivity of salts and 
therefore the extent of functionalisation which influenced the electrical properties of 
BP.  Attachment was proposed to occur via P-C bonding by formation of four bonds 
to P which creates a lattice distortion as predicted by DFT calculations.  A reduction 
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in both the P 2p peak and the A1g Raman mode indicated disruption of P-P bonding 
corresponding to arylation.  The formation of P-C bonds was characterised using XPS 
analysis but the binding energy of P-C bonds occurs in close proximity to P-O bonds 
making accurate deconvolution difficult.  Additionally, the P-O component was not 
assigned even though diazonium functionalisation has been reported to result in 
significant oxidation.127  While further theoretical studies report the insertion of a P-C 
bond which replaces a P-P bond in the BP lattice132,133 the exact binding of aryl groups 
remains unclear.  Aryl diazonium functionalisation enhanced the stability of BP to 25 
days, as characterised by the absence of morphological protrusions during AFM 
analysis which is displayed in Figures 1.21(b)-(c).73  The use of radicals was also 
investigated by Hu et. al.122 who used azodiisobutyronitrile (AIBN) to generate free 
radicals that react with BP through the formation of P-C bonds.  AIBN modification 
resulted in a stability of 10 days in ambient conditions as assessed using XPS and 
Raman analysis.  NMR analysis also revealed AIBN functionalised BP displayed 
superior aqueous stability compared to bare BP.122 
 
Sofer et. al.133 reported the attachment of nucleophilic, organometallic and radical 
based species with BP.  Nucleophilic reagents, in particular (S)-bromomethyl 
ethanethiolate was found to be most effective, through both covalent and non-covalent 
attachment.  Additionally, DFT calculations revealed Br elimination was required for 
covalent modification through P-C or P-O-C bond formation.  Perfluorinated alkyl and 
aryl molecules were also investigated but were found to be less effective for 
functionalisation.  The use of diazonium reagents did not show signs of chemical 
modification which was attributed to the use of DMF as a reaction solvent instead of 
water.  Organometallic reagents also only showed subtle signs of covalent attachment 
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indicating nucleophilic reagents proved to be more successful.  Modification of BP 
has also been achieved using a titanium sulfonate ligand which coordinated to P 
through Ti, giving stability in aqueous solutions of 72 h when assessed using 
extinction spectroscopy.123  Figure 1.22 shows azide passivation which resulted in the 
formation of P=N bonds through the in-situ creation of a nitrene intermediate.124  The 
fulfilment of a full octet by reaction with a surface lone pair significantly increased 
the stability to 21 days as assessed using extinction spectroscopy. 
 
Figure 1.22: Azide passivation resulting in the formation of P=N bonds.  Reprinted 
from Yajuan Liu. et. al. Angew. Chemie Int. Ed. 2019, 58 (5), 1479–1483. (124). 
 
Recently, fluorination of the BP surface has been investigated as a protection method 
similar to the fluorination of graphene which drastically modifies its properties.134  
Theoretical studies predict fluorinated BP to be energetically stable135 but the high 
reactivity of fluorine could result in degradation.  Fluorination has been realised 
through electrochemical exfoliation in an ionic liquid125 and under a continuous flow 
of fluorine at various pressures and temperatures.136  The fluorination of BP enhanced 
the ambient stability up to 1 week due the high electronegativity of fluorine which 
repels oxidants.125  Additionally, control over fluorination has been predicted to allow 
tunability of the bandgap of BP,125,135 which could be a more realistic strategy of 




Attachment through oxygen sites present on the BP surface has also been investigated 
as a protection strategy.  Artel et. al.126 used chlorosilanes to prevent ambient 
degradation of BP and preserve its electrical properties.  Chlorosilanes form an ordered 
SAM by reduction of the surface oxide.  The covalent attachment to oxide sites was 
confirmed by the absence of chlorine and a reduced oxide component of the P 2p core 
level in XPS.  Coated flakes displayed a stability of 28 days using Raman analysis and 
BP devices also remained stable during this timeframe.  The use of thiols as a 
protection strategy was investigated by Kwak et. al.137.  Interestingly, surface oxides 
present on the BP surface were removed by thiol treatment.  DFT calculations revealed 
a P-O-H chain is removed from the surface during the binding of a thiol molecule 
resulting in removal of surface oxide sites.  XPS and Raman analysis indicated 
restoration of the pristine BP surface, which was also visible through the removal of 
surface bubbles using TEM analysis.  Electron and hole mobility was also restored to 
the values of pristine BP after the thiol treatment and an annealing step.137  Binding to 
surface oxides sites is accompanied by a reduction in the oxide component of the P 2p 
core level in XPS which was also observed for aryliodonium functionalisation of 
BP.127  Furthermore, the attachment to surface oxides sites by aryl iodonium salts 
protects the surface by impeding reaction and decomposition of the oxides, as initial 
oxide formation promotes further oxidation.127  Therefore, binding to P-sites only will 
likely give inferior stability as existing oxides present on the surface will lead to 
decomposition and a strategy that protects both P- and O-sites will result in optimal 
stability.  Recently, edge selective functionalisation of BP using hydrophobic C60 
molecules significantly enhanced its stability, by protecting edge sites from 
degradation while preserving the photoelectrochemical and photocatalytic properties 
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of BP.111  UV-vis spectroscopy revealed that the BP-C60 hybrid maintained its 
absorbance peak, surpassing the stability of bare BP. 
 
Covalent modification can lead to the formation of defects and can have a detrimental 
effect on the electrical properties of BP while non-covalent functionalisation exploits 
the weak van der Waals forces to protect the BP surface.  Passivation of BP using non-
covalent interactions enables tuning of its properties through the charge transfer 
induced by complexes that can be selected based on their electron-withdrawing 
capability.  Abellan et. al.128 reported the noncovalent functionalisation of liquid 
exfoliated BP using 7,7,8,8-tetra-cyano-p-quinodimethane (TCNQ) and perylene 
diimide (PDI) which displayed increased stability compared to bare BP.  The use of 
TCNQ resulted in a large electron transfer from BP while PDI only created weak 
charge transfer.  The non-covalent interactions of these complexes also played a 
facilitative role in the exfoliation of BP.  Similarly, Anthraquinone was used by 
Gusmão et. al.138 to enhance the storage capacity and prolong the ambient lifetime of 
BP due to its hydrophobicity. 
 
1.5.3.3 Solvent-Based Protection Methods 
The lifetime of liquid exfoliated flakes is higher than that observed for mechanically 
exfoliated flakes, indicating that the exfoliation procedure can influence degradation.62  
Solvent passivation plays a significant role in the stability of exfoliated flakes both in 
solution and after removal of the solvent, as certain solvents can form a protective 
barrier to oxidants.  Mechanically exfoliated flakes have displayed bumps on the basal 
plane,107 while liquid exfoliated flakes are predominantly degraded at edges sites as 
the exfoliating medium protects the basal plane during degradation.62  The exfoliation 
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strategy therefore defines the oxidation mechanism and solvent passivation can be 
employed as a protection strategy.  Hanlon et. al.62 successfully obtained high yields 
of BP through liquid exfoliation in NMP.  The flakes displayed a significantly higher 
stability than mechanically exfoliated flakes and those exfoliated using other solvents, 
such as isopropyl alcohol (IPA).  The increased stability was attributed to the 
formation of a solvation shell both in solution and after deposition onto substrates.  
Abellan et. al.108 confirmed solvents had an impact on the stability of various solvent 
passivated flakes, including tetrahydrofuran (THF), NMP and ionic liquids (ILs).  
While THF did not influence the lifetime of BP, NMP greatly enhanced the stability 
of flakes up to 30 days, especially when stored in dark conditions.  However, solvent 
passivation can make fabrication of devices challenging108 and can be detrimental to 
electrical performance.139  Solvent passivation is also undesirable for the performance 
of energy storage devices.139  Therefore, the use of ILs which can easily be removed 
by rinsing has been investigated as a protection strategy.108  ILs facilitate efficient 
high-yield exfoliation of 2D materials87,140–143 and provide a protective barrier to 
degradation.142  Two ILs, 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) 
imide and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, were used 
for the liquid exfoliation of BP.  Both ILs resulted in the production of few-layer flakes 
and SIMS suggested the IL formed a thin passivation layer on the BP surface.  
Exfoliation in the IL resulted in minimal generation of surface oxide due to the 
passivation by the ILs through van der Waals interactions, however, long-term 
stability was not assessed.141  Furthermore, Abellán et. al.108 used 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate to protect BP, as displayed in Figure 1.23, 
which also resulted in a thin coverage and enhanced the ambient stability of BP flakes 
for up to 58 days.  The increased oxidation resistance was attributed to a high surface 
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tension of the IL which creates a barrier to oxidants and the ability of the imidazole 
species to neutralise superoxide anions which play a key role in the degradation of 
BP.108 
 
Figure 1.23: Normalised A1g intensity of IL-passivated and bare BP during ambient 
exposure.  Reprinted from Abellán, G. et. al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2017, 139 (30), 
10432–10440. (108). 
 
1.5.3.4 Polymer-Based Protection Methods 
Addition of polymers during the exfoliation process has also become a popular method 
of tuning the properties of BP and enhancing its stability.  The use of polymers with 
various electron withdrawing and donating groups can allow tailoring of the energy 
bands which can influence the ambient stability.132  Additionally, BP-polymer 
composites have been predicted to maintain electron and hole mobilities.132  Various 
polymers have been employed to create BP-hybrids for sensors,144 photothermal 
agents145 and enhance the performance of energy storage devices.146,147  Poly (lactic-
co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) was employed to enhance the stability of BP quantum dots 
to 8 days compared to unencapsulated BP when assessed using uv-vis analysis.148  The 
use of poly[(1,4-diethynylbenzene)-alt-9,9-bis(4-diphenylaminophenyl)fluorene] to 
enhance the solubility in organic solvents and improve ambient stability has been 
reported by Cao et. al.75.  Fluorescence spectroscopy revealed that electron transfer 
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occurred and memory devices remained stable for 3 months due to polymer 
incorporation.  Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) has also been used to stabilise BP 
using 3 different strategies: (1) liquid exfoliated BP was added to a solution of PMMA, 
(2) BP was exfoliated in a PMMA solution and (3) in-situ polymerisation using methyl 
methacrylate and a radical initiator.76  The polymerisation by addition of a radical 
initiator proved to be most effective and displayed a stability of 6 months, however, 
stability was only assessed using NMR, Raman and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis.  
Similarly, exfoliation of BP in a solution of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) and ethanol 
prolonged the stability to 24 h as assessed using extinction spectroscopy and AFM 
analysis.  XPS analysis also only showed a 3.9 % oxide component compared to the P 
2p core level over a period of 1 week.  The removal of PVP was achieved using ethanol 
rinses allowing for use of the exfoliated nanosheets in various applications.149  
Polymer ionic liquids (PILs) have been employed to enhance the ambient lifetime to 
120 h and provide reliable electrical contact for devices.  The use of conductive 
materials to protect BP overcomes the limitations of insulating capping materials such 
as AlOx and SiO2, while the formation of  a BP-hybrid during sonication ensures 
scalability.129  The use of  PILs allows dilution of the IL while maintaining high 
exfoliation yields in contrast to the low yields obtained from diluted ILs.129  
Incorporation of BP with polymers appears to be a useful strategy for enhancement of 
the stability and full exploitation of its properties. 
 
1.6 Antimonene 
Among the 2D pnictogens, antimonene (AM) has recently gained interest within the 
2D community.  First isolated in 2015, AM displays a high carrier mobility and tunable 
bandgap, similar to BP, but exhibits a higher ambient stability which makes it more 
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practical for various applications.  Theoretical studies predict an indirect bandgap in 
the 0-2.28 eV range which is tunable through layer thickness150 or surface oxidation.151  
The use of strain152,153 or oxidation151 can be used to change AM to a direct bandgap 
material.  AM shows promise in electronics,154 energy storage,155 solar cells,150 
optoelectronics,152 catalysis,156 medical applications157–159 and as a saturable 
absorber.160  Research on the production of AM has focused on the bottom-up growth 
while its mechanical and liquid exfoliation still remain limited.  The strong interlayer 
binding of AM can hinder its smooth exfoliation which can impede the exfoliation of 
the material into sheets with large lateral sizes, and favours the formation of quantum 
dots.48 
 
1.6.1 Structure and Properties 
Sb has a rhombohedral layered structure, which is also known as the -phase, and it 
displays semimetallic behaviour.48 AM is most stable in buckled form corresponding 
to the -phase, as illustrated in Figure 1.24,  in contrast to the puckered structure or 
α-phase of BP.49   
 
Figure 1.24: Comparison of the (a) α-phase or puckered honeycomb structure and the 
(b) -phase which is also known as the buckled structure.  Sb occurs in the -phase 
while BP is most stable in the α-phase.  Reprinted from Zhang, S.  et. al. Chem. Soc. 




AM displays semiconducting character, with electron and hole mobilities calculated 
to be 630 and 1737 cm2 V-1 s-1,161 making it suitable for electronic applications.150  
AM flakes display good electrical conductivity of 104 S m-1 while also exhibiting 
optical transparency in the visible light range.162  The theoretical bandgap of AM has 
been predicted to be in the 0-2.28 eV range.  However, an experimental bandgap of 
0.8-1.44 eV compared to the predicted 0-2.28 eV theoretical bandgap has been 
observed.  The difference between the experimental and theoretical bandgap was 
attributed to surface oxidation.150  Variation of the layer thickness resulted in a 
modification of the bandgap, similar to BP.  While AM displays an indirect bandgap, 
the application of strain can allow transformation to a direct bandgap semiconductor.  
The resulting bandgap of 2.28 eV shows promise in optoelectronic applciations.152,153  
Tuning of the bandgap of AM has also allowed it to be employed as a more efficient 
hole transport layer in perovskite solar cells.150 
 
1.6.2 Production 
AM was first synthesised using van der Waals epitaxy growth.  The growth of AM on 
both mica and flexible substrates resulted in monocrystalline few-layer (1-50 nm) 
rhombohedral AM, corresponding to the most stable -phase.162  Graphene has been 
used a substrate for the van der Waals epitaxy growth of Sb islands, sheets and thin-
films which could be useful for the formation of van der Waals heterostrutures.163  
PdTe2 has also been used as a substrate for the molecular beam epitaxial growth of 
AM due to its minimal lattice match and chemical surface stability.164  AM also grows 
selectively on MoS2 areas on a sapphire substrates, which could potentially be used as 
contacts for 2D material devices.165  Additionally, Ge has been used as a substrate for 
the epitaxial growth of mono- and few-layer AM.166  Chemical vapour deposition can 
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also be used for the production of AM on SiO2 substrates, which results in the 
formation of large sheets in the 40 µm range.167  The wet chemical synthesis of 
hexagonal antimonene nanosheets was carried out using various Sb precursors which 
were mixed with oleylamine. The layer thickness of AM sheets can be tuned through 
variation of the annealing time.168 
 
While AM has been synthesised using various bottom-up approaches, literature 
reports on the production of AM by exfoliation remain limited.  AM was mechanically 
exfoliated into few-layer flakes in 2016, which displayed good ambient stability of 2 
months and did not show deterioration after exposure to water.169  The liquid phase 
exfoliation of AM was reported by Gibaja et. al.170, who used a mixture of isopropyl 
alcohol (IPA)/water (4:1) to produce stable few-layer flakes with high ambient 
stability.  The use of a mixture of IPA and water was selected based on the surface 
tension of the solvents, as a match between the surface tension of the layered material 
and solvent promotes exfoliation and prevents reaggregation of flakes.80,171  Liquid 
exfoliation in ethanol using combined probe sonication and ice-bath sonication 
resulted in the formation of antimonene quantum dots (AMQDs) with average 
dimensions of 3.9 nm in length and 2.6 nm in height.157  Electrochemical exfoliation 
of Sb also resulted in the formation of AMQDs with an average thickness of 31.6 
nm.172  Similarly, shear exfoliation was used to create few-layer Sb, As and Bi 
nanosheets by Gusmão et. al.156 which show promise in catalysis applications, in 
particular the hydrogen evolution reaction where the performance of AM surpasses 
other pnictogen nanosheets, such as arsenene and bismuthene.156 The exfoliation of 
Sb into few-layer sheets with large lateral dimensions can be difficult due to the strong 
interlayer interactions.  The pre-grinding of Sb results in the formation of Sb plates 
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which can subsequently be exfoliated into large Sb sheets using tip sonication, as 
shown in Figure 1.25.150 
 
Figure 1.25: Grinding of Sb creates Sb plates which can be exfoliated into AM sheets 
using sonication.  Reprinted from Wang, X. et. al. Angew. Chemie 2018, 130 (28), 
8804–8809. (150). 
 
The AM nanosheets were separated using liquid cascade centrifugation, which 
successfully separated the flakes with various layer thicknesses and confirmed the 





Figure 1.26: AFM analysis with corresponding height profiles for AM centrifuged at 
(a)-(c) 1000–2000 rpm, (d)–(f) 2000–5000 rpm, (g)–(i) 5000–9000 rpm.  Reprinted 
from Wang, X. et. al. Angew. Chemie 2018, 130 (28), 8804–8809. (150). 
 
1.6.3 Ambient Stability of Antimonene 
AM has been reported to display a significantly higher stability compared to BP. 
Flakes remain stable for at least a period of 1 month in ambient conditions.150,162,164  
AM flakes grown by van der Waals epitaxy did not show an increase in roughness 
using AFM measurements and did not display the appearance of antimony trioxide or 
pentoxide peaks, as assessed using Raman spectroscopy over a 1 month period.162  
XPS analysis also confirms the increased stability with no increase in the oxide 
content.150  The high ambient stability of non-covalently functionalised AM flakes was 
investigated and the formation of a self-passivating oxide layer was discovered using 
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theoretical studies.173  Theoretical calculations also reveal oxygen is more likely to 
react with BP compared to AM due to a more negative exothermic energy of the 
reaction of BP with oxygen.162  However, a separate theoretical study attributes the 
increased ambient stability of AM compared to BP, to its strong interaction with 
oxygen but weak interaction with water,174 as the rapid degradation of BP has often 
been attributed to the combined effect of oxygen and water.102  While water acts as an 
electron acceptor for AM, it acts as an electron donor for BP which facilitates the 
formation of acids and subsequent degradation.  The energy barrier of oxygen 
dissociation was also quite low which indicates oxidation of AM could occur under 
ambient conditions.174  However, as the interaction with water does not result in 
deterioration of AM the formation of AM oxides may be easier to produce, compared 
to the formation of phosphorene oxides.  AM oxides have been predicted to have 
tunable bandgap (0-2.28 eV) based on their oxygen content and have been predicted 
to be a 2D topological insulators.151  The adsorption of oxygen on AM also alters the 
optical and electrical properties.  Theoretical studies show the ease with which ambient 
contaminants, such as NO2, H2O, and O2, adsorb on the AM surface, which highlights 




Although AM does not degrade rapidly in ambient conditions, functionalisation is still 
necessary for protection from ambient contaminants which allows preservation of its 
properties.  Additionally, functionalisation can be used to tune the properties of AM.  
Theoretical studies indicate the use of tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and 
tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) can induce doping, due to their electron-
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withdrawing and -donating character, which can be used to modulate the bandgap and 
electrical properties of AM.175  Non-covalent functionalisation was carried out using 
perylene bisimide (PBI) and TCNQ, resulting in charge transfer, which has also been 
observed during the non-covalent functionalisation of BP.  The wet chemical synthesis 
of AM nanosheets resulted in the surface passivation of halide ions and coordination 
of thiol groups indicating functionalisation of the sheets.168  Fluorination has become 
a popular method to tailor the properties of both graphene and BP,176 and has also been 
applied to AM. Fluorinated AM displays ferromagnetic properties while its curie 
temperature at 717 K makes it suitable for magnetic devices.177  The chemical 
modification of AM remains extremely limited and further investigation into the 
functionalisation is necessary. 
 
1.7 Conclusions and Future Outlook 
The 2D pnictogens show promising properties for electrical devices, although their 
implementation is still limited by certain roadblocks.  While BP devices display 
excellent electrical properties their ambient degradation results in a loss of mobility.  
The key mechanisms of degradation indicate a general agreement that oxidation of BP 
is initiated by the reaction with oxygen followed by reaction with water, which 
promotes further decomposition.  Despite its extraordinary properties, the ambient 
lifetime remains a significant hurdle of the material.  The modification, either by 
physical capping layers or chemical protective layers, can significantly increase its 
ambient lifetime while preserving the electrical characteristics.  Several protection 
strategies have been developed to enhance its ambient stability, although there is still 
room for further investigation.  Covalent functionalisation using aryl diazonium salts 
or chlorosilanes has been reported to give superior oxidation resistance of BP.  In 
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particular, recent developments, including the use of ILs or polymer incorporation 
show promise in protecting BP and additionally provide scalability.  BP offers 
extraordinary properties and a wide range of potential applications once its ambient 
degradation has been fully addressed.  Although the superior ambient stability of AM 
should facilitate the application of the material, its smooth exfoliation is a hurdle to 
the large scale production of nanosheets with large lateral dimensions.  Additionally, 
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2. Functionalisation of SiO2 Surfaces for Monolayer Doping with 




MLD conventionally employs hydrosilylation to attach dopant precursors to the Si 
surface.  However, hydrosilylation reactions are air and moisture sensitive, requiring 
inert conditions along with drying of solvents and precursors.  Oxide functionalisation 
is more compatible with ambient conditions as it can be carried out without drying 
precursors or solvents.  Similar doping concentrations can be achieved using oxide 
functionalised surfaces compared to hydrosilylated surfaces (~2 × 1020 atoms/cm3).   
Oxide functionalised surfaces display excellent ambient stability and the use of oxide 
functionalisation allows selection of a large range of inexpensive p- and n-dopant 
precursors.  The oxide layer facilitates attachment of carbon-free precursors due to 
attachment of precursors through the phosphonic acid head group instead of an alkene 
group, hence eliminating carbon contamination, an issue arising from using MLD as 
a doping method.  Additionally, the oxide layer impedes carbon diffusion into the 
substrate by trapping carbon at the SiO2 side of the SiO2-Si interface.  Oxide 
functionalised surfaces are characterised in detail using x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS), attenuated total reflectance Fourier infrared (ATR-FTIR) 
spectroscopy and contact angle (CA) measurements to assess the formation and 
binding of monolayers to the SiO2 surface.  Electrochemical capacitance voltage 
(ECV) profiling, Hall measurements and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) 








As device dimensions are scaled down to keep up with Moore’s law, doping of non-
planar structures is becoming more challenging.  MLD has been employed to 
overcome the problems associated with current doping techniques such as ion 
implantation, which suffers from crystal damage and does not allow the application to 
nanostructures or the formation of shallow junctions.1  MLD involves the 
functionalisation of the semiconductor surface followed by an annealing step, which 
diffuses the dopant into the substrate.  The functionalisation of the semiconductor 
surface allows the application to nanostructures and avoids shadowing effects due to 
the uniform coverage of device surfaces, whereas 3D architectures can block dopant 
ions when using ion implantation.  Additionally, the functionalisation step allows 
tailoring of precursors and optimisation of the desired dopant profile.2–5  
Hydrosilylation, where an alkene group reacts with the Si surface, is typically used as 
a functionalisation method for attaching p- or n-containing dopant precursors.6–9  
Hydrosilylation reactions are air-sensitive requiring purification of solvents while 
precursors are often not compatible with ambient conditions.  While the surface 
chemistry of Si has been widely studied for MLD applications, the SiO2 surface has 
only recently been used for MLD.4,5,10  The functionalisation of various surfaces using 
phosphonic acids has been researched for electronic, sensing and solar cell  
applications.11–14  The phosphonic acid functionalisation route offers a number of 
advantages over hydrosilylation chemistry including the formation of robust self-
assembled monolayers (SAMs) which display superior ambient stability15 and 
elimination of inert reaction conditions. 
 




as an alternative doping strategy, oxide-MLD, as displayed in Figure 2.1.  
 
Figure 2.1: Oxide functionalisation involves the removal of the native SiO2 using a 
HF dip and re-oxidation of the surface using an RCA clean.  Phosphonic acid 
attachment occurs through a condensation reaction with surface hydroxyl groups. 
 
The surface chemistry of phosphonic acid functionalised surfaces was studied in detail 
to allow optimisation of the doping profile.   While phosphonic acids only physisorb 
on the SiO2 surface, chemisorption can take place when heated in a low humidity 
environment.17  A temperature of 140 °C is needed to form a covalently bound layer 
on the SiO2 surface through a condensation reaction with surface hydroxyl groups.
17  
Oxide functionalised surfaces do not display re-oxidation during the reaction and the 
functionalised substrates display excellent ambient stability.  A lower reaction 
temperature of 140 °C compared to 160 °C required for hydrosilylation is less harsh 
on the Si surface and the presence of an oxide layer protects the Si interface.17  
Physisorbed species present after annealing can be removed using a combination of 
rinses and sonication.  A controlled monolayer coverage without the presence of 
physisorbed species is crucial for obtaining reproducible doping profiles.  Doping of 
substrates using a larger doping source by including physisorbed species resulted in a 
larger junction depth rather than a significant increase in peak carrier concentration, 
in agreement with literature reports.3  The use of molecules with varying molecular 
footprints to tailor peak carrier concentration was successfully demonstrated, while 
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oxide-MLD also shows potential to tune junction depth through variation of the oxide 
spacer layer thickness.  The oxide layer thickness can be increased chemically or 
electrochemically.18–20  A thicker oxide layer slows diffusion of phosphorus dopant 
atoms during the RTA creating a shallower junction depth. 
 
Carbon contamination has been reported to lead to the formation of defects which 
results in dopant deactivation.21  MLD of oxide functionalised surfaces using self-
capping silanol dopant precursors that can act as a capping layer have been reported 
to minimise carbon contamination.4,10  The requirement of capping layers during 
oxide-MLD has been debated, as theoretical studies suggest the release of the carbon 
ligand at a lower temperature prior to phosphorus diffusion.22  In order to further 
minimise carbon contamination, the oxide layer facilitates attachment of carbon-free 
precursors, in comparison to hydrosilylation where alkene functionality is necessary 
for reaction with the Si surface.  Characterisation of the binding mechanism suggests 
phosphonic acids preferentially form a tridentate configuration on the Si surface and 
therefore reaction of the P=O group occurs.  Binding through the P=O group also 
results in the successful attachment of phosphorus pentoxide, a major advantage due 
to the carbon-free nature of the molecule which can reduce carbon contamination in 
doped substrates.  Additionally, literature reports suggest carbon segregates at the 
SiO2-Si interface.  SIMS studies have shown a carbon peak on the SiO2 side of the 
interface in samples subjected to high dose carbon ion implants.23  The effect of oxide-
MLD on carbon levels has been studied in detail using SIMS analysis, with negligible 
changes in carbon levels in doped Si substrates obtained after the oxide-MLD process 
compared to a reference Si substrate.  Therefore, oxide-MLD ensures carbon-free 
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doped substrates either through the use of carbon-free precursors or by trapping of 
carbon in the oxide layer, as displayed in Figure 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.2: Carbon present in the dopant precursor is trapped in the SiO2 layer during 
the RTA.  The removal of the capping layer ensures the formation of a carbon free 
doped Si substrate. 
 
2.3 Experimental  
 
Sulfuric acid (95-97 %), hydrogen peroxide (30 % w/w), nitric acid (64-66 %), 
ammonium hydroxide (30-33 %) and all other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich.  Glassware was cleaned using a Piranha solution followed by rinsing in water 
and stored overnight in a 140 °C oven. 
 
2.3.1 Hydrosilylation  
Functionalisation of oxide-free surfaces was carried out using conventional 
hydrosilylation of H-terminated Si surfaces.  Mesitylene (98 %) was dried overnight 
using CaH2 (95 %) and distilled under reduced pressure onto molecular sieves (4 Å).  
Vinyl phosphonic acid (97 %) (VPA) was dried using P2O5 (99 %) and subsequently 
filtered through alumina onto molecular sieves.  Diethylvinyl phosphonate (97 %) 
(DVP) was dried using CaH2 and distilled under reduced pressure or dried using the 
same procedure as VPA.  Allyldiphenylphosphine oxide (ADPO) was dried under 
vacuum on a Schlenk line for 24 h.  Allyldiphenylphosphine (ADP) was dried using 
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CaH2 or dried using molecular sieves and distilled under reduced pressure.  Diethyl 
allylphosphonate (DAP) was dried using P2O5.  Substrates of 1 × 1 cm were cut from 
a (100) Si wafer and degreased by 2 min of sonication in IPA (99.9 %).  A Piranha 
(3:1 H2SO4:H2O2) solution was used to clean the samples followed by copious rinsing 
with water.  Oxide removal and H-termination was achieved using a 10 % HF (≥40 
%) dip for 2 min.  The samples were dried under a stream of nitrogen and placed in a 
100 ml round-bottomed flask, previously cooled under an inert environment, under 
vacuum for 30 min (refilling with argon every 10 min).  Ten freeze-pump thaw cycles 
were used to degas the precursor solution prior to use (0.13 mM for VPA, 0.5 mM for 
diethyl DVP).  Optimal precursor concentrations were determined using XPS analysis.  
The mixture was added to the reaction flask using cannula transfer and refluxed under 
argon at 160 °C for 2 h.  After the reaction cooled to room temperature the samples 
were sonicated in anhydrous toluene (≥99.8 %) for 10 min with subsequent rinsing in 
anhydrous ethanol (≥99.5 %), anhydrous dichloromethane (≥99.8) (DCM) and toluene 
to remove physi-adsorbed material.  Samples were stored under nitrogen to prevent 
oxidation before analysis took place. 
 
2.3.2 Oxide Functionalisation 
Ultra-thin SiO2 layers were prepared using conventional RCA cleaning procedures. Si 
substrates were degreased by sonicating in IPA for 2 min and cleaned using a Piranha 
solution.  H-termination was achieved using a 5 % HF dip for 2 min followed by an 
RCA clean (NH4OH:H2O2:H2O in a 1:1:5 ratio) to re-oxidise the surface for oxide 
functionalisation.  Samples were placed in a solution of the phosphonic acid dissolved 
in 10 ml of anhydrous THF (≥99.9 %) for 24 hr or 1 week to form a physisorbed self-
assembled monolayer (SAM).  The optimal phosphonic acid concentrations were 
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determined by evaluating the WCA and XPS analysis of the functionalised surfaces 
(34 mM for VPA, 63 mM for phenylphosphonic acid (98 %) (PPA), 8 mM for n-
dodecylphosphosphonic acid (≥89.5 %) (DPA), 12 mM for 1H,1H,2H,2H–
perfluorooctanephosphonic acid (95 %) (FOPA), 12 mM for octadecylphosphonic 
acid (97 %) (OPA), 80 mM for boric acid (≥99.5 %) (BA), a 25 mM phenylboronic 
acid (≥97 %) (PBA)).  A carbon-free precursor, phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5), was 
also used with two different concentrations: 7 mM and 14 mM.  The substrates were 
removed from solution and dried under a stream of nitrogen before annealing at 140 
°C for 1 or 24 hr in an ambient environment (oven) or moisture-free environment 
(vacuum oven or on Schlenk line under argon).  Following annealing, physisorbed 
material was removed using one of two rinses: sonication in THF and then ethanol for 
10 min each or sonication in a base rinse (10:3:1 water: THF: trimethylamine (99 %)) 
and ethanol for 10 min each.  Samples were stored under nitrogen before analysis was 
carried out. 
 
2.3.3 Oxide Growth for Oxide Spacers of Different Thicknesses 
A previously published procedure was used to electrochemically and chemically grow 
thin oxide layers (5-20 nm) on Si in a 1M HNO3 electrolyte
18.  Anodic oxidation 
occurred at the Si working electrode (WE) with a Pt counter electrode (CE) and a 
calomel reference electrode with potentials of 10 to 20 V applied using a potentiostat 
or using only WE, CE and a power source to provide voltages greater than 10 V.  Nitric 
acid oxidation of Si (NAOS) was employed to chemically grow oxide layers using a 
40 wt. % solution of nitric acid which was heated to 108 °C for ~1.5 h until the 
azeotropic point was reached19.  After which the solution was added to a round-
bottomed flask and refluxed at 121 °C for 14 h. 
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2.3.4 Surface Characterisation 
X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was carried out on an Oxford 
Applied Research Escabase XPS system with a unmonochromated Al Kα X-Ray 
source at 200 W with a base pressure of 5 × 10-10 mbar.  Survey spectra were acquired 
at 0-1000 eV using a step size of 0.7 eV, a dwell time of 0.3 s and a pass energy of 
100 eV.  Core level scans were averaged over 20-40 scans at a step size of 0.1 eV, a 
dwell time of 0.1 s and a pass energy of 50 eV.  Spectra were recorded normal to the 
surface direction and also at a grazing angle of 165 ° from the axis of recording.  XPS 
was also carried out using a Kratos AXIS-ULTRA XPS using monochromated Al X-
rays at 150 W.  Survey spectra were recorded at a pass energy of 160 eV with a step 
size of 1 eV and a dwell time of 50 ms.  Core level scans were acquired at 20 eV with 
a step size of 0.05 eV and a dwell time of 100 ms.  These measurements were recorded 
normal to the surface direction.  Scans were averaged over 12 scans for the survey 
scans and 5-40 for core level scans.  CasaXPS software was used to process the spectra 
with Shirley background correction and peaks fitted to Voigt profiles.  Peaks were 
charge corrected to the C 1s peak at 285 eV.  SiO2 thicknesses were calculated using 
the thickogram24 and measurements were averaged over 3 samples.  Attenuated total 
reflectance infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra were recorded using a Nicolet 6700 Infrared 
Spectrometer with a VariGATR and a liquid cooled HgCdTe detector using 3000 
scans at a resolution of 2 cm-1.  Spectra were collected under p-polarisation in an 
ambient atmosphere.  ATR-FTIR spectra were also collected using a Bruker Platinum 
ATR using 1000 scans.  Contact angle measurements were recorded using deionised 
water on a Data Physics Contact Angle instrument using a minimum of 8 




2.3.5 Dopant Profiling 
Samples were capped with 50 nm of sputtered SiO2 and samples were placed in a rapid 
thermal anneal furnace for 5 seconds at 950, 1000, 1050 or 1100 °C.  A WEP Control 
CVP21 Wafer Profiler was used for ECV analysis.  A 0.1 M ammonium hydrogen 
difluoride (≥98.5 %) solution was used as an etchant.  SIMS analysis was carried out 
on an ION TOF TOF-SIMS 5.  Sputtering was carried out with a Cs+ ion beam and 
analysis was completed using a 25 keV Bi+ ion beam incident at 45° of a 40 µm × 40 
µm area.  ECV and SIMS measurements were carried out in duplicate and analysis 
displayed is an average of the two measurements.  Hall Effect measurements were 
acquired using a LakeShore® 8600 series instrument, with an excitation field of 1.7 T 
and an excitation current from 10 µA to 100 µA.  Errors in measurements can occur 














2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Functionalisation of Oxide-Free Silicon 
Si surfaces can be functionalised using hydrosilylation reactions, where an alkene 
group reacts with a H-terminated Si surface.  Hydrosilylation reactions are sensitive 
to air and moisture and therefore must be carried out under inert conditions.  All 
precursors must be dried prior to functionalisation as trace amounts of water can cause 
significant oxidation of the Si surface.  A number of phosphorus-containing molecules 
were used for hydrosilylation reactions as depicted in Figure 2.3.  
 
Figure 2.3: P-containing dopant precursors used for hydrosilylation reactions with the 
Si surface.  (a) vinylphosphonic acid (b) diethylvinyl phosphonate (c) diethyl 
allylphosphonate (d) allyldiphenylphosphine oxide (e) allyldiphenylphosphine. 
 
Figure 2.4 shows the Si 2p core levels of Si surfaces functionalised using 
vinylphosphonic acid (VPA) through a hydrosilylation reaction. 
   
 
Figure 2.4: Si 2p XPS spectrum showing the Si 2p peak at 99 eV and oxide shoulder 
at 103 eV.  The Si 2p spectrum when VPA is used (a) without drying, (b) dried over 




Hydrosilylation reactions attempted using vinylphosphonic acid (VPA) resulted in a 
large amount of oxidation which occurred during the reaction, as displayed in Figure 
2.4(a).  A reduction in oxide growth was observed when VPA was purified with 
molecular sieves, as displayed in Figure 2.4(b), and an even more significant 
reduction was seen when pre-dried using P2O5, filtered through alumina and 
subsequently dried over molecular sieves for a week, as seen in Figure 2.4(c).  Diethyl 
vinylphosphonate (DVP) was used, as its viscosity was more suitable for distillation.  
After drying overnight in CaH2, DVP was distilled and the reaction was repeated 
resulting in ~0.5 nm of oxide growth during the reaction. DVP was analysed using 
ATR-FTIR showing a broad absorption at ~3650 cm-1 , as displayed in Figure 2.5,
 
indicative of the presence of water suggesting CaH2 is an unsuitable drying agent.  
Drying was attempted using Na and molecular sieves but both resulted in a similar 
peak at 3500 cm-1.  
 
Figure 2.5: IR analysis of DVP as received and after drying using CaH2. 
 
As DVP is air, light and moisture sensitive it could not be dried completely without 
being chemically changed and the oxide thickness of hydrosilylated substrates could 
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not be reduced below 0.5 nm.  Allyldiphenylphosphine oxide (ADPO) did not display 
OH absorptions when analysed using IR and therefore could be more suitable for 
functionalisation.  Oxide growth (0.4 nm) was estimated to be similar to DVP and 
purified VPA even after drying ADPO under vacuum.  Allyldiphenylphosphine was 
distilled under reduced pressure but high temperatures (~300 °C) were needed to 
achieve reflux which can induce polymerisation, in correlation with a higher amount 
of phosphorus present when samples were analysed using XPS.  The molecule reacted 
when dried using molecular sieves resulting in a grease-like consistency.  When dried 
using CaH2 the clear liquid turned into yellow crystals overnight.  When used 
unpurified a lower amount of oxide (0.2 nm) was attained which could not be 
improved due to the reactive nature of the molecule with drying agents.  Diethyl 
allylphosphonate (DAP) was used due to its lower light and moisture sensitivity.  
Drying with P2O5 with filtration through alumina resulted in an OH-free spectrum 
when compared to unpurified DAP indicating an effective drying agent was selected.  
A similar oxide thickness was obtained (0.5 nm) when compared to other molecules.  
 
 




Consistent growth of underlying SiO2 for all 5 molecules is indicative of the presence 
of water in the dopant precursor molecules.  As some molecules used for 
hydrosilylation reactions contain oxygen functionality, water could be originating 
from the precursor.  To confirm the origin of water, the reaction was repeated using a 
molecule with no hydrophilic groups (1,7-dialkyne) under the same reaction 
conditions.  The Si 2p spectrum is displayed in Figure 2.6 showing a negligible 
amount of oxidation, confirming oxidation must be caused by the inability to 
completely dry phosphorus precursors. 
 
2.4.2 Functionalisation of SiO2 
Oxide functionalisation was investigated due to its more robust nature and 
compatibility with ambient conditions.  A large range of inexpensive precursors can 
be selected without the need for purification of precursors and solvents.  VPA was 
selected to give an accurate comparison between hydrosilylation and oxide 
functionalisation. 
 
Figure 2.7: The Si 2p peak is illustrated (a) before and (b) after a hydrosilylation 




The oxide layer used for oxide functionalisation was grown using an RCA clean which 
oxidises the Si surfaces to form 0.4 nm of SiO2.  The self-limiting nature of the process 
ensures a reproducible oxide thickness is achieved.25  Figure 2.7 compares the Si 2p 
core levels of the Si substrates before and after hydrosilylation and oxide 
functionalisation.  The appearance of an oxide shoulder at 103 eV can be seen by 
comparison of Figures 2.7(a) and (b), with an estimated oxide growth of 0.5 nm.  
Figures 2.7(c) and (d) show the negligible changes in the oxide shoulder (0.1 nm) as 
a result of oxide functionalisation.  Three molecules were selected for oxide 
functionalisation: vinylphosphonic acid (VPA), phenylphosphonic acid (PPA) and n-
dodecylphosphosphonic acid (DPA), as displayed in Figure 2.8.   
 
Figure 2.8: Molecules used for oxide functionalisation. (a) vinylphosphonic acid 
(VPA), (b) phenylphosphonic acid (PPA) and (c) n-dodecylphosphosphonic acid 
(DPA). 
 
All molecules displayed negligible oxidation during the oxide functionalisation 
reaction, with an oxide thickness of 0.5 nm obtained after functionalisation.  
Successful attachment of VPA was confirmed using the XPS P 2s and P 2p signals 
after prolonged sonication in THF and ethanol, ensuring signals are largely due to 
chemisorbed rather than physisorbed species.  Due to the overlap of phosphorus 
signals with Si plasmons, grazing angle XPS was carried out to resolve the phosphorus 
and Si signals.  Figure 2.9 shows the Si 2p spectrum acquired at an angle of 0-75°.  
As the substrate is tilted the sampling area increases and the penetration depth of the 
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beam decreases resulting in a lower intensity Si peak.  A reduction in the Si peak at 
99 eV and increase in the oxide shoulder displays the enhanced surface sensitivity 
acquired at 75 °.   
 
Figure 2.9: The changes of the Si 2p peak can be seen as the tilt angle of the substrate 
is varied in order to increase surface sensitivity during XPS analysis. 
 
Figures 2.10(a)-(b) show the P 2p peak acquired at 0 ° and 75 °.  A reduction in the 
Si plasmon is observed at 75 ° with a remaining P 2s peak observed confirming 
successful attachment of VPA.   
 
Surface attachment was also investigated using a fluorinated phosphonic acid 
(1H,1H,2H,2H–perfluorooctanephosphonic acid) giving a characteristic shift in the C 





Figure 2.10: The P 2s peak acquired at (a) 0° and (b) a more surface sensitive angle 
of 75°.  (c) The C 1s peak displays attachment of a fluorinated phosphonic acid with 
deconvoluted carbon environments and the inset showing the F 1s peak.  
 
CF3 groups can be seen at a BE of 293.9 eV while CF2 groups can be observed at 289.8 
eV.  The contribution at 286.4 corresponds to C-C-F and C-O, as the shift in BE is too 
small to be deconvoluted.  A F 1s peak was also seen further confirming surface 
attachment. 
 
The attachment of boron-containing precursors was also investigated to allow 
application of oxide-MLD to both p- and n-doping.  Boronic acid (BA) and phenyl 
boronic acid (PBA) were selected as precursors.  The B 1s spectra for a boronic acid 
SiO2 functionalised sample is shown is Figure 2.11, which overlaps with the Si 
plasmon. 
 
Figure 2.11: B 1s spectrum of a boronic acid SiO2 functionalised sample acquired at 
(a) 0 ° and (b) 75 °. 
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Angle resolved XPS displays a B 1s peak is present which is accompanied with a 
reduction in the Si plasmon intensity, hence demonstrating successful application to 
of boron-containing precursors to oxide-MLD 
 
 
2.4.3 Optimisation of Monolayer Attachment of Phosphonic Acids 
Reproducibility of doping profiles is highly dependent on monolayer coverage 
obtained through controlled functionalisation of substrates.  Investigation of 
phosphonic acid attachment was carried out to optimise the packing and assess the 
extent of physisorption on the Si surface.  The changes in BE of the P 2s peak allow 
differentiation between physisorption and chemisorption.  The P 2s peak for PPA 
functionalised SiO2 surfaces is compared before annealing (pre-anneal), after 
annealing without rinsing (post-anneal) and after prolonged sonication (post-
sonication) as shown in Figure 2.12.   
 
Figure 2.12: Changes in the P 2s spectra can be evaluated at different stages of the 
functionalisation process to characterise physisorption and chemisorption. 
 
A shift can be seen from 191.4 eV (pre-anneal), to 190.8 eV (post-anneal), to 189 eV 
(post sonication) consistent with the conversion of a physisorbed multilayer to a 
covalently bound monolayer after sonication.  The shift in the P 2s BE is associated 
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with conversion of P-O-H bonds in physisorbed phosphonic acid molecules to 
covalently bound P-O-Si bonds.26  
 
The O 1s was also evaluated at different stages of the monolayer formation process.  
A broadening of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) from 2.22 eV (pre-anneal), 
to 2.58 eV (post-anneal) to 2.37 eV (post-sonication) can be attributed to the 
incorporation of a P-O-Si component in the main O 1s peak.26  The combined shift in 
P 2s peak and broadening of O 1s peak indicate covalent binding of phosphonic acids 
and a reduction in physisorbed species.  ATR-FTIR was used to assess conditions that 
contribute to optimal monolayer coverage.  Immersion time was varied to determine 
optimal self-assembled monolayer (SAM) formation and assess the extent of oxidation 
as a result of longer immersion times.  A 7 day immersion time did not result in 
residual oxide growth, most likely due to the protection of the phosphonic acid SAM 
that passivates the surface.  Similar surface coverages are obtained for both immersion 
times (7 days or 24 hours) as determined by similar intensities in P 2s peaks.  
Therefore, a thermodynamically stable SAM is formed after 24 hours that is 
physisorbed on the SiO2 surface.  Alkyl phosphonates were also investigated for SiO2 
functionalisation.  However, a growth in oxide thickness was observed from 0.4 nm 
to 1.3 nm during functionalisation.  Phosphonates typically have a large molecular 
footprint due to the R groups which can hinder monolayer formation and result in a 
less tightly packed monolayer.  The formation of SAMs is influenced by substituents, 
such as H-bonding in the phosphonate head-group and π-π interactions between aryl 
substituents which can facilitate monolayer formation.27  Incompletely passivated 
surfaces are more susceptible to re-oxidation especially during the annealing step.  
Phosphonic acids typically have a less sterically hindered head group compared to 
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phosphonates and therefore phosphonic acids are more compatible with SiO2 
functionalisation.  
 
A growth in the oxide layer was observed with an anneal time of 24 hours26,28–30 
accompanied with surface stains that could not be removed by sonication.  Attachment 
of phosphonic acids to SiO2 occurs within seconds of reaching 140 °C but only in a 
low humidity environment (<16 %).17  A P 2s peak was observed for samples annealed 
under ambient humidity levels, indicating a low amount of surface binding occurs, 
however, a P-O-Si signal was not observed when substrates were analysed using ATR-
FTIR.  When annealed in a humidity level below 16 % (under nitrogen or vacuum) a 
P-O-Si feature appeared at 1100 cm-1, displaying improved coverage.  At high 
humidity levels the hydroxyl network does not allow reaction but when humidity 
levels are lowered the network is broken which facilitates attachment of phosphonic 
acids.17  The presence of P 2s peaks for substrates annealed under both humidity 
conditions (<16 % and >16 %) indicates functionalisation occurs but optimal coverage 
is achieved in low humidity environments.  Phosphonic acid attachment occurs 
through a condensation reaction with loss of water and therefore low humidity 
environments will drive this reaction and provide optimal coverage.  
 
Covalent attachment has been established using XPS and ATR-FTIR on the SiO2 
surface.  However, the extent of physisorption must be characterised to confirm 
reproducible monolayer coverage is obtained through oxide functionalisation.  Contact 
angle measurements can provide insight into the physisorption of phosphonic acid 




Figure 2.13: Contact angle displayed for an RCA-cleaned SiO2 surface, OPA, DPA 
and FOPA functionalised SiO2 surfaces. 
 
Table 2.1: Contact angles obtained for SiO2 and phosphonic acid functionalised 
surfaces. 
Molecule Contact angle (°) 





Figure 2.13  and Table 2.1 display the changes in contact angle from 22 ° for an RCA 
cleaned SiO2 surface to a contact angle >90 ° for functionalised surfaces.  The 
hydrophobicity of oxide functionalised surfaces confirms well-ordered covalently 
bound monolayers are formed through oxide functionalisation. 
 
Oxide functionalisation has been demonstrated to be more suitable to ambient 
conditions than hydrosilylation, as reactions can be carried out under ambient 
conditions without an increase in the oxide shoulder of the Si 2p core level.  The 
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stability of oxide functionalised samples was assessed over a period of 24 hours, 1 
week and 1 month and compared to hydrosilylated surfaces using XPS analysis.  
Hydrosilylated samples displayed significant re-oxidation of the surface, while oxide 
functionalised surfaces remained stable over a period of a month.  Figure 2.14 displays 
the SiO2:Si ratio over a period of a month clearly showing the increase in SiO2 for 
hydrosilylated substrates.  Hydrosilylated surfaces displayed a decrease in the P 2s 
signal indicating loss of coverage which was not observed for oxide functionalised 
substrates demonstrating the increased passivation properties of oxide 
functionalisation.  
 
Figure 2.14: SiO2:Si ratio over a period of a month for hydrosilylated and oxide 
functionalised substrates 
 
2.4.4 Binding Mechanism of Phosphonic Acids to SiO2 
Phosphonic acid binding mechanism can occur through three main binding modes: 





Figure 2.15: Surface attachment changes from physisorbed to chemisorbed 
attachement after annealing. Attachment can occur in a monodentate, bidentate or 
tridentate configuration. 
 
By evaluating the XPS and ATR-FTIR spectra at different stages of the 
functionalisation process the binding mechanism can be determined.  A physisorbed 
overlayer is formed first which is converted to chemisorbed layer with physisorbed 
species after annealing.  Rinsing and sonication removes physisorbed species leaving 
a covalently bound monolayer.  Comparison of a physisorbed multiayer (Pre-anneal) 
to a chemisorbed multilayer (Post-anneal) to a chemisorbed monolayer (Post-
sonication) allows determination of the binding mechanism.   
 
Figure 2.16: ATR-FTIR spectrum of pre-anneal, post-anneal and post-sonication 




Figure 2.16 displays the ATR-FTIR spectra of the three stages of the functionalisation 
process.  The presence of PPA was determined by symmetric and asymmetric P-O 
stretches which were observed at 1025-975 cm-1 and 1070 cm-1 as seen in Figure 
2.16(a).  Aromatic C-H absorptions were seen at 760-650 cm-1 as well as aromatics 
overtones at 1750 cm-1 supporting the presence of PPA.  The split peak at 940-930 cm-
1 can be attributed to P-O-H which characteristically appears at 950-900 cm-1.  A 
decrease in P-O-H peak intensity can be observed after annealing by comparison of 
Figures 2.16(a) and (b), indicative of reaction of P-O-H bonds with the SiO2 surface.  
A decrease in peak intensity can be seen in Figures 2.16(b) and (c) along with a 
broadening of the absorption due to removal of physisorbed species.  The P=O feature 
can be identified at 1220 cm-1 as it usually occurs in the 1250-1200 cm-1 region.  
Annealing results in an increase in P=O intensity and a shift to 1180 cm-1 which can 
be attributed to a change in environment with P-O-H bonds becoming bound to the 
surface.  ATR-FTIR does not identify bonding of P=O groups due to the remaining 
peak but XPS allows more detailed characterisation.  ATR-FTIR shows surface 
binding of P-O-H groups due to the reduction in intensity of the P-O-H peak. 
 
By comparing the (P-O-H)/O 1s and (P=O)/O 1s XPS ratios the conclusions drawn 
from ATR-FTIR can be confirmed and the binding mechanism can be characterised 
further.  Figures 2.17(a)-(c) displays the deconvoluted O 1s environments with the 
main O 1s peak at ~533 eV, P-O-H at ~531 eV and P=O at ~534 eV.  Annealing creates 
a reduction in ~30 % of the P=O and ~60 % of the P-O-H component suggesting 
reaction of these components. P=O surface binding could not be distinguished using 
ATR-FTIR, however, a clear reduction can be observed in the XPS O 1s core level 
indicating reaction of P=O with the SiO2 surface.  Rinsing and sonicating results in a 
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30 % decrease in both P-O- H and P=O components, as shown by comparison of 
Figures 2.17(b) and (c).  This reduction can be attributed to removal of physisorbed 
material.   
  
Figure 2.17: O 1s XPS spectra showing changes in P=O and P-O-H components 
during the oxide functionalisation process. 
 
No P-O-H was observed after sonication suggesting reaction of most P-O-H groups 
with the SiO2 surface.  The remaining P-O-H group can therefore be attributed to a 
resonance structure where one P-O-H and one P=O group binds to the surface leaving 
one free P-O-H bond.  A similar structure has been observed on indium tin oxide (ITO) 
surfaces.31  A remaining P=O peak was observed to be ~30 % compared to a pre-
anneal sample, suggesting not all P=O groups react with the surface.  No P-O-H peak 
was observed after sonication as most P-O-H will have either bonded to the surface or 
be rinsed away.  Therefore, most P-O-H bonds and ~60 % of P=O bonds will react 
with the surface resulting in a combination of bidentate and tridentate attachment.  The 
remaining P-O-H peak observed through ATR-FTIR can be attributed to a resonance 
structure formed, however, to quantify the remaining P-O-H bonds a base rinse 
(containing triethylamine) was carried out.  Triethylamine will coordinate to free acid 
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groups (P-O-H) and can be discerned using the XPS N 1s peak.31  No clear peak could 
be identified using XPS as shown in Figure 2.18 confirming the presence of a 
negligible amount of P-O-H.   
 
 
Figure 2.18: N 1s core level after a VPA functionalised substrate was rinsed with 
trimethylamine which binds to free P-O-H groups. 
 
Consequently, monodentate attachment can be ruled out. Bidentate attachment can be 
confirmed due to a remaining P=O peak observed using ATR-FTIR and XPS.  
Tridentate attachment can also be confirmed due to the reduction of the P=O 
component as seen by XPS analysis which is in agreement with literature reports of 
phosphonic acid binding to the surface.26 Tridentate attachment is the most stable 
configuration due to the resonance delocalisation that occurs when all 3 O atoms bind 
to the surface. 33 
 
2.4.5 Doping of SiO2 Functionalised Surfaces using Phosphonic Acids and 
comparison to Si-doped Substrates 
Oxide functionalisation was compared to hydrosilylation in terms of doping 
concentration using VPA, a phosphonic acid that can attach to the Si surface through 
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its alkene group and to the SiO2 surface through its phosphonic acid head group.  
Therefore, VPA provides an accurate comparison between the two doping profiles 
resulting from both functionalisation strategies.  Figure 2.19 displays similar doping 
profiles are obtained for hydrosilylated (2.59 × 1020 atoms/cm3) and oxide 
functionalised (2.36 × 1020 atoms/cm3) surfaces.  The high peak carrier concentration 
obtained for oxide functionalised surfaces indicates no loss of dopant occurs when an 
oxide layer is incorporated in the monolayer doping process.  The solubility of 
phosphorus in SiO2 is lower compared to Si resulting in rejection of phosphorus by 
the oxide and a high presence of phosphorus in the underlying Si substrate.  Therefore, 
oxide layers can successfully be used for doping applications.  Similar oxide 
thicknesses were obtained for oxide functionalised and hydrosilylated substrates, but 
as hydrosilylated surfaces are not stable the oxide thickness can grow in between 
processing steps giving unreliable doping profiles.  The stability of the oxide 
functionalised samples ensures no extra oxide forms between fabrication and doping 
steps. 
 
A range of different phosphonic acids were selected to influence the dopant dose 
which can be tailored by selecting molecules with varying steric sizes. Figure 2.19(b) 
illustrates the ECV doping profiles for VPA, DPA and PPA.The highest peak carrier 
concentration was obtained using VPA at 4 × 1019 atoms/cm3, while a decrease was 
observed for PPA to 1 × 1019 atoms/cm3 and the lowest peak carrier concentration was 
DPA at 7 × 1018 atoms/cm3.  VPA has the smallest molecular footprint as illustrated 




Figure 2.19: (a) Comparison of doping profiles obtained for hydrosilylated and oxide 
functionalised surfaces.  (b) Variation in peak carrier concentration achieved through 
use of different phosphonic acids. 
 
A slight decrease in carrier concentration is observed for DPA due to the more 
favourable tilted configuration formed when long-chain structures attach to surfaces.  
The large increase in peak carrier concentration seen for VPA could also be attributed 
to the formation of multilayers due to the high viscosity of the molecule which made 
removal of physisorbed species difficult.  Peak carrier concentrations have 
successfully been tailored by employing different sterically sized phosphonic acids. 
 
The accuracy of ECV measurements was evaluated using Hall and SIMS 
measurements.  SOI substrates were used for Hall measurements to create an 
insulating layer necessary for Hall measurements.  Comparison between the two 
techniques was made by taking the peak carrier concentration at the same depth of the 
doping profile as the thickness of the Si on the SOI substrate.  The Hall measurement 
for VPA at 3 × 1018 atoms/cm3 was in good agreement with 4.5 × 1018 atoms/cm3 as 
determined by ECV measurements.  PPA doped substrates had a carrier concentration 
of 7 × 1017 atoms/cm3 at 66 nm as determined by ECV, comparable to 7 × 1017 




2.4.6 Modification of Dopant Profile in SiO2 substrates 
The RTA temperature has been used to influence the doping profile in terms of peak 
carrier concentration and junction depth.  Lower temperatures result in a shallower 
junction depth but are accompanied with a reduction in peak carrier concentration.  
The optimal doping profile was found by annealing substrates at temperatures from 
950-1100 °C, as displayed in Figure 2.20.  The highest peak carrier concentration was 
obtained at an RTA temperature of 1000 °C at 7.87 × 1019 atoms/cm3.  A slight 
decrease in peak carrier concentration to 3.09 × 1019 atoms/cm3 occurred when 
substrates were annealed at 1100 °C.  Optimal RTA temperature has been established 
at 1050 °C for hydrosilylated substrates while we report a slightly lower temperature 
of 1000 °C resulting in a higher peak carrier concentration when doping oxide 
functionalised substrates.6  As expected, an increase in junction depth was observed 
to 100 nm taken at 1.36 × 1018 atoms/cm3 substrates annealed at 1100 °C while a 
decrease to 22 nm at 1.72 × 1018 atoms/cm3 was observed for substrates annealed at 
950 °C. Annealing below 950 °C was also investigated to further reduce junction 
depth, however, no doping was observed at RTA temperatures of 750 and 850 °C 
indicating these temperatures are not high enough for doping oxide functionalised 
substrates.   
 
Figure 2.20: Doping profiles showing the influence of temperature on peak carrier 
concentration and junction depth. 
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While temperature provides a way of reducing junction depth it also reduces active 
carrier concentration.  In order to maintain high peak carrier concentrations the dopant 
source was increased by using a physisorbed multilayer layer which will contain a 
higher amount of phosphorus compared to a chemisorbed monolayer.  Physisorbed 
samples were prepared using the oxide functionalisation process but substrates were 
not sonicated or rinsed hence leaving a large amount of physisorbed material on the 
surface.  Figure 2.21 displays the ECV profiles for PPA, DPA and VPA.  An increase 
in peak carrier concentration was seen from 5.74 × 1018 atoms/cm3 to 2.36 × 1019 
atoms/cm3 for physisorbed PPA to chemisorbed PPA.  Therefore, a larger dopant 
source does lead to a higher peak carrier concentration but physisorbed samples did 
not display good reproducibility as physisorbed layers do not provide a fixed dopant 
source unlike the consistent coverage obtained for chemisorbed monolayer substrates 
after rinsing. DPA displayed similar results to PPA.  Similar peak carrier 
concentrations were obtained for physisorbed and chemisorbed VPA at 4.39 × 1019 
atoms/cm3 and 3.42 × 1019 atoms/cm3, respectively.  A high viscosity can lead to the 
formation of multilayers and removal of physisorbed species can be difficult. 
 





Variation of rinsing procedures was used to remove physisorbed species from the 
chemisorbed layer.  An ethanol rinse was used initially with 10 minutes of sonication 
in THF followed by ethanol and compared to a base rinse, 10 minutes of sonication in 
triethylamine followed by ethanol.  Similar doping profile obtained for both PPA and 
DPA using an ethanol and a base rinse suggests an ethanol rinse allows successful 
removal of physisorbed species.  However, phyisorbed samples show a large increase 
in junction depth without a significant increase in carrier concentration, as previously 
reported.3  An increase in dopant source has resulted in an increase in junction depth 
without leading to a higher peak carrier concentration.  As a result, functionalisation 
of semiconductor surfaces provides a reproducible method of doping with a shallower 
junction depth compared to physisorbed substrates.  
 
2.4.7 Modification of Oxide Layer Thickness to Modify Junction Depth 
In order to modify junction depth while providing a fixed dopant source and 
maintaining high peak carrier concentrations the thickness of the oxide layer was 
varied to slow diffusion and subsequently give shallower junction depths.  The oxide 
layer was grown electrochemically using anodic oxidation of silicon by variation of 
current densities from 10 to 30 µA/cm2 for times of 0-60 minutes which resulted in 
growth of 3-8 nm.  Oxide thicknesses obtained using ellipsometry were inconsistent 
and ellipsometry was found not to give an accurate measurement of oxide layers under 
10 nm.  XPS analysis is more reliable when characterising oxide films below 10 nm 
in thickness.34  The Si 2p XPS peak was used to calculate oxide thicknesses using the 
thickogram.24  Figure 2.22(a) shows a promising effect in reducing junction depth 
from 45 nm at 1.31 × 1018 atoms/cm3 to 19 nm at 1.58 × 1018 atoms/cm3 for a 20 nm 
oxide layer, with no reduction in peak carrier concentration of 4.65 × 1018 atoms/cm3.  
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A chemically grown spacer was also investigated as reports suggest chemically grown 
oxides have a higher density compared to electrochemically grown oxides.35  
 
Figure 2.22: Comparison of a chemically and electrochemically grown SiO2 layer that 
acts as a spacer to slow dopant diffusion. 
 
The NAOS procedure was used to grow a 5.2 nm oxide layer and showed a similar 
effect to the 10 nm electrochemically grown oxide with a reduction in junction depth 
from 45 nm at 1.31 × 1018 atoms/cm3 to 29 nm at 1.31 × 1018 atoms/cm3.  Optimisation 
of the oxide growth procedure must be carried out to successfully give consistent oxide 
thicknesses.  However, preliminary experiments show promise in achieving a 
shallower junction depth while maintaining high peak carrier concentrations.  
 
2.4.8 Minimisation of Carbon Contamination when Doping SiO2 Substrates 
Carbon contamination is a key challenge when using MLD as a doping method, which 
leads to dopant deactivation.21,22  While carbon contamination has been reported to be 
limited to the first few monolayers of doped substrates,36 the removal of the top layer 
is not feasible for 3D architectures.  The use of hydrosilylation to attach dopant 
precursors results in use of carbon-rich dopant precursors.  Oxide functionalisation 
allows attachment of precursors through the phosphonic acid head group and hence 
do not require carbon in the precursor.  Functionalisation using carbon-free precursors 
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was investigated as an alternative doping method that eliminates carbon 
contamination.   
 
Figure 2.23: ECV doping profile of a carbon-free precursor, phosphorus pentoxide 
(P2O5). 
 
Figure 2.23 shows the ECV profile of a P2O5 functionalised substrate with a high peak 
carrier concentration obtained at 4.49 × 1019 atoms/cm3 for a P2O5 concentration of 14 
mM and 2.79 × 1019 atoms/cm3 for a concentration of 7 mM.  An increase in P2O5 
concentration increases the doping concentration, showing the peak carrier 
concentration can be varied through functionalisation of oxide surfaces with P2O5. 
 
Theoretical studies have suggested capping layers are not required for phosphonic acid 
oxide functionalised surfaces, with the release of the carbon ligand occurring before 
the dopant enters the substrate.22,37  When samples were not capped no dopant entered 
the substrate, as shown by the high contact resistance which did not allow 
measurement of a doping profile, suggesting capping layers are necessary for 




While carbon-free precursors can be selected when using oxide functionalisation, the 
effect of carbon-containing precursors has also been investigated when using oxide-
MLD.  Literature reports have demonstrated segregation of carbon at the SiO2-Si 
interface while carbon remains on the SiO2 side of the interface.
23  Figure 2.24 shows 
the SIMS data extracted from a substrate doped using PPA, a dopant precursor 
containing a phenyl ring.  An increase in carbon can be seen at the SiO2-Si interface, 
with the peak occurring at the SiO2 side of the interface.  Additionally, the 
concentration of carbon remains low considering the dopant precursor contains a 
phenyl ring, as a Si reference substrate contains the same amount of carbon as seen in 
the doped substrate (~1 × 1018 atoms/cm3).  Another indication of low carbon levels is 
the Hall mobility which was measured to be 217 and 129 cm2/Vs for PPA and VPA, 
respectively.  In conclusion, oxide-MLD is a suitable method of eliminating carbon 
contamination from doped substrates through trapping of carbon in the oxide layer or 
by selection of carbon-free precursors.  
 
 
Figure 2.24: (a) SIMS analysis of a PPA-doped substrate without cap removal and (b) 






Oxide functionalisation has proven to be an effective functionalisation strategy for 
MLD applications, with similar peak carrier concentrations achieved when compared 
to hydrosilylated surfaces.  Oxide functionalised surfaces display excellent ambient 
stability compared to hydrosilylated samples while reactions do not need to be carried 
out under inert conditions.  The detailed characterisation of SiO2 functionalised 
surfaces revealed the binding of the phosphonic acid group occurred mainly through 
a tridentate configuration without the presence of physisorbed species.  Monolayer 
chemisorbed samples have produced optimal results in terms of doping profiles with 
high peak carrier concentrations and low junction depths.  The variation of the 
molecular footprint of the phosphorus precursor also allowed variation of the peak 
carrier concentration.  Modification of the oxide layer thickness allows reduction in 
junction depths while maintaining high peak carrier concentrations, although oxide 
growth must be optimised to obtain reproducible oxide layer thickness.  The oxide 
layer facilitates attachment of a large range of carbon-free n-dopants through the 
attachment of the phosphonate group, thereby eliminating carbon contamination.  The 
presence of the SiO2 layer traps carbon present in carbon-containing dopant precursors 
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BP shows promise in a range of applications, including electrical and energy storage 
devices, due to its high carrier mobility and tunable bandgap.  However, a major 
challenge is its ambient instability which results in degradation within hours of 
ambient exposure.  Several methods have been used to circumvent its degradation 
including functionalisation, capping layers or other protective coatings; however, the 
surface chemistry through which BP degrades remains to be elucidated.  Literature 
reports have been contradictory with respect to the degradation products and the 
factors that influence degradation.  Here, complementary X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) and attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-
FTIR) spectroscopy are used to monitor the stages of degradation and give an insight 
into the BP surface chemistry.  The degradation was observed to occur through the 
formation of non-bridging oxide species (P=O) that convert to bridged oxygen (P-O-
P) species, which is in correlation with theoretical studies.  Bridged oxygen species 
are highly unstable and react with ambient water to form liquid oxidation products 
such as phosphoric acid which were characterised using ATR-FTIR and scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) analysis.  The higher instability of few-
layer BP compared to bulk BP can be explained due to the absence of the formation 
of P-O-P species for bulk BP, as characterised by XPS analysis.  The characterisation 







One of the key challenges of processing BP is its ambient instability which results in 
rapid degradation.  Degradation occurs within days for solvent exfoliated1 and hours 
for mechanically exfoliated2,1,3 BP.  Initial degradation studies used microscopic 
techniques to qualitatively evaluate oxidation by monitoring bubble formation.3,4  The 
formation of droplets on the surface was proposed to occur as a result of water 
adsorption on the hydrophilic BP surface.4  However, theoretical studies reported a 
hydrophobic BP surface which became increasingly hydrophilic as a result of 
oxidation.5  Additionally, physisorption of water was found to be more favourable than 
chemisorption on the pristine BP surface.5  Experimental studies confirmed these 
findings by monitoring deaerated solutions of BP which remained stable while 
oxygenated solutions displayed an increased degradation rate.6,7  Contact angle studies 
also showed a hydrophobic surface that became progressively hydrophilic after 
ambient exposure.6  The reaction of various oxidants with BP displayed different 
oxidation products and therefore occurred through different oxidation mechanisms.  
Oxygen was found to form a uniform layer at the basal plane8 and attachment was 
proposed to occur through a dangling or bridging species.9  Water was suggested to be 
more reactive towards edge sites, defect sites8 and the oxide layer present from initial 
oxidation by oxygen.  The higher amount of degradation for BP exposed to both O2 
and H2O was explained by the catalytic effect of the oxide present which promoted 
further oxidation by water.8 
 
While many reports have observed the formation of liquid droplets on the BP surface 
using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
analysis when exposed to ambient conditions,3,10 quantification of the oxide formation 
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and subsequent degradation can be difficult using these techniques.  The droplets that 
appear as a result of degradation have been identified as phosphoric acid11,12 which is 
consistent with the decrease in pH observed during oxidation of BP in solution.13  
Recently, Abellán et. al.14 developed a reliable method to characterise oxidation using 
AFM and Scanning Raman Microscopy by showing how thickness and crystal 
orientation affect the A1g/A2g ratio, which is used to monitor the degree of oxidation.14  
However, assignment of the degradation products is often conflicting due to the lack 
of chemical identification and therefore liquid formation has been ascribed to adsorbed 
water3,4 or various phosphorus oxides (PxOy).10,15  XPS analysis is a surface sensitive 
technique that can provide a more accurate description of BP surface degradation 
products.8,12,16,17  The oxide shoulder of the P 2p core level can consist of several 
phosphorus oxides occurring in the 132-136 eV binding energy (BE) range.8  
Theoretical studies have predicted various oxide structures that form on the BP surface 
which can be observed using XPS analysis.16 
 
Initially, oxidation was often evaluated using microscopic techniques such as AFM or 
TEM.  Yang et. al.16 and Kuntz et. al.8 have reported on the different phosphorus oxide 
structures that form during BP oxidation both theoretically using DFT studies and 
experimentally using XPS analysis, a more surface sensitive technique.  Here, we used 
complementary XPS and ATR-FTIR to monitor the degradation product formed 
during ambient degradation.  Additionally, the use of the O 1s core level can also 
supplement the P 2p core level when assigning degradation products by identification 
of the P-O-P component.12  XPS analysis has displayed a reduction in flake thickness 
after analysis17 and volatile degradation products are not observed due to the high 
vacuum environment of the instrument.8  By employing ATR-FTIR in addition to XPS 
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analysis, we have demonstrated the production of phosphoric acid which is not 
observed during the initial stages of oxidation using XPS analysis, but can be seen 
clearly using STEM and AFM analysis.  The evaporation of volatile oxides was also 
confirmed using ATR-FTIR analysis. Initial oxide formation was a result of O2 
chemisorption while further oxidation was a result of interaction of water with the 
oxidised BP surface, as displayed in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1: Interaction of BP with ambient oxidants (e.g. oxygen and water) to form 
phosphoric acid. 
 
The formation of P-O-P species have been proposed to produce a native oxide on the 
BP surface which creates a protective layer against degradation.18,19  However, these 
theoretical predictions have only been achieved using bulk BP crystals.17  The 
formation of bridging oxide species formed after oxygen insertion into the lattice 
resulted in significant deformation causing instability in the BP lattice.9  Plutnar et. 
al.20 revealed a likely mechanism for degradation occurred through the formation of 
P-O-P species which undergo solvolysis in aqueous solutions.  Additionally, Wu et. 
al.21 proposed the conversion of P-O-P linkages to phosphorous oxyacid degradation 
products using Raman analysis.  Here, the instability of P-O-P species is confirmed 
which is in correlation with theoretical9 and experimental studies.20,21  P-O-P species 
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are susceptible to hydrolysis22 and therefore act as a starting point for further 
oxidation.  The conversion of bridging oxide species to phosphoric acids is also shown 
using ATR-FTIR analysis which results in a continuous oxidation process.  The 
comparison of the degradation patterns of few-layer and multilayer BP are compared, 
revealing the higher reactivity of few-layer BP that originates from the formation of 
P-O-P species.  The elucidation of the degradation chemistry of BP can facilitate the 
discovery of new stabilisation strategies. 
 
3.3 Experimental Section 
3.3.1 Black Phosphorus Exfoliation 
BP was purchased from Smart Elements (purity 99.998 %) and anhydrous N-metyl-2-
pyrrolidone (NMP) and acetonitrile (ACN) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.  BP 
was stored in a glovebox prior to use.  Exfoliation of BP in degassed and Ar saturated 
NMP using a bath sonicator (Branson 1800) for 20 h with cooling (< 25 ºC) was carried 
out under inert conditions using a Schlenk line.  The exfoliated solution was left to 
settle overnight.  An exfoliated BP sample was obtained by centrifuging at 2000 rpm 
for 30 min and discarding the sediment, followed by centrifugation at 14500 rpm for 
1 h.  The discarded sediment was used as a multilayer sample.  The exfoliated sample 
was purified using 3 × ACN washes and was subsequently dropcast on Ti substrates 
or Si wafers for XPS analysis. Samples were exposed to light during degradation, 
humidity varied from 68-99 % and temperature was kept constant at 19 °C. 
 
3.3.2 Characterisation 
X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was carried out on an Oxford 
Applied Research Escabase XPS system with a base pressure of 5 x 10-10 mbar and a 
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nonmonochromated Al Kα X-Ray source at 200 W.  Survey spectra were recorded at 
0-1000 eV at a step size of 0.7 eV, a dwell time of 0.3 s and a pass energy of 100 eV.  
Core levels scans were acquired at a step size of 0.1 eV, a dwell time of 0.1 s and a 
pass energy of 20 eV.  CasaXPS software was used for spectra processing with peaks 
corrected to a Shirley background and fitted to Voigt profiles.  Charge correction was 
applied to the C 1s peak at 285 eV.  Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform 
infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra were acquired using a Nicolet 6700 Infrared 
Spectrometer, with a liquid cooled HgCdTe detector and Smart iTR accessory.  
Spectra were collected under ambient conditions at a resolution of 2 cm-1 and averaged 
over 300 scans.  Raman scattering spectra were collected using a QE65PRO 
OceanOptics spectrometer with a 50 µm width slit and a microscope with a 40 × 
objective to focus on the surface of substrates.  A Laser Quantum GEM DPSS 532 nm 
laser was used for excitation.  AFM analysis was performed on a Park XE-100 AFM 
system in non-contact mode with SSS-NCHR enhanced resolution tips, the XY and Z 
resolution are ~ 2 nm and 0.05 nm.  Scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(STEM) analysis was acquired on an FEI Helios NanoLab 600i scanning electron 
microscope operating at 20 kV.  Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis 











3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Liquid Exfoliation of Black Phosphorus 
Liquid phase exfoliation has been used for the production of many 2D materials, 
including graphene, due to its scalability.23,24  BP has been exfoliated in CHP,1 NMP,25 
aqueous solutions7,26 and ionic liquids.27,28  Here, NMP was used for the production of 
few-layer BP flakes, as exfoliation in NMP results in a high-yield.  Figure 3.2 displays 
STEM and TEM analysis of few-layer flakes where the layers can be clearly seen.  
The flake morphology remains defined after exfoliation, suggesting no damage is 
induced during the exfoliation process.  
 
 
Figure 3.2: (a) STEM and (b) TEM analysis of liquid exfoliated BP flakes. 
 
AFM analysis in Figure 3.3 shows the formation of few-layer flakes with line profiles 
showing a height of ~1 nm and ~ 2nm.  As the height of a monolayer is estimated to 
be ~1 nm,1,29 the exfoliation and centrifugation steps resulted in the formation of 
mono- and bilayer flakes.  Figure 3.3(c) displays the range of flake heights obtained 
from a liquid exfoliated sample after centrifuging steps were used to remove 
unexfoliated material.  The distribution of flake heights confirms ~80 % of flakes are 





Figure 3.3: (a) AFM analysis of few-layer liquid exfoliated BP with (b) line profiles 
displaying a height of ~1 and ~2 nm.  (c) The histogram shows the distribution of the 
heights of flakes in a liquid exfoliated sample. 
 
Figure 3.4 shows the TEM analysis of liquid exfoliated few-layer BP flakes.  TEM 
analysis shows d-spacings of 0.33 and 0.44 nm corresponding to the (010) and (100) 
planes,30 indicating BP maintains its crystallinity during the exfoliation process.  
 
Figure 3.4: TEM analysis shows d-spacinga of (a) 0.33 nm and (b) 0.44 nm. 
 
Raman analysis in Figure 3.5(a) shows the A1g, A2g and B2g modes at 367, 444 and 
472 cm-1 also confirming no damage is induced during the exfoliation process.  The 
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peak at 520 cm-1 can be attributed to the Si substrate.  Figure 3.5(b) displays 
photoluminescence (PL) analysis of exfoliated BP with two peaks at 600 and 900 nm 
corresponding to mono- and bilayer BP.1  The appearance of PL peaks associated with 
few-layer BP and AFM analysis confirm successful exfoliation of BP into few-layer 
flakes.  
 
Figure 3.5: (a) Raman and (b) PL analysis of liquid exfoliated BP. 
 
3.4.2 Characterisation of Black Phosphorus Degradation 
The ATR-FTIR spectra and the P 2p and O 1s core levels were monitored during 
ambient degradation to characterise degradation products.  Figure 3.6(a) displays the 
P 2p core level for exfoliated BP, with the main P 2p doublet at 129.5 and 130.4 eV 
and an oxide shoulder located at 133.2 eV.  The oxide shoulder amounts to 20 % of 
the P 2p peak, consistent with literature reports of liquid exfoliated BP.1  The oxide 
content of liquid exfoliated BP can be reduced further by purging the exfoliation 
solvents with Ar following freeze-pump-thaw degassing.  The reduction in the oxide 
shoulder to 13 % after purging with Ar suggests dissolved gases cause BP oxidation 
during exfoliation.  The broad oxide peak consists of a range of oxide structures in the 
131-136 eV range which cannot be deconvoluted.  Figures 3.6(b)-(d) show the P 2p 
core level during degradation in ambient conditions over a period of 2 weeks.  A slight 
increase of 3 % is observed after 40 h of ambient exposure along with a downward 
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shift of 0.2 eV, indicating an increase in phosphorus oxides with a lower oxidation 
state.  Another increase of 3 % is seen after 1 week of ambient exposure with an upshift 
to 133.7 eV.  The P 2p core level showed a total increase to 37 % after 2 weeks, shifting 
from 133.7 eV to 134.3 eV. 
 
Figure 3.6: P 2p core levels during (a) 0 days, (b) 2 days, (c) 7 days and (d) 14 days 
of ambient exposure.  O 1s core levels during (e) 0 days, (f) 2 days, (g) 7 days and (h) 
14 days of ambient exposure. 
 
The O 1s peak can be deconvoluted into 3 components which reveal additional 
changes in the presence of different phosphorus oxide species.  Figure 3.6(e) displays 
the O 1s spectrum with a peak at 530 eV which can be assigned to P<5+ species12 and 
TiO2 due to the titanium used as a substrate for XPS analysis.  The peak at ~532 eV 
corresponds to nonbridging P-O environments ((P-O)NB) including P-O-H and P=O 
groups.12  The component at ~535 eV can be attributed to bridging oxide species (P-
O-P).12  The O 1s spectrum of freshly exfoliated BP can be observed in Figure 3.6(e), 
which displays 9 % bridging and 63 % nonbridging oxide species compared to the 
total O 1s core level.  After 2 days of ambient exposure, the intensity of the bridging 
oxide component increases to 36 % at the expense of the nonbridging which decreases 
to 42 %, as displayed in Figure 3.6(f).  The changes in the O 1s spectra indicate the 
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conversion of nonbridging to bridging oxide species which is in correlation which the 
peak shift of the P 2p core level.  The shift of the P 2p core level would correspond to 
the conversion of nonbridging to bridging oxide species.  After 7 days of ambient 
exposure the P-O-P component disappears, as seen by comparison of Figures 3.6(f)-
(g).  The oxidation of BP has been reported to result in the formation of volatile liquid 
oxidation products.8,17  The liquid oxidation products that form during BP oxidation 
have also been reported to evaporate under the high vacuum environment of the XPS 
chamber.16,17  After 2 weeks of ambient exposure, the peak intensity of the nonbridging 
oxide species increases, in correlation with the increase of the P 2p oxide shoulder. 
 
The variation of the P 2p and O 1s core levels after 2 days of ambient exposure indicate 
the initial formation of a surface oxide consisting mostly of non-bridging P-O species, 
which convert to bridging oxide species after further ambient exposure, as displayed 
in Figure 3.7.  Theoretical studies9 reported the exothermic chemisorption of oxygen 
both as a dangling and bridging configuration.  The bridging oxide configuration, 
where oxygen replaces a phosphorus atom in the lattice, induces deformation that 
reduces the stability of the BP lattice. 
 
Figure 3.7:  BP oxidation is initiated by the formation of P=O species which react 
further to form P-O-P species which are highly unstable. 
 
The formation of a stable oxide, in the form of phosphorus pentoxide, has been 
reported on bulk BP surfaces.17  However, mono- and few-layer BP can display 
different oxidation mechanisms to bulk BP due to an increase in surface area and a 
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larger contribution of edge effects.  The characteristic BE for phosphorus pentoxide is 
135 eV31 which cannot be readily deconvoluted from the oxide shoulder in BP.  
Additionally, liquid oxidation products such as phosphoric acid occur at a similar BE 
of 134.5 eV17 and are difficult to analyze using XPS analysis due to their volatility 
under vacuum conditions.  ATR-FTIR analysis was used to distinguish between the 
formation of phosphorus pentoxide and phosphoric acid.  The appearance of a peak 
associated with P-O-P species in the 850-900 cm-1 range32–34 can allow identification 
of bridging oxide species while the formation of phosphoric acid can be confirmed by 
the presence of PO3 absorptions.34  
 
Table 3.1: IR frequencies of few-layer BP over a period of 0 days to 1 week. 
IR Frequencies of Black Phosphorus Surface Species 








O=P-OH 1655 1655 1665 - 
P=O 1406 1430 1450 - 
P=O 1302 - - - 
(PO2)s - 1196 1194 1197 
(PO2)as 1263 1272 1272 1272 
(PO3)s 1115 1165 1163 1165 
(PO3)as 985 995 992 - 
(P-O-P)s - 850 850 850 





Figure 3.8: ATR-FTIR analysis of BP degradation over a period of 1 week. 
 
Table 3.1 and Figure 3.8 display the ATR-FTIR analysis of liquid exfoliated few-
layer BP over a 1 week period of ambient exposure.  ATR-FTIR analysis of freshly 
exfoliated BP displays a large absorption peak at 1650 cm-1 which can be attributed to 
O=P-OH species,35 as well as two stretches at 1400 and 1300 cm-1 which can be 
assigned to P=O groups.35,36  An asymmetric PO2 stretch was observed at 1260 cm-1 
while symmetric and asymmetric PO3 stretches occurred at 1115 and 985 cm-1.34  The 
presence of absorptions associated with P=O during the initial exposure period 
indicates a dissociative reaction of oxygen with the BP surface, in correlation with 
DFT calculations as reported by Huang et. al.6. 
 
Following 1 day of ambient exposure, the ATR-FTIR spectrum changes considerably 
with the appearance of new absorptions associated with significant oxidation of BP 
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after ambient exposure.  Figure 3.8 shows the appearance of symmetric P-O-P 
vibrations at 850 cm-1 and asymmetric P-O-P stretches34,37 at 710 and 770 cm-1, 
indicating the formation of bridging oxide species, which is in excellent agreement 
with the O 1s core level.  Additionally, a reduction in the O=P-OH peak intensity at 
1650 cm-1 further supports conversion of non-bridging P-O species to bridging oxide 
species.  The broadening of the P=O absorption and shift to 1430 cm-1 often occur as 
a result of the incorporation of hydrogen bonding38 due to physisorption prior to 
chemical reaction with ambient water.  An increase in the intensity of asymmetric PO2 
stretches at 1270 cm-1 and appearance of symmetric PO2 stretches37 at 1190 cm-1 also 
occur as BP oxidises.  Furthermore, the PO3 stretches shift to 993 cm-1 and 1170 cm-1 
which can be attributed to protonation of P-O species33,39 to form P-OH groups.  
Bridging oxide species are highly reactive and readily react under ambient conditions 
as demonstrated by the reaction of phosphorus pentoxide which forms phosphoric acid 
after ambient exposure.8  Protonation of P-O species suggests ambient water interacts 
with BP surface oxides to produce phosphoric acid.  The shift and increase in intensity 
of PO3 absorptions to form P-OH groups and a reduction in P=O peak intensity, as 
shown in Figure 3.8, also support the conversion of P=O groups to H3PO4 through 
reaction with water.  This experimental observation is also in agreement with DFT 
studies.5  Additionally, XPS analysis of the final product of degradation is displayed 
in Figure 3.9 with a peak at 134.3 eV corresponding to the BE of phosphoric acid.17  
Initial formation of phosphoric acid cannot be deconvoluted from the oxide shoulder 
and when present in low concentrations, liquid oxidation products may be removed 
under the vacuum of the XPS instrument.8,17 After 3 days of ambient exposure the 
intensity of the PO2 and the P-O-P absorption peaks increase as a result of further 
oxidation of BP.  However, after a 1 week period in ambient conditions a large 
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decrease is observed in all signals associated with phosphorus oxides.  The reduction 
of all P-O peaks and protonated PO3 absorptions is consistent with evaporation of 
volatile oxide species such as phosphoric acid from the surface of BP. 
 
 
Figure 3.9: XPS analysis of the final product of degradation. 
 
The presence of absorption peaks associated with O=P-OH and P-O species and the 
absence of P-O-P species both indicate that freshly exfoliated BP is characterised by 
the presence of primarily non-bridging oxide species, which is in excellent agreement 
with XPS analysis of the O 1s core level.  Therefore, the BP lattice oxidises through 
the formation of bridging P-O-P species which are highly unstable and susceptible to 
hydrolysis.22  The reduction of the P-O-P component observed in both XPS and ATR-
FTIR analysis indicate conversion of bridging oxide species to phosphoric acid which 
suggests an oxidation cycle occurs.  This continuous cycle results in the removal of 
the surface layers from the BP surface.3,4,8,17  Literature reports vary in their discussion 
of the effect of water on the degradation of BP, but when combined with oxygen and 
light, water often facilitates oxidation.15  Theoretical studies predict a hydrophobic BP 
surface that interacts more favorably with oxygen rather than water.5  Therefore, the 
initial oxidation is most likely a result of the reaction of oxygen with the BP surface.6  
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Theoretical calculations have shown that oxidised few-layer BP reacts exothermically 
with water,5 in agreement with our results where surface oxides react to form 
phosphoric acid through interaction with ambient water, which is also in correlation 
with studies on mechanically exfoliated few-layer BP by Favron et. al.11  A key 
difference in our study is the use of liquid exfoliated BP rather than mechanically 
exfoliated BP which displays a shorter lifetime in ambient conditions.  Solvent 
passivation has been reported to contribute to a higher stability in solution for liquid 
exfoliated BP in N-cyclohexyl-2-pyrrolidone, where a solvation shell protects flakes 
from oxidation.1  The N 1s:P 2p ratios are displayed in Figure 3.10 and can be used 
as an indication of the amount of solvent passivating the surface after removal from 
solution.  The N 1s:P 2p ratio for freshly exfoliated BP at 0.38 decreases to 0.18 after 
1 week which further decreases to 0.13 after 2 weeks of ambient exposure.   
 
 
Figure 3.10: N 1s:P 2p ratios and comparison to the percentage of POx of the P 2p 
core level during ambient exposure. 
 
Comparison of the N 1s:P 2p ratio to the percentage of oxide determined from the P 
2p core level shows a more significant increase in the oxide component as the solvent 
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is removed, as displayed in Figure 3.10.    The increased stability of solvent passivated 
flakes is in correlation with experimental studies by Abellán et. al.14 where NMP-
passivated BP displays a longer lifetime compared to THF-passivated or pristine BP.  
Therefore, solvent passivation also contributes to the stability of BP when flakes are 
removed from solution. 
 
The stability of few-layer BP was monitored by STEM, TEM and AFM to give a visual 
representation of BP degradation.  Freshly exfoliated flakes display well-defined 
edges as shown in Figure 3.11(a).  After 1 week of ambient exposure, surface 
protrusions can be seen clearly in Figure 3.11(b) and Figure 3.12.  
 
 
Figure 3.11: STEM analysis of (a) freshly exfoliated BP and (b) after 1 week of 
ambient exposure. 
 
The formation of liquid oxidation products can be seen more clearly with STEM and 
TEM analysis in Figure 3.12.  TEM analysis in Figure 3.12(b) also displayed a loss 




Figure 3.12: (a) STEM and (b) TEM analysis of BP after 1 week of ambient exposure. 
 
AFM analysis in Figure 3.13(a)-(b) shows a similar loss of defined edges after 1 week 
of ambient exposure for few-layer BP flakes.  As a comparison, a multilayer sample 
which is obtained from the sediment of the centrifuge cycle includes thicker flakes 
that were analysed as well.   
 
Figure 3.13: AFM analysis of (a) freshly exfoliated BP which was not exposed to 
ambient conditions. (b) Few-layer BP and (c) bulk BP exposed to ambient conditions 
for 1 week. The scale bars correspond to 0.5, 0.25 and 1 micron. 
 
The AFM analysis shows the defined edges of the multilayer flake after 1 week of 
ambient exposure, although surface protrusions similar to those found on few-layer 
BP are visible.  AFM and STEM analysis both corroborate the formation of liquid 
oxidation products (e.g. phosphoric acid), due to the appearance of liquid droplets on 
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the surface of few-layer BP flakes.  The rapid deterioration contradicts the formation 
of a stable oxide and demonstrates the different oxidation chemistry of few-layer and 
multilayer BP. 
 
The different degradation chemistries can also be observed by comparison of the O 1s 
and P 2p peaks after ambient exposure.  Figure 3.14 displays the P 2p core level of 
bulk BP during 1 week of ambient exposure showing the oxide component increases 
from 20.3 % to 40.1 %. 
 
 
Figure 3.14: P 2p core levels displaying the oxidation of multilayer BP over a period 
of 1 week. 
 
The O 1s core levels displayed in Figure 3.15 did not show the formation of a P-O-P 
component as in the case of few-layer BP, suggesting the formation of a surface oxide 
but no major oxidation of the BP lattice structure.  In comparison, few-layer flakes 
only displayed an increase of 6 % in the P 2p oxide shoulder, as seen in Figures 3.6(a)-
(c), and additionally oxidation occurred through the formation of volatile oxidation 
products which were removed under vacuum conditions.  The difference in 
degradation chemistry of few-layer flakes stems from the formation of P-O-P species 
which facilitates more significant degradation.  The absence of P-O-P formation for 
multilayer BP allows the preservation of the crystal structure while the formation of a 
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surface oxide is in correlation with experimental studies by Edmonds et. al.17.  Higher 
reactivity for decreasing layer thickness was also observed by Favron et. al.11 which 
was attributed to greater overlap between the band edge as a result of the shift in band 
gap for lower flake thicknesses.  Therefore, few-layer BP shows much more 
significant oxidation due to the formation of P-O-P species while multilayer BP 
displays minor oxidation, in correlation with the formation of a surface oxide. 
 
 


















The degradation chemistry of liquid exfoliated few-layer BP exposed to ambient 
conditions has been investigated using XPS and ATR-FTIR spectroscopy.  Oxidation 
of BP initially occurs through the formation of non-bridging oxide species which 
convert to bridging oxide species (P-O-P) within 48 h of ambient exposure.  The 
appearance of P-O-P species was monitored through XPS and ATR-FTIR analysis 
showing further oxidation leads to the conversion of bridging oxide species to 
phosphoric acid which subsequently evaporates from the BP surface.  The differences 
in degradation behavior between multilayer and few-layer BP are demonstrated, with 
multilayer BP displaying higher stability due to the absence of bridging oxide species 
formation during ambient exposure.  The successful determination of the degradation 
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4. Covalent Functionalisation of Few-Layer Black Phosphorus using 





The ambient instability of BP is a key roadblock that hinders its use in various 
applications.  Functionalisation using diazonium salts has been reported to enhance 
the ambient instability of BP, although its surface chemistry and stability has not been 
characterised using surface sensitive techniques.  Here, we demonstrate that 
diazonium functionalisation leads to oxidation of liquid exfoliated BP.  Furthermore, 
reactive diazonium radicals can react with surface bound molecules resulting in the 
formation of uncontrolled multilayers.  The presence of noncovalent solvent 
passivation was observed on diazonium functionalised BP surfaces indicating 
functionalisation does not disrupt the solvent passivation layer.  Iodonium salts were 
used as an alternative strategy to functionalise BP without inducing oxidation during 
the functionalisation reaction.  Additionally, iodonium salts prevent the formation of 
unstable P-O-P species through attachment to surface oxygen sites, significantly 
enhancing the oxidation resistance of BP in ambient conditions, as characterised using 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning transmission electron 
microscopy (STEM) analysis.  Iodonium functionalisation allows the attachment of 
various alkyl and aryl groups, potentially allowing the tuning of electronic properties 
of BP.  Comparison of the stability of iodonium and diazonium functionalised BP 
using XPS and STEM shows the increased stability of iodonium functionalised BP 






The ambient instability of BP remains a challenge to its implementation in various 
applications such as electrical,1,2 sensing3 and energy storage devices.4,5  
Functionalisation has been a leading strategy in enhancing its oxidation resistance.  
Diazonium functionalisation was used by Ryder et. al.6 for the covalent modification 
of  BP to enhance its oxidation resistance in ambient conditions.6 A variety of 
diazonium salts were used to tailor the extent of functionalisation and the electronic 
properties through the use of various electron-withdrawing substituents. However, this 
strategy was carried out on mechanically exfoliated BP and the ambient instability was 
characterised using AFM analysis to monitor bubble formation rather than using a 
surface sensitive technique such as XPS analysis. We have investigated diazonium 
functionalisation of liquid exfoliated BP and discovered that reactions often lead to 
surface oxidation. Additionally, diazonium functionalisation does not adequately 
disrupt solvent passivation suggesting a low extent of functionalisation, while the high 
reactivity of diazonium radicals results in uncontrolled multilayer formation.  
 
Abellan et. al.7 reported the noncovalent modification of BP using 7,7,8,8-tetracyano-
p-quinodimethane as a protection strategy that additionally enhances electron transfer 
from BP.  Zhao et. al.8 used a titanium sulfonate ligand that coordinates to BP 
enhancing its ambient stability and dispersibility in solution. Sofer et. al. 9 carried out 
functionalisation of liquid exfoliated BP using a range of different precursors, but 
reported that diazonium reagents, alkyl lithium and Grignard functionalisation can 
lead to oxidation of the surface. Furthermore, the most successful routes to 
functionalisation were nucleophilic substitution reactions with alkyl bromides, iodides 
or (S)-bromomethyl ethanethiolate that lead to the formation of P-C and P-O-C bonds. 
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We have investigated the use of aryl iodonium salts for the ambient protection of BP 
which also attach through surface O sites forming P-O-C bonds as displayed in Figure 
4.1. 
 
Figure 4.1: Aryl iodonium functionalisation of BP through surface oxygen sites 
resulting in attachment of aryl groups. 
 
Molecular passivation of black phosphorus using silanes has been reported to 
functionalise a thin oxide layer present on the BP surface giving superior ambient 
stability to uncoated BP.10 Additionally, silane functionalised BP maintained its 
original electronic properties which could be a result of the functionalisation of surface 
oxygen sites, rather than the formation of P-C bonds which has been shown to tailor 
electronic properties of BP by Ryder et. al.6, therefore preserving the fundamental 
electrical properties of BP. Thiol functionalisation by Kwak et. al.11 has also been 
reported to occur through surface oxygen sites where a removal of the oxide layer was 
observed, resulting in the recovery of degraded BP.11 Oxide functionalisation of BP 
shows promise as a strategy in the ambient protection against surface oxidation. 
Iodonium salts have been used for the functionalisation of carbon surfaces such as 
carbon nanotubes and graphene.12–14 Functionalisation using iodonium salts does not 
induce oxidation and aryliodonium salts permit greater control of functionalisation 
compared to diazonium salts, as observed on carbon surfaces.14,15 The excellent 
leaving group ability of the aryl iodide allows reaction at room temperature with the 
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BP surface.16 Aryl iodonium salts have been well-studied for functionalisation, 
including P-arylation.17 The attachment of aryl groups to oxygen sites inhibits the 
formation of reactive P-O-P species, which is the main route of BP degradation.18  The 
functionalisation through oxygen sites therefore greatly enhances its ambient stability. 
Additionally, the surface chemistry of arylated BP displays a low amount of solvent 
passivation indicating that iodonium salts result in a higher degree of functionalisation 
which gives superior oxidation resistance, possibly due to the attachment to O- and P-
sites rather than just P sites. The functionalisation of liquid-exfoliated few-layer BP is 
challenging due to its rapid degradation and therefore a protection strategy that does 
not induce oxidation is critical to enhancing its oxidation resistance. Iodonium 
functionalised BP shows superior ambient stability compared to unfunctionalised and 
diazonium functionalised BP, as characterised using the XPS P 2p and O 1s core levels 
and STEM analysis. Functionalisation using iodonium salts provides a new and 




Black phosphorus (BP) was purchased from Smart Elements (purity 99.998 %) and all 
chemicals were purchased from Sigma- Aldrich.  Anhydrous N-methyl pyrrolidone 
(NMP) and acetonitrile (ACN) were stored in a glovebox and transfer of solvents and 
precursors was carried out in a glovebox while purification after functionalisation 




4.3.2 Exfoliation and Functionalisation 
Anhydrous NMP and ACN were degassed using at least 7 freeze-pump-thaw cycles 
and subsequently purged using Ar gas for 1 h.  BP was exfoliated in NMP in a Schlenk 
flask submersed in a bath sonicator (Branson 1800) under a constant flow of Ar for 
~20 h.  After exfoliation, the solution was left to settle overnight and subsequently 
centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 30 min.  The sediment was discarded to exclude 
unexfoliated material.  The supernatant was centrifuged at 14500 rpm for 40 min to 
obtain an exfoliated BP sample.  The BP was functionalised using a 10 mM solution 
of methoxybenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate (MBD), 3,5-
bis(trifluoromethyl)benzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate (FBD), 4-
nitrobenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate (NBD), Bis(4-fluorophenyl)iodonium 
trifluoromethanesulfonate (FPI), (perfluoro-n-propyl)phenyliodonium 
trifluoromethanesulfonate (PPI) or bis(4-methylphenyl)iodonium hexfluorophosphate 
(MPI) and 100 mM tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate in ACN for 3-24 h 
under flow of Ar.  Iodonium precursor solutions were dried for 24 h prior to 
functionalisation.  After functionalisation the BP was purified using 3 washes with 
ACN.  The concentrated solution was drop cast onto a Si wafer or Si coated in a Ti 
layer to minimise Si contributions during the XPS analysis.  
 
4.3.2 Characterisation 
X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was carried out on an Oxford 
Applied Research Escabase XPS system with a nonmonochromated Al Kα X-Ray 
source at 200 W with a base pressure of 5 × 10-10 mbar.  Survey spectra were acquired 
at 0-1000 eV using a step size of 0.7 eV, a dwell time of 0.3 s and a pass energy of 50 
eV.  Core level scans were averaged over 20-40 scans at a step size of 0.1 eV, a dwell 
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time of 0.1 s and a pass energy of 20 eV.  CasaXPS software was used to process the 
spectra with Shirley background correction and peaks fitted to Voigt profiles.  Peaks 
were charge corrected to the C 1s peak at 285 eV. Attenuated total reflectance Fourier 
transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra were recorded using a Nicolet 6700 Infrared 
Spectrometer with a VariGATR, a liquid cooled HgCdTe detector and Smart ITR 
accessory.  Spectra were collected under ambient atmosphere and averaged over 300 
scans at a resolution of 2 cm-1.   Raman scattering spectra were acquired using a 
QE65PRO OceanOptics spectrometer with a 50 µm width slit coupled to a microscope 
with a 40× objective for focusing on the surface of substrates.  A Laser Quantum GEM 
DPSS 532 nm laser was used for excitation.  Photoluminescence spectroscopy was 
used to probe the electronic structure of the samples.  Testing was carried out at room 
temperature using a 532 nm Laser Quantum GEM DPSS excitation source.  
Photoluminescence spectra were recorded using a Horiba iHR320 spectrometer 
equipped with a thermoelectrically cooled Syncerity CCD matrix.  Scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) analysis was undertaken on an FEI Helios 
NanoLab 600i scanning electron microscope operating at 20 kV.  Transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was acquired on a Jeol 2100 at an operating 
accelerating voltage of 200 kV.  
 
4.4 Results and Discussion  
4.4.1 Covalent Functionalisation using Diazonium Salts 
Aryldiazonium salts were used for the covalent functionalisation of BP, as displayed 




Figure 4.2: Three diazonium molecules were used for BP functionalisation: (a) 3,5-
bis(trifluoromethyl)benzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate, (b) 4-
nitrobenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate, (c) methoxybenzenediazonium 
tetrafluoroborate. 
ATR-FTIR analysis was used to confirm successful aryl functionalisation using 
aryldiazonium salts.  Figure 4.3 displays the ATR-FTIR spectrum of the 3,5-
bis(trifluoromethyl)benzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate (FBD) bulk salt (bottom) and 
BP functionalised using FBD (top).  FBD displays a peak associated with N=N+ at 
2310 cm-1, BF4- peak at ~ 1030 cm-1, C-F and C-H stretches and bends in the 1300-
800 cm-1 region.  The disappearance of the N=N+ peak and a reduction in the BF4- peak 
indicates dissociation of the diazonium group and counterion.19  The CF3 asymmetric 
stretches were observed at 1260 and 1280 cm-1, while the CF3 symmetric stretch 
occurred at 1136 cm-1.20  A C-C stretch can also be seen at 1385 cm-1.20  
 
Figure 4.3: ATR-FTIR analysis of (1) 3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)benzenediazonium 




The absence of the features associated with the counterion and presence of the CF3 
stretches confirm covalent attachment of FBD to BP, as the diazonium salt must 
dissociate to become surface bound.14  Additionally, the C-H bend shifted from 903 
cm-1 for the bulk diazonium salt to 842 cm-1 as a result of cleavage of the diazonium 
group, which has been reported to induce a shift in the C-H peak.19  Functionalisation 
of BP using 4-nitrobenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate (NBD) also resulted in the 
disappearance of the N=N+ peak at 2307 cm-1, as displayed in Figure 4.4(a).  The 
asymmetric and symmetric stretches of the NO2 group occurred at 1508 and 1300 cm-
1.21  Stretches associated with the C-N group occur at 858 cm-1 for the bulk NBD salt; 
however, in the functionalised spectrum this peak overlaps with the C-H peak which 
has shifted to a lower wavenumber as a result of the cleavage of the diazonium group.21  
A peak was seen at 1262 cm-1, which can be attributed to aromatic C-N vibration22 and 
a C-N bend was also observed at 739 cm-1.  The presence of stretches associated with 
the amino group, the C-H bend at 835 cm-1 and reduction in the BF4- peak at 1032 cm-
1 confirm successful attachment nitro-aryl group.  
  
Figure 4.4: ATR-FTIR analysis of (1) 4-nitrobenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate 




Peaks in the 900-1200 cm-1 range are associated phosphorus oxides and indicates NBD 
functionalisation results in significant surface oxidation which is in correlation with 
XPS analysis which is discussed later. 
 
ATR-FTIR analysis of methoxybenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate (MBD) also 
displayed the disappearance of the N=N+ peak at 2250 cm-1, as shown in Figure 4.5(a). 
The remaining C-O stretches at 1260 and 1175 cm-1 are indicative of successful 
attachment of the methoxy-aryl group.23  The reduction in the BF4- peak also suggests 
dissociation of the diazonium salt.  The C-H bend and C-C out-of-plane bend were 




Figure 4.5: ATR-FTIR analysis of (1) methoxybenzenediazonium tetrafuoroborate 
(MBD) functionalised BP and (2) the MBD salt. 
 
XPS analysis was used to provide additional confirmation of successful 
functionalisation and characterise the extent of surface oxidation.  Diazonium 
functionalisation always resulted in an increase in the oxide shoulder at 133 eV 
compared to the main P 2p peak at 130 eV.  Freshly exfoliated BP displays an average 
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oxide shoulder of ~20 % before functionalisation while MBD functionalisation 
increased the oxide shoulder to 28.5 %, NBD displayed an increase to 31.4 % and 
FBD resulted in a total oxide peak of 29.2 %, as displayed in Figure 4.6.  The P 2p 
core level for FBD functionalised BP shows two oxide environments at 133.7 eV and 
136.6 eV which can be attributed to phosphorus oxides in two different oxidation 
states.24,25  The formation of two different oxide environments suggests significant 
oxidation of BP induced by the diazonium salt.  While Ryder et. al.6 reported a low 
extent of BP surface oxidation during diazonium functionalisation, these results are in 
correlation with results by Sofer et. al.9 who also reported diazonium functionalisation 
resulted in oxidation. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: The P 2p core levels for (a) MBD, (b) NBD and (c) FBD functionalised 
BP. 
 
The presence of a F 1s peak at ~687 eV displayed in Figure 4.7(a) for FBD 
functionalised BP, indicates successful attachment of the fluorinated aryl group.26  
Additionally, the C 1s core level can be deconvoluted into three components: C-C at 
284.9 eV, C-O at 286.5 eV and CF3 at 290.7 eV.27  The presence of a peak at 290.7 
eV due to the CF3 group also indicates the presence of the fluorinated aryl group 





Figure 4.7: The XPS a) F 1s and b) C 1s core levels for FBD functionalised BP. 
 
The N 1s peak, displayed in Figure 4.8(a), can be deconvoluted into three 
contributions.  The NO2 group can be observed at a BE of 406.4 eV which can be 
attributed to the aryl-NO2 molecule on the surface.26  A peak at 401.9 eV is also seen 
which is due to azo linkages (N=N) suggesting the formation of multilayers on the BP 
surface, which occurs as a result of diazonium radicals reacting with surface bound 
aryl groups, as displayed in Figure 4.8(b).26  Diazonium multilayer formation is an 
uncontrolled process which has been studied on metallic26 and graphene28 surfaces and 
is undesirable for the stabilisation of BP.  
 
Figure 4.8: (a) N 1s peak for NBD functionalised BP showing the presence of NO2 
groups, azo linkages and the reaction solvent (ACN).  (b) Scheme illustrating the 
multilayer formation as a result of the reaction of diazonium radicals with surface 




The peak at 400.1 eV can be assigned to the reaction solvent (ACN) indicative of the 
presence of non-covalent solvent passivation.29  The N 1s:P 2p ratio of 
unfunctionalised BP is 0.38 while diazonium functionalisation results in an increase 
for all three contributions and 32 % for ACN passivation specifically.  Successful 
functionalisation should result in the removal of the solvent passivation layer while no 
change or an increase in the ratio suggests a low extent of functionalisation.  The 
increase in the N 1s:P 2p ratio could also indicate trapping of reaction solvent in 
diazonium multilayers which is likely to influence stability of the BP. 
 
4.4.2 Covalent Functionalisation using Iodonium Salts 
Iodonium salts were used as an alternative functionalisation strategy to diazonium 
salts due to their lower reactivity which provides greater control over the passivation 
layer.14  
 
Figure 4.9: (a) AFM analysis of bare BP with a (b) height profile of 17 nm.  (c) AFM 




AFM analysis before iodonium functionalisation, as displayed in Figure 4.9, was used 
to confirm the presence of few-layer BP and assess the effect of functionalisation on 
the flake morphology.  The height profile of an unfunctionalised BP flake in Figure 
4.9(b) shows a height of ~17 nm, confirming liquid exfoliation and centrifugation 
steps resulted in the extraction of few-layer BP.  Figure 4.9(c) shows an iodonium 
functionalised BP flake with clear defined edges, indicating the functionalisation 
process does not induce degradation. 
 
Figure 4.10: Raman analysis before (bottom) and after (top) FPI functionalisation.  
Photoluminescence analysis of (a) FPI, (b) PPI and (c) MPI functionalised BP. 




Raman analysis was used to assess the crystallinity of BP flakes after 
functionalisation.  Figure 4.10(a) shows the presence of A1g, B2g, A2g modes before 
and after functionalisation confirming no damage is induced after FPI 
functionalisation.30,31  PL analysis can be used to assess the formation of few-layer 
flakes, as peaks in the 600-1400 nm range can be assigned to few-layer BP.31  Figure 
4.10(b) displays a peak at 600 nm which can be attributed to mono-layer BP.31  After 
functionalisation the peak is retained but shifts to 625 nm which could be caused due 
to strain or the electron withdrawing effects of the FPI aryl substituent, as observed 
for functionalised germanane.32  A similar shift in the peak at 600 nm was also seen 
for PPI and MPI as shown in Figures 4.10(c) and (d). 
 
Iodonium functionalisation was assessed using ATR-FTIR analysis for a variety of 
aryl and alkyl iodonium salts.  Iodonium salts react through cleavage of the C-I bond 
with the formation of an aryl iodide leaving group, as displayed in Figure 4.11.  After 
dissociation of the C-I bond the fluorinated aryl group reacts with the BP surface.  The 
use of marker atoms on the aryl and alkyl groups allows functionalisation to be 
assessed more easily using ATR-FTIR analysis. 
 
Figure 4.11: Reaction of aryliodonium salts through the formation of an aryl iodide 




Figure 4.12 displays the ATR-FTIR spectrum before and after functionalisation with 
bis(4-fluorophenyl)iodonium triflate (FPI).  
 
Figure 4.12: ATR-FTIR analysis of bis(4-fluorophenyl)iodonium triflate (FPI) 
functionalised BP (top) and the FPI salt (bottom). 
 
The retention of the aromatic C-F stretch at 1260 cm-1, the aromatic C-H in-plane bend 
at 1025 cm-1 and the aromatic C-H out-of-plane bend at 845 cm-1 indicate the presence 
of the Ar-F group on the surface.19 A reduction in the (S=O)s peak at 1163 cm-1 
associated with the triflate counterion suggests dissociation of the aryliodonium salt 
and functionalisation of BP.33  Additionally, a P-O-Ar peak at 1186 cm-1 could indicate 
attachment of Ar groups through surface oxygen sites as has been reported for silanes 
functionalisation of BP, 10 although other P-O peaks associated with phosphorus 
oxides also occur in this region.34,35 
 
Figure 4.13 shows the ATR-FTIR spectrum for the bulk bis(4-
methylphenyl)iodonium hexafluorophosphate (MPI) salt and MPI functionalised BP.  
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Figure 4.13: ATR-FTIR analysis of bis(4-methylphenyl)iodonium 
hexafluorophosphate (MPI) functionalised BP (top) and the MPI salt (bottom). 
 
The reduction in broadness and retention of the peak suggests successful dissociation 
of the salt and functionalisation of BP.  Figure 4.13(a) displays a peak at 1475 cm-1 
which can be attributed to an asymmetric C-C=C stretch and a peak at 1384 cm-1 due 
to CH3 stretches, indicating attachment of the aryl group.  The XPS survey spectrum 
did not display the presence of a F 1s peak at 687 eV, also supporting the dissociation 
of the salt and subsequent reaction with BP. 
 
An advantage of using iodonium salts is the potential to attach alkyl groups to the BP 
surface, as the excellent leaving group ability of aryl iodides favours alkyl rather than 
aryl functionalisation.  The use of an asymmetrical iodonium salt resulted in the 
preferential attachment of the alkyl group as seen on carbon surfaces.37  The FTIR 
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spectrum of (perfluoro-n-propyl)phenyliodonium triflate (PPI) is displayed in Figure 
4.14(a), with the retention of CF3 and C-F stretches at 1260 and 1316 cm-1.   
 
 
Figure 4.14: ATR-FTIR analysis of (perfluoro-n-propyl)phenyliodonium triflate 
(PPI) functionalised BP (top) and the PPI salt (bottom). 
 
The reduction in the S=O peak suggests successful functionalisation of BP.  The 
absence of aromatic C-H stretches at 744 and 727 cm-1 and C=C stretches at 673 cm-1 
were also observed in Figure 4.14(b), suggesting preferential attachment of the alkyl 
group due to the excellent leaving group ability of aryl iodides. 
 
Iodonium functionalised BP was assessed using XPS analysis to confirm reaction of 
the iodonium salt and characterise BP oxidation using the P 2p core levels.  Figure 
4.15 displays the C 1s spectrum which can be deconvoluted into three components: C-
C at 284.5 eV, C-O, C-O-P and C-C-F at 285.5 eV and C-F at 287 eV.27  The presence 
of the C-P component has been reported to occur at ~284 eV but could not be analysed, 
as it cannot be deconvoluted accurately from the C-C component.6  The presence of 
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C-F and C-O components in the C 1s core level suggest the successful attachment of 
the aryl group on the surface. 
 
Figure 4.15: (a) C 1s, (b) I 3d and (c) S 2p core levels are displayed for FPI 
functionalised BP. 
 
The absence of the I 3d and S 2p peaks, as displayed in Figures 4.15(b) and (c), 
indicates dissociation of the iodonium salt.  Additionally, a F 1s peak was seen at 687 
eV for both alkyl and aryl iodonium salts, as shown in Figure 4.16.  The absence of I 
3d and the presence of the F 1s peak suggests the aryl group has covalently reacted 
with the BP surface rather than the physisorption of the iodonium salt.  
 
Figure 4.16: F 1s core levels for (a) FPI and (b) PPI functionalised BP. 
 
XPS analysis was also used to monitor the extent of oxidation before and after 
functionalisation, as displayed in Figure 4.17.  No increase in the P 2p oxide shoulder 
at 133 eV was observed after functionalisation confirming the gentle nature of 





Figure 4.17: XPS analysis of (a) FPI functionalised and (b) unfunctionalised BP. 
 
The extent of functionalisation for FPI and PPI was estimated using the F 1s:P 2p ratio 
which indicated PPI has a ~40 % lower fluorine content than FPI.  Optimisation of the 
iodonium reaction conditions was carried out by varying the reaction length and 
temperature and assessing the F 1s:P 2p ratio.  Heating the reaction mixture to 45 °C 
resulted in an increase in the oxide shoulder to 34.1 % and the formation of two oxide 
environments.  The formation of two oxide environments is associated with significant 
oxidation of the surface.25  The P 2p core level of BP functionalised for a reaction time 
of 24 h is displayed in Figure 4.18 where an increase to 45.5 % was also observed.  
Figure 4.18(c) shows the increase in the F 1s:P 2p ratio for both reaction conditions, 
suggesting an increased degree of functionalisation although the formation of two 





Figure 4.18: P 2p core levels for FPI functionalised BP using a) a 3 h reaction at 45 C 
or b) a 24 h reaction at room temperature.  c) The F 1s: P 2p ratio is used to give an 
indication of the extent of functionalisation for the extended reaction time and the use 
of heat. 
 
Figure 4.19 shows the attachment of aryl groups to BP.  Binding to P sites has been 
proposed to occur through the cleavage of a P-P bond.9,40  The exact binding of aryl 
groups to BP is difficult to evaluate; the P-C component in the P 2p core levels 
overlaps with the P-O peak making deconvolution difficult.  The C 1s core level also 
displays an overlap of the C-C and C-P components. 
 
Figure 4.19: Attachment of aryl groups to BP through (a) P-sites, (b)-(c) O sites and 




The attachment of aryl groups to BP without the cleavage of a P-P bond leads to the 
formation of a 4 coordinate phosphorus with a positive charge which may be stabilised 
by the aryl iodonium counterion.  The ATR-FTIR analysis suggests the presence of a 
remaining S=O vibration indicating the presence of the counterion on BP 
functionalised surfaces. 
 
The attachment of aryl group could also occur through O sites which has been reported 
previously.9,10  Sofer et. al.9 reported the reaction of alkyl halides with BP oxide sites 
resulted in the covalent attachment.  Additionally, diaryliodonium salts have been 
reported to react with O nucleophiles.41  The attachment to surface P-OH and O=P-
OH groups is illustrated in Figure 4.19.  The reduction in intensity of the O=P-OH 
peak during FPI functionalisation may be indicative of binding to the oxide site, as 
shown in Figure 4.20.   
 
 
Figure 4.20: ATR-FTIR analysis of (a) FPI functionalised BP and (b) 
unfunctionalised BP. 
 
The inhibition of the P-O-P component during ambient exposure of FPI functionalised 
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BP also suggests binding to the oxide sites. Figure 4.19 (d) also shows the non-
covalent passivation of ACN which occurs during the FPI functionalisation. 
 
4.4.3 Comparison of Iodonium and Diazonium Functionalisation – Solvent 
Passivation and Stability 
As previously discussed the diazonium functionalisation process results in non-
covalent passivation of reaction solvent.  Non-covalent solvent passivation can be 
detrimental to device performance as it can hinder contact formation42 and therefore 
the extent of solvent passivation must be minimised, which can be achieved through 
covalent functionalisation.43  An unfunctionalised BP sample displayed a N 1s:P 2p 
ratio of 0.4, demonstrating that the diazonium process results in a 33 % increase in 
solvent passivation.  The increase in the N 1s:P 2p ratio indicates that diazonium 
functionalisation does not remove the passivation layer and solvent molecules are 
likely to be trapped within the multilayers that form on the BP surface.  In contrast, 
iodonium functionalisation resulted in a ~70 % decrease in the N 1s: P 2p ratio as a 
result of the removal of the solvent passivation layer through covalent 
functionalisation of the surface.  The decrease in the N 1s: P 2p ratio for iodonium 
functionalised BP and the increase for diazonium functionalised BP indicates 
functionalisation using iodonium salts results in a higher degree of functionalisation 
than diazonium functionalisation.  
 
The stability of unfunctionalised and iodonium- and diazonium-functionalised BP was 
assessed using the P 2p and O 1s core levels.  The O 1s core levels for unfunctionalised 
and iodonium functionalised BP are displayed in Figure 4.21.  After 40 hours of 
ambient exposure of unfunctionalised BP, the P-O-P component at 534.6 eV increases 
and a reduction is seen in the non-bridging oxide species at 532.2 eV.44  In comparison, 
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iodonium functionalisation inhibits the increase in the P-O-P component for the first 
40 h of ambient exposure. The inhibition of the P-O-P component is crucial in 
enhancing the ambient stability of BP, as it prevents further oxide formation.18 
 
 
Figure 4.21: The O 1s core levels for unfunctionalised BP a) before and b) after 40 h 
of ambient exposure.  The iodonium functionalised BP was assessed a) before and b) 
after 40 h of ambient exposure. 
 
The corresponding STEM analysis in Figure 4.22 shows the appearance of 
topographic protrusions on the surface of unfunctionalised BP after 48 h in ambient 
conditions.  The formation of droplets on the BP surface is associated with the 
formation of phosphorus oxides as degradation products which react further to form 
liquid oxidation products.18,24,25,44  In comparison, iodonium functionalised BP does 
not display the formation of liquid droplets on the surface and after 48 h demonstrating 





Figure 4.22: STEM analysis of unfunctionalised BP during (a) 0 h and (b) 48 h of 
ambient exposure and FPI functionalised BP at (c) 0 h and (d) 48 h of ambient 
exposure. 
 
The P 2p core levels for iodonium functionalised BP are displayed in Figure 4.23 
which show the increased oxidation resistance of FPI functionalised BP.  The oxide 
shoulder decreases from 16.3 % initially to 10.1 %, as seen by comparison of Figures 
4.23(a) and (b).  The reduction in the oxide shoulder, which suggests removal of 
surface oxides, has been reported during functionalisation of BP using both silanes 
and thiols where surface oxygen sites react with the precursors.10,11  A further increase 






Figure 4.23: P 2p core levels displaying the increase in the oxide shoulder for 
iodonium functionalised BP at (a) 16.3 % at 0 h, (b) 10.1 % at 40 h and (c) 25.2 % at 
1 week. 
 
In comparison, diazonium functionalised BP displayed a larger increase of the oxide 
shoulder over a period of a week as displayed in Figure 4.24.   
 
 
Figure 4.24: P 2p core level for diazonium functionalised BP exposed to ambient 
conditions for (a) 0 h, (b) 4 days and (c) 1 week. 
 
The oxide shoulder increases from 29.2 % to 45.5 % over a period of 4 days.  A further 
increase in the P 2p oxide shoulder to 59 % occurs after a period of a week.  The 
formation of 2 oxide environments suggests a higher amount of oxidation occurred. 
Comparison between the stability of diazonium and iodonium functionalised BP is 
displayed in Figure 4.25 where a more significant increase in oxidation is observed 




Figure 4.25: The stability of iodonium and diazonium functionalised BP is compared 
using the percentage of PxOy compared to the main P 2p peak. 
 
The stability of diazonium functionalised BP is likely to be influenced by multilayer 
formation and non-covalent solvent passivation.  The higher increase in the oxide 
shoulder for diazonium functionalisation is likely to stem from the oxidation induced 
during the reaction.  Initial oxide formation has been reported to facilitate further 
degradation by increasing the hydophilicity of the surface.25  In comparison, the 
iodonium functionalised BP displays a higher stability due to the removal of surface 
oxides during functionalisation and inhibition of further oxidation by attachment to 











A new method for surface modification of BP using iodonium salts was investigated 
and compared to the previously established diazonium strategy.  The detailed 
characterisation of surface chemistry of diazonium and iodonium functionalised BP 
flakes allows comparison between the two functionalisation strategies.  While 
diazonium modification resulted in oxidation, multilayer formation and non-covalent 
solvent passivation, iodonium salts did not induce any oxidation.  Iodonium salts 
display a greater compatibility with BP due to their lower reactivity which provides 
more control during functionalisation and prevents the formation of multilayers.  The 
attachment of aryl groups to surface oxygen sites in addition to P-sites, resulted in a 
greater extent of functionalisation.  Furthermore, iodonium functionalisation resulted 
in the inhibition of P-O-P formation, a key sign of major BP degradation, greatly 
enhancing its ambient stability compared to unfunctionalised and diazonium modified 
BP.  Successful functionalisation of BP using a variety of aryl and alkyl groups shows 
potential to tune its electrical properties through variation of the aryl substituents.  The 
investigation of electrical properties will provide further characterisation of the effect 
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Black Phosphorus (BP) displays extraordinary properties but its ambient instability 
remains a critical challenge.  Functionalisation has been employed to overcome the 
sensitivity of BP to ambient conditions while preserving its properties.  Here, we report 
a simultaneous exfoliation-functionalisation process that functionalises BP flakes 
during exfoliation, therefore providing increased protection which can be attributed to 
the minimal exposure of flakes to ambient oxygen and water.  A tetrabutylammonium 
salt was employed for the intercalation of BP resulting in the formation of flakes with 
large lateral dimensions.  The addition of an aryl iodide or an aryl iodonium salt to the 
exfoliation solvent creates a scalable strategy for the production of functionalised few-
layer BP flakes.  Aryl functionalisation was characterised using x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) and attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-
FTIR) spectroscopy.  The ambient stability of functionalised BP was prolonged to a 
period of 1 week compared to unfunctionalised BP, as characterised using Scanning 









The last few years have seen an immense interest in BP, a promising new 2D material, 
which displays exceptional properties.1,2  The high carrier mobility and layer tunable 
bandgap range (0.3-2 eV) that falls in between graphene and transition metal 
dichalcogenides (TMDs) make it ideal for a range of applications including 
electrical,3,4 energy storage5,6 and optical devices.7  While BP shows extraordinary 
properties, its application is hindered by its degradation under ambient conditions.8–10  
The lifetime of BP has been extended using covalent functionalisation,11–14 non-
covalent functionalisation,15,16 solvents,17,18 polymers19–21 and fluorination22,23 which 
protect BP from reaction with ambient water and oxygen, and can also enhance its 
properties for various applications.  While the study of the surface chemistry and 
covalent modification is crucial for future application of the material, it remains 
largely undiscovered. 
 
Covalent functionalisation has been achieved using nucleophilic reagents,12 azide 
modification,24 iodonium salts13 and diazonium salts11 which enhanced the stability up 
to 25 days.  Wild et. al.14 used K and Na intercalation compounds to exfoliate and 
reduce the BP surface for subsequent reaction with alkyl halides.  Intercalation 
compounds have been widely used for the exfoliation and reduction of graphene,25–27 
however, their use with BP remains limited.28,29  Alkali metals have been used to alter 
the properties of BP30,31 but the resulting intercalation complexes suffer from poor 
ambient stability32 while intercalation using alkylammonium salts can stabilise BP.33  
Tetrabutylammonium salts have been used for the formation of BP intercalation 
compounds under electrochemical conditions which enhanced the efficiency of 
exfoliation,34,35 while ammonium salts have proven to have a facilitative effect on BP 
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exfoliation through edge intercalation which overcomes the interlayer van der Waals 
forces.29  Here, a scalable protection strategy is presented where simultaneous 
exfoliation and functionalisation is achieved through sonication of BP in a 
tetrabutylammonium and aryl iodide solution, as displayed in Figure 5.1.  The 
addition of the tetrabutylammonium salt facilitates exfoliation by acting as an 
intercalation agent, in correlation with theoretical studies.33  Tetrabutylammonium 
salts have been used as intercalation agents to form graphene36–40 and black 
phosphorus32,33 intercalation complexes and have also been reported to promote the 
exfoliation of 2D materials.34,35,41  
 
Figure 5.1: Intercalation by TBA followed by functionalisation using an aryl iodide. 
 
Recently, in-situ radical polymerisation with poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) 
under sonication has been employed to form a BP-polymer hybrid.19  Ultrasonication 
has been employed for the simultaneous exfoliation and covalent modification of 
graphene42,43 while it has also been shown to improve the efficiency of carbon 
nanotube functionalisation.44  The addition of the functionalisation reagent during the 
exfoliation process ensures functionalisation directly after exfoliation, which 
significantly enhances the ambient stability due to the minimal exposure to ambient 
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oxidants, such as oxygen and water.  BP oxidation has been proposed to occur at defect 
sites,45 with the formation of an initial surface oxide catalysing further oxidation, and 
therefore a functionalisation strategy that protects oxygen defects during the 
exfoliation procedure when few-layer flakes are produced is highly desirable.  
Furthermore, the one-step process using aryl iodides enables the scalable production 
of functionalised few-layer BP flakes.  Aryl iodides have been employed for the 
functionalisation of carbon surfaces,46 carbon nanotubes47 and graphene48 while 
offering a number of advantages over diazonium and iodonium salts, including 
commercial availability and lower reactivity which allows greater control over the 
functionalisation layer thickness.46 
 
The simultaneous exfoliation and functionalisation of BP using a sonochemical 
approach is described in this chapter.  The production of high-quality exfoliated 
phosphorene nanosheets is demonstrated using STEM, TEM, AFM and Raman 
analysis, while the functionalised flakes are also analysed using XPS and ATR-FTIR 
to confirm successful covalent modification and to characterise the surface chemistry.  
The addition of TBA facilitates exfoliation and results in the formation of flakes with 
large lateral dimensions.  STEM, AFM and XPS analysis confirm the ambient stability 
was successfully prolonged to a period of 1 week. 
 
5.3 Experimental 
5.3.1 Synthesis of Black Phosphorus 
BP was synthesised using vapour-phase growth using a previously published 
procedure.49  Red phosphorus (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich, Czech Republic) was placed 
in a quartz glass ampoule (25mm inner diameter × 120mm length) together with 120 
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mg of Sn and 60 mg of SnI4 and melt sealed under high vacuum (1x10-3 Pa).  The 
ampoule was placed horizontally in a muffle furnace and heated to 650 °C over a 
period of 8 hours and after 5 hours the temperature was cooled to 400 °C for 50 hours 
and finally to room temperature over a period of 25 hours.  The ampoule was opened 
in an Ar filled glovebox and repeatedly washed in DMF/carbon disulfide mixture and 
with pure carbon disulfide and finally dried under vacuum for 24 hours.  SnI4 was 
made by direct reaction of Sn (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich, Czech Republic) and Iodine 
(99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich, Czech Republic) in chloroform. The obtained crystals were 
recrystallised from chloroform.  
 
5.3.2 Exfoliation and Functionalisation 
Anhydrous N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), acetonitrile (ACN), dimethylformamide 
(DMF) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.  Solvents were subjected to 2 purification 
cycles to remove traces of oxygen and water.  One cycle consists of drying over 
molecular sieves for at least 24 h, degassing using at least 10 freeze-pump-thaw cycles 
and purging the solvent with Ar for at least 30 min.  Black phosphorus was synthesised 
using vapour-phase growth.  The rinsing of BP crystals following synthesis was 
carried out under inert conditions using dried and degassed DMF.  All solvent transfer 
and handling of BP prior to exfoliation was carried out in a glovebox.  BP was 
exfoliated in (1) a solution of NMP, (2) a 50 mM solution of 4-iodobenzotrifluoride 
(IBF) with 20 mM tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAFP), (3) a 50 mM 
solution of bis(4-fluorophenyl)iodonium triflate (FPI) with 20 mM TBAFP for 10 h in 
a Schlenk flask under constant flow of Ar using a bath sonicator (Branson 1800).  The 
intercalated sample was immersed in a TBAFP solution for 24 h followed by 
sonication for 10 min and the addition of an IBF solution for 12 h.  The functionalised 
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BP solution was centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 30 min to exclude unexfoliated material 
and the supernatant was centrifuged at 14500 rpm for 30 min to obtain an exfoliated 
sample.  The sample was purified using three acetonitrile washes and drop cast onto a 
Si or titanium coated Si wafer for further analysis. 
5.3.3 Characterisation 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was completed on an Oxford Applied 
Research Escabase XPS system (base pressure 5 × 10-10 mbar) and a 
nonmonochromated Al kα X-Ray source at 200 W.  Survey spectra were collected at 
a pass energy of 100 eV, a step size of 0.7 eV, a dwell time of 0.3 s in the 0-1000 eV 
range.  Core level spectra were recorded at a pass energy of 20 eV, a step size of 0.1 
eV and a dwell time of 0.1 s.  CasaXPS software was used to process spectra with 
peaks corrected to a Shirley background and fitted to Voigt profiles.  Charge correction 
was applied using the C 1s peak at 285 eV.  Attenuated total reflectance Fourier 
transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) were collected using a Nicolet 6700 Infrared 
Spectrometer with a liquid cooled HgCdTe detector and a Smart iTR accessory.  
Spectra were collected in ambient conditions at a resolution of 2 cm-1 and averaged 
over 100 scans.  UV analysis was completed on a Thermo Scientific Evolution 60 S 
UV-Visible spectrophotometer with a resolution of ±0.8 nm using a Xenon light 
source.  Raman scattering spectra were acquired using a QE65PRO OceanOptics 
spectrometer with a 50 µm width slit and a microscope with a 40 × objective to focus 
on the surface of substrates.  A Laser Quantum GEM DPSS 532 nm laser was used for 
excitation.  Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was performed on an 
FEI Titan electron microscope operating at 300 kV.  Scanning transmission electron 
microscopy (STEM) was carried out on an FEI Helios Nanolab 600i scanning electron 
microscope operating at 20 kV.  AFM analysis was carried out on a Park XE-100 AFM 
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in non-contact mode with SSS_NCHR enhanced resolution tips with XY and Z 
resolutions of ~2 and 0.05 nm respectively. 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
5.4.1 Microscopic Analysis of Black Phosphorus flakes 
BP was synthesised using vapour-phase growth49  and characterised using XPS and 
Raman analysis, as displayed in Figure 5.2.  The P 2p core level displays a 15.3 % 
oxide shoulder at 132.1 eV compared to the main P 2p peak.  The Raman modes at 
367, 444 and 473 cm-1 correspond to the A1g, B2g and A2g vibrational modes.17  The 
Raman modes and low amount of oxidation observed in the P 2p core level indicate a 
high crystal quality with a minimal amount of oxide after synthesis of BP.   
 
 
Figure 5.2: (a) P 2p core level of bulk BP displaying P-P peaks at 128.3 and 129.1 eV 
and P-O shoulder at 132.1 eV.  (b) Raman analysis shows peaks at 369, 444 and 474 
cm-1 which correspond to the A1g, A2g, and B2g modes, indicating the synthesis of 
crystalline BP. 
 
Exfoliation and functionalisation was carried out by sonication of the BP crystals in a 
4-iodobenzenetrifluoride (IBF) and tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate 
(TBAFP) solution in NMP.  The production of few-layer BP flakes was characterised 
using STEM, TEM and AFM to evaluate the effect of exfoliation and functionalisation 
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on crystallinity.  STEM analysis displays the formation of few-layer BP flakes, as 
shown in Figure 5.3.   
 
Figure 5.3: STEM analysis of IBF-functionalised BP. 
TEM analysis, as shown in Figure 5.4, depicts the crystal lattice, with d-spacings of 
1.83 and 2.66 Å.  The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern in Figure 
5.4(b) also displays d-spacings of 1.53, 1.86, 2.65 and 3.47 Å, corresponding to the 
(200), (121), (111) and (010) planes of BP.21,50,51   
 
Figure 5.4: TEM analysis with (b) SAED pattern and (c) d-spacings which show the 
crystallinity of few-layer BP. 
 
Raman characterisation in Figure 5.5 displays the A1g, A2g and B2g peaks at 366, 444, 
473 cm-1, in correlation with literature reports.17,52 The peak at 520 cm-1 can be 
attributed to the Si substrate used for analysis.  TEM and Raman analysis indicate that 
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the BP flakes maintain their crystallinity during the exfoliation-functionalisation 
process. 
  
Figure 5.5: Raman analysis displays the presence of A1g, A2g and B2g modes of few-
layer BP. 
 
AFM analysis in Figures 5.6(a) and (b) shows a height of ~27 nm for IBF 
functionalised BP and ~16 nm for FPI functionalised BP, confirming the production 
of few-layer flakes.   
 
Figure 5.6: AFM analysis of (a) IBF-functionalised and (b) FPI-functionalised BP 
flakes. 
 
The role of TBAFP was investigated by comparing the heights and lateral dimensions 
of exfoliated flakes.  Figure 5.7 displays the heights of BP exfoliated using (1) 
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standard exfoliation in NMP under sonication, (2) exfoliation under sonication in an 
IBF solution without the presence of an intercalating agent (TBAFP), (3) exfoliation 
under sonication in the presence of IBF and an intercalating agent (TBAFP) and (4)  
step-wise exfoliation by exposure to a solution of the intercalating agent, followed by 
minimal sonication (10 min) and then the addition of IBF.  
 
 
Figure 5.7: AFM analysis displaying the range of heights obtained when exfoliating 
BP (a) under sonication, (b) in IBF under sonication (without TBAFP), (c) in IBF and 
TBAFP with minimal sonication (10 min) (d) in IBF and TBAFP under continuous 




Table 5.1 shows an increase in few-layer flakes for BP exfoliated in a solution of IBF 
and TBAFP under continuous sonication.  The percentage of flakes with a height <10 
nm was 54 % for BP exfoliated in IBF with the presence of the intercalating agent 
(TBAFP) and a similar percentage (50 %) was obtained for those exfoliated in FPI and  
Table 5.1: Heights of exfoliated BP flakes. 
Sample <10 nm (%) <20 nm (%) 
BP + Sonication 11 37 
BP + IBF + Sonication 19 67 
BP + IBF + TBAFP 19 74 
BP + IBF + TBAFP + Sonication 54 82 
BP + FPI + TBAFP + Sonication 50 84 
 
 
TBAFP.  The standard BP exfoliated under sonication (without IBF and TBAFP) only 
showed 11 % of flakes < 10 nm which was comparable to BP exfoliated without the 
presence of the intercalating agent and in the stepwise exfoliation with minimal 
sonication, which both resulted in 19 % of flakes < 10 nm.  The increase in few-layer 
flakes for BP exfoliated in the presence of TBAFP suggests it has a facilitative effect 
on exfoliation.  Figure 5.8 and Table 5.2 show the lateral dimensions of the 
corresponding samples, indicating that the addition of TBAFP facilitates the formation 
of BP flakes with large lateral dimensions. BP exfoliated in the presence of IBF and 
TBAFP produced 59 % flakes with a length >0.5 µm and 30 % >1 µm, compared to 
BP which only provides 9 % flakes >0.5 µm and did not result in the production of 
flakes with dimensions greater than 1 µm.  The exfoliation of BP in the presence of 
IBF and TBAFP but without constant sonication also showed a slight increase in the 
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production of few-layer flakes with large lateral dimensions compared to BP, but 
continuous sonication greatly increased the formation of few-layer flakes with larger 
lengths.  The intercalation of 2D materials is aided by sonication which allows faster 
diffusion of intercalating species.29 The increased amount of few-layer flakes with 
large lateral dimensions for BP exfoliated in the presence of TBAFP under minimal  
 
 
Figure 5.8: AFM analysis displaying the flake lengths obtained when exfoliating BP 
(a) under sonication, (b) in IBF under sonication (without TBAFP), (c) in IBF and 
TBAFP with minimal sonication (10 min) (d) in IBF and TBAFP under continuous 




sonication indicates it acts as an intercalating agent that facilitates exfoliation, in 
correlation with theoretical studies,33 although prolonged sonication promotes the 
separation of the layers and aids intercalation.29  TBA salts have been used for 
graphene intercalation due to the flexibility of the n-butyl chains36,39 while the butyl 
chain length is optimal for BP intercalation compared to tetramethyl and 
tetraoctylammonium cations.35  The flattened configuration of TBA displays a 
diameter of 0.47 nm which closely matches the 0.53 nm interlayer spacing of BP also 
allowing efficient intercalation.35,53  The intercalation enhances the formation of few-
layer flakes with large lateral dimensions which is beneficial for device applications. 
 
Table 5.2: Lengths of exfoliated BP flakes. 
Sample >0.5 µm (%) >1 µm (%) 
BP + Sonication 9 0 
BP + IBF + Sonication 21 0 
BP + IBF + TBAFP 26 9 
BP + IBF + TBAFP + Sonication 59 30 
BP + FPI + TBAFP + Sonication 56 14 
 
 
5.4.2 Characterisation of the Surface Chemistry of Functionalised Black 
Phosphorus 
The characterisation of functionalised BP flakes using ATR-FTIR analysis indicates 
reaction of aryl groups with BP.  Figure 5.9(a) displays the ATR-FTIR analysis of 
IBF-functionalised BP which shows the presence of a para-substituted out-of-plane C-
H bend at 845 cm-1, an in-plane C-H bend at 1014 cm-1, asymmetric CF3 stretches at 
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1149 and 1120 cm-1 and a symmetric CF3 stretch at 1318 cm-1, confirming covalent 
functionalisation of the aryl group.54–56  The PF6- anion cannot be observed at 825 and 
737 cm-1, indicating the absence of the counterion on BP.57,58 The ATR-FTIR analysis 
of FPI-functionalised BP is displayed in Figure 5.9(b).  Similarly, covalent attachment 
can be observed through the presence of an out-of-plane C-H stretches at 800 and 845 
cm-1, an in-plane C-H stretch at 1028 cm-1 and a C-F stretch at 1260 cm-1.59  
Additionally, the minor presence of a symmetric S=O stretch at 1152 cm-1 suggests 
passivation of the triflate counterion.57 
 
  
Figure 5.9: ATR-FTIR analysis of (a) IBF-functionalised BP and (b) FPI-
functionalised BP. 
 
XPS analysis was used to further characterise the surface chemistry of aryl-




Figure 5.10: P 2p core levels of (a) IBF-functionalised BP and (b) FPI-functionalised 
BP. 
Functionalisation of BP using FPI (20.1 %) and IBF (20.8 %) resulted in minimal 
oxidation after exfoliation and functionalisation, based on analysis of the P 2p core 
level, as displayed in Figure 5.10. 
 
Figure 5.11: XPS analysis of the (a) I 3d, (b) F 1s and (c) N 1s core levels of IBF-
functionalised BP. 
 
Figure 5.11(a) shows the absence of the I 3d peak at ~619 eV indicating dissociation 
of the aryl iodide and subsequent arylation of BP.  The F 1s peak shows a contribution 
at 687 eV which can be attributed to the CF3 group, suggesting the presence of the CF3 
substituted aryl group on the surface.  The F 1s peak also displays a contribution at 
691.6 eV, which can be attributed to the fluorination of BP.22,23  As the electrolyte also 
contains a source of fluorine, functionalisation using only TBAFP was carried out to 
confirm the F 1s signal can be attributed to the CF3 group rather than the PF6- 
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counterion.  Figure 5.12 displays XPS analysis of BP exfoliated in a solution of 
TBAFP.  The absence of a F 1s signal at 687 eV indicates the F 1s peak observed for 
IBF functionalised sample can be attributed to the CF3 aryl group rather than the PF6- 
counterion.  Furthermore, the absence of a contribution in the P 2p core level at 136.5 
eV confirms the absence of PF6- in IBF-functionalised BP. 
 
 
Figure 5.12: The (a) P 2p and (b) F 1s core levels of BP exfoliated in a solution of 
TBAFP without the presence of IBF did not result in a F 1s signal. 
 
Functionalisation using FPI was also characterised using XPS analysis as shown in 
Figure 5.13 which shows the absence of an I 3d peak and the presence of a F 1s peak 
at 688.5 eV, indicative of the attachment of the fluorinated aryl group. 
 




In combination, FTIR and XPS of the F 1s core level confirm the covalent attachment 
of aryl groups on BP using an aryl iodide (IBF) and a diaryliodonium salt (FPI). 
 
  
Figure 5.14: The (a) P 2p and (b) F 1s core levels of BP exfoliated in an IBF solution 
without the presence of TBAFP did not result in covalent attachment, as indicated by 
the absence of a discernible F 1s signal. 
 
The N 1s core level gives further insight into the surface passivation and more 
specifically the role of the electrolyte, tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate 
(TBAFP).  When the functionalisation process was carried out without the presence 
of TBAFP a F 1s signal was not observed, suggesting functionalisation did not occur 
(Figure 5.14).  The need for TBAFP during functionalisation is in agreement with 
literature reports; the covalent functionalisation of BP using iodonium and diazonium 
salts only gives a high extent of functionalisation in the presence of TBAFP.11–13,40  
The extent of TBAFP passivation was quantified using the XPS analysis.  The N 1s 
peak for IBF-functionalised BP shows a peak at 400.0 eV attributed to solvent 
passivation and at 402.7 eV corresponding to the binding energy (BE) of 
tetrabutylammonium (TBA), as displayed in Figure 5.11.  When BP is exfoliated in a 
solution of TBAFP alone (Figure 5.12) the absence of a F 1s peak indicates the PF6- 
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counterion of TBAFP does not bind to the surface.  Additionally, the P 2p peak does 
not display a contribution for PF6- which is observed at 136.5 eV.  The absence of a 
discernible contribution in the P 2p peak associated with PF6- indicates TBAFP does 
not passivate the surface, but rather the TBA interacts with the surface.  TBA salts 
have been reported to facilitate exfoliation41 and have also been employed as 
intercalation agents.36–39  Therefore TBA may play a similar role in the exfoliation of 
BP which was evaluated by carrying out a stepwise exfoliation-functionalisation 
procedure, by immersion in a TBAFP solution, followed by minimal sonication (10 
min) to separate BP layers and subsequent functionalisation using IBF.  The role of 
TBA as an intercalating agent is confirmed by the AFM analysis where few-layer 
flakes (2.5-15 nm) are produced when exfoliation is carried out in the presence of TBA 
with minimal sonication, as displayed in Figure 5.15.  Exfoliation in the presence of 
TBAFP resulted in 19 % of flakes with heights greater than 10 nm, an increase 
compared to the exfoliation of BP without the presence of TBAFP (11 %), considering 
the solution was subjected to minimal sonication.  TBAFP has been employed as an 
intercalating agent for the exfoliation of graphene and black phosphorus32–35 while it 
has been reported to facilitate exfoliation of layered oxides, hydroxides60 and 
perovskites,61 in correlation with our results.  The addition of an IBF solution after 
intercalation and sonication also resulted in the covalent attachment of aryl groups.  
The presence of a F 1s peak (Figure 5.16) indicates the covalent attachment of the 
aryl group.  TBAFP is often added as an electrolyte during the functionalisation of 2D 
materials using aryldiazonium salts11,62 but its role is rarely defined, although the 
addition has been reported to increase the degree of functionalisation.63  Enhanced 
functionalisation has been attributed to the intercalation of flakes and stabilisation 




Figure 5.15: (a)-(d) AFM analysis and (e)-(h) corresponding line profiles display the 




to the basal plane.40,64–66  The exact role of TBAFP remains unclear but the low extent 
of functionalisation in the absence of TBAFP suggests it plays a critical role during 
functionalisation. 
 
Figure 5.16: (a) P 2p and (b) F 1s core levels for a sample prepared using stepwise 
intercalation using TBA, followed by minimal sonication (10 min) and exposure to an 
IBF solution also displayed signs of functionalisation. 
 
The binding of aryl groups to BP has been reported to occur through P-sites, either 
through cleavage of a P-P bond or insertion of a P-C bond resulting in the formation 
of a four-coordinate P which can create lattice distortion.11  DFT studies have 
suggested the cleavage of a P-P bond occurs during covalent attachment which results 
in the formation of a 3-coordinate phosphorus with 2 P-P bonds and 1 P-C bond.12,14  
The characterisation of P-C bonds is difficult due to their low concentration and 
proximity in BE to P-O bonds in the P 2p core level.  The attachment of aryl groups 
could also occur through attachment to existing surface oxide sites which has been 
observed previously.12,13,67  The inhibition of the oxide formation over a period of 1 
week also confirms this reaction mechanism, as binding to surface oxide sites prevents 
further oxidation of the BP (Figure 5.20).13 
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5.4.3 Solvent Passivation and Ambient Stability of Functionalised Black 
Phosphorus 
Liquid exfoliation often results in solvent passivation which is undesirable for the 
processing of flakes, as the remaining solvent can have an adverse effect on the 
electrical characteristics of BP.68  While a contribution is seen at ~400 eV, the 
combined exfoliation-functionalisation process significantly reduces solvent 
passivation.  Figure 5.17 displays the N 1s:P 2p ratios which can be used as an 
indication of the extent of solvent passivation.  Unfunctionalised BP displays a N 1s:P 
2p ratio of 0.49 while IBF-functionalised BP results in a reduction to 0.2, indicating 
the covalent attachment results in disruption of the solvent passivation layer.  The N 
1s:P 2p ratio reduces over a period of 1 week for both bare and IBF-functionalised BP.  
The decrease of 60 % in the N 1s:P 2p ratios for FPI and IBF-functionalisation 
compared to unfunctionalised BP indicates functionalisation successfully removes a 
large amount of solvent passivation making BP more suitable for device fabrication. 
 
Figure 5.17: The N 1s:P 2p ratio as a function of ambient exposure displays the 




The passivation of BP with aryl groups results in a significant increase in the ambient 
stability of BP.  AFM analysis was used to monitor the oxidation of a functionalised 
and an unfunctionalised flake over a 1 week period.  Figure 5.18(a) shows an 
unfunctionalised flake with a height of ~27 nm, which displays defined edges and a 
flat surface.  Ambient exposure of the flake for 1 week resulted in the formation of a 
large bump on the flake surface and degradation of the flake edges, which can be 
attributed to oxidation, as shown in Figures 5.18(b)-(c).  In comparison, the 
functionalised BP flake has a height of ~16 nm, which did not show signs of 
deterioration during 1 week of ambient exposure and maintains its flat surface, as 
displayed in Figures 5.18(d)-(f). 
 
Figure 5.18: AFM analysis of IBF-functionalised BP during (a) 0 to (b) 7 days of 
ambient exposure and unfunctionalised BP during (d) 0 to (d) 7 days of ambient 
exposure.  Corresponding line profiles for (c) IBF-functionalised and (f) 
unfunctionalised BP show the surface topography during ambient exposure. 
 
The increased ambient lifetime of functionalised BP was also confirmed using STEM 
analysis, as shown in Figure 5.19.  While 1 week of ambient exposure results in the 
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disintegration of the BP flake, IBF-functionalisation allows preservation of the flake 
morphology.  The loss of edges for unfunctionalised BP can be seen in Figures 
5.19(a)-(b) and the surface becomes covered in protrusions due to the formation of 
liquid phosphorus oxidation products.8  The IBF-functionalised BP flake surpasses the 
ambient stability of unfunctionalised BP, as shown in Figures 5.19(c)-(d).  The flake 
edges remained defined during a 1 week period, while Figure 5.19(b) displays the 




Figure 5.19: STEM analysis of unfunctionalised BP at (a) 0 days and (b) 7 days.  IBF-
functionalised BP at (c) 0 days and (d) 7 days. 
 
XPS analysis gives a spectroscopic representation of the superior ambient stability of 
functionalised BP by evaluation of the P 2p and O 1s core levels.  The P 2p core level 
can be used to monitor BP oxidation, as the oxide shoulder at 132-136 eV can be 
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attributed to the formation of P-O species.  Figures 5.20(a)-(b) displays the evolution 
of the P 2p and O 1s core levels of unfunctionalised BP, FPI and IBF functionalised 
BP.  The P 2p core level of freshly exfoliated BP displays an oxide shoulder of 32.7 
% compared to the main P 2p peak, which increases to 36.7 % after 2 days and 63.6 
% after 1 week.  In comparison, the IBF-functionalised BP shows an oxide component 
of 20.8 % with 2 days of ambient exposure resulting in an increase to 24.2 % and a 
further increase to 38.0 % after a 1 week period.  Similarly, FPI displays a 20.1 % 
oxide component which rises to 26.9 % and 32.6 % after a 2 day and 1 week period, 
respectively.  The minor increase in the oxide component of the P 2p core level of IBF 
and FPI-functionalised BP compared to unfunctionalised BP confirms its low 
reactivity in ambient conditions. 
 
Figure 5.20: Evolution of the (a) P 2p and (b) O 1s core levels over a 1 week period 
show the superior ambient stability of functionalised BP. 
 
BP oxidation occurs through the formation of bridged and non-bridged oxide 
species.8,9,69  While the P 2p component gives an indication of the total oxidation, the 
O 1s peak allows deconvolution of the bridging and non-bridging species giving 
further insight into BP oxidation.  The evolution of the P-O-P component can be used 
as an indication of the extent of oxidation, as P-O-P species react further to form 
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volatile phosphoric acids which are not detected using XPS analysis due to their 
volatility under vacuum.8,45,70  Exfoliation of bare BP displays a 12.3 % P-O-P 
component compared to the total O 1s component.  The P-O-P component further 
increases to 20.3 % after 2 days and 43.3 % after a period of 1 week in ambient 
conditions, as shown in Figure 5.20(b).  IBF-functionalisation results in the formation 
of a similar amount of bridged oxide species (14.5 %) which decreases to 4.8 % after 
2 days and 5.2 % after 1 week.  FPI did not form a significant amount of P-O-P species 
(1.8 %).  Similarly only a minor amount of P-O-P species were detected over a period 
of 1 week (3.6 %).  Exfoliation of functionalised and unfunctionalised BP results in a 
similar amount of P-O-P formation, however, after initial oxide formation 
unfunctionalised BP appears to oxidise further at a considerable rate.  The decrease in 
the P-O-P component for IBF-functionalised BP can be attributed to the evaporation 
of the volatile phosphorus oxides in the high vacuum XPS chamber.13  Additional 
oxidation of functionalised BP is inhibited and followed by removal of phosphorus 
oxides.  FPI functionalisation resulted in minimal P-O-P generation and subsequently 
only displays minor oxidation over a 1 week period.  The P 2p and O 1s core levels 
indicate IBF and FPI-functionalised BP display superior ambient stability compared 
to unfunctionalised BP.  Oxidation of BP occurs through reaction of oxygen with the 
BP surface forming non-bridging oxide species which convert to non-bridging species 
and then phosphoric oxyacids.8  Therefore a functionalisation strategy that inhibits the 






The simultaneous exfoliation and functionalisation of BP was used to produce few-
layer flakes with enhanced ambient stability.  AFM analysis was used to demonstrate 
the role of TBA as an intercalating agent that resulted in the formation of a higher 
proportion of few-layer flakes with large lateral dimensions.  The surface chemistry 
of IBF-functionalised BP was characterised using XPS and ATR-FTIR, which 
revealed aryl functionalisation.  Aryl functionalisation likely occurred through 
attachment to P- and O-sites, giving enhanced stability of up to 1 week, as 
demonstrated using STEM, AFM and XPS analysis.  The simultaneous exfoliation and 
functionalisation ensures immediate functionalisation which greatly minimises the 
oxidation of BP, while solvent passivation is minimised by functionalisation.  The 
reduction in solvent passivation and formation of few-layer flakes with large lateral 
dimensions demonstrates the simultaneous exfoliation-functionalisation produces 
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6. Liquid Exfoliation of Antimonene 
 
6.1 Abstract 
Antimonene (AM), the 2D form of Sb, displays a high carrier mobility and a tunable 
bandgap, which makes it suitable for electrical, energy storage and catalytic 
applications.  While the production of AM has been investigated using numerous 
bottom-up fabrication methods, studies of the liquid phase exfoliation of AM remain 
limited.  The strong interlayer interactions of Sb makes the production of nanosheets 
with large lateral dimensions difficult.  Here, the exfoliation of AM in various solvents 
is investigated while the effect of mixed solvent systems on the yield and size of AM 
flakes is evaluated using uv-visible (UV) spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) analysis.  The use of common exfoliation solvents, such as N-methyl-2-
pyrrolidone and isopropyl alcohol, results in the formation of few-layer flakes with 
small lateral dimensions.  The production of flakes with small areas rather than large 
few-layer flakes can be attributed to the strong interlayer interactions of Sb.  The use 
of an intercalating agent was employed to facilitate the formation of few-layer flakes 
with larger lateral dimensions.  The intercalation enhances the exfoliation and 
dramatically minimises the sonication time.  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
also revealed minimal oxide formation as a result of exfoliation.  The formation of 








AM shows promise in electrical,1–4 energy storage,5,6 catalysis7,8 and medical9–11 
applications due to its electrical properties and tunable bandgap.12,13  The increased 
ambient stability of AM14 compared to black phosphorus (BP) makes it an attractive 
alternative material with similar properties.  AM has been synthesised using various 
bottom-up approaches, including van der Waals epitaxy growth1 and chemical vapour 
deposition,15 whereas the investigation of the liquid exfoliation of AM has remained 
limited.7,16,17  Bottom-up synthesis strategies usually result in a low yield of AM which 
can be overcome by employing liquid exfoliation.12  Antimonene quantum dots 
(AMQDs) were produced by combined ultrasound probe sonication and ice-bath 
sonication which resulted in the formation of QDs with average dimensions of 3.9 nm 
in length and 2.6 nm in thickness.10  Electrochemical exfoliation of AM also resulted 
in the formation of AMQDs with height of 31.6 nm.18  The exfoliation of AM in 
common solvents typically results in the formation of AMQDs rather than nanosheets. 
While most 2D materials are bound together by weak van der Waals forces which 
facilitates their exfoliation, AM is characterised by its strong interlayer bonds making 
the smooth exfoliation of the material problematic.19  The formation of nanosheets has 
been facilitated by shear exfoliation,7 by using a mixed solvent system16 and by 
applying a pre-grinding step that separates layers prior to exfoliation.17  Liquid 
exfoliation was carried out in a mixed solvent system consisting of isopropyl alcohol 
(IPA) and water with a matched surface tension to AM.16  Selecting the correct solvent 
with a surface tension that matches the material to be exfoliated can promote smooth 
exfoliation.20,21  Shear exfoliation has also been explored for the exfoliation of AM, 
where the shear force exerted by a blender facilitates the formation of nanosheets.7  
Similarly, a pre-grinding step prior to exfoliation results in the formation of Sb plates 
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due to the shear force applied, which can subsequently be exfoliated to form AM 
nanosheets with large lateral dimensions.17 
 
The selection of common solvents for the exfoliation of AM resulted in the formation 
of few-layer AM with small widths, indicating their surface tension was not ideal for 
the exfoliation of AM.  The exfoliation of AM in mixed solvent systems facilitated the 
formation of a higher proportion of few-layer flakes but did not result in a significant 
improvement in the lateral dimensions of AM flakes.  The formation of AM 
nanosheets with larger lateral dimensions was facilitated by the addition of an 
intercalating agent, as displayed in Figure 6.1. 
 
 
Figure 6.1: The formation of AM nanosheets in the presence of an intercalating agent 
facilitates the formation of flakes with larger lateral dimensions while sonication in 
NMP resulted in the formation of QDs. 
 
Intercalating agents have been studied for the formation of graphite22,23 and black 
phosphorus24,25 intercalation compounds.  Similarly, the use of intercalating agents has 
facilitated the formation of BP with large lateral dimensions26 and they have been used 
for the reduction of BP to increase its reactivity for subsequent functionalisation.27 
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This chapter describes the use of an intercalating agent to facilitate the exfoliation of 
AM into nanosheets with larger lateral dimensions.  The flake morphologies were 
characterised using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning transmission 
electron microscopy (STEM) analysis, while the minimal oxidation of AM flakes was 
confirmed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis.  The formation of 
flakes with large lateral dimensions and minimal surface oxidation is useful for the 
application of AM in devices. 
 
6.3 Experimental 
6.3.1 Exfoliation of Antimonene 
Sb pellets with a purity of 99.9999 % were purchased from Alfa Aesar.  Anhydrous 
acetonitrile (ACN), ethanol, ethylene glycol, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) was 
purchased from Sigma Aldrich.  Solvents were used as received (without degassing) 
when investigating the yield and morphology but exfoliation for XPS analysis was 
carried out in degassed solvents to obtain an accurate reflection of the extent of 
oxidation.  Degassing was carried out using 10 freeze-pump-thaw cycles, followed by 
1 h of purging with Ar gas.  The Sb pellets were ground up using a mortar and pestle 
to form a fine powder which was added to a sample vial, followed by bath sonication 
for 4-16 h in different solvent systems.  The intercalated sample was prepared by 
addition of 20 mM of tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAFP) to a 50 ml 
Schlenk flask containing ground Sb powder.  Intercalation was carried out for 24 h 
followed by 1 h of bath sonication.  The exfoliated sample was centrifuged at 3000 
rpm for 30 min to exclude non-exfoliated material.  The exfoliated sample was 
centrifuged at 14 500 rpm for 1 h, followed by transfer to NMP or rinsing in ACN 
before drop-casting for further analysis.  To evaluate the effect of different solvents 
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on the sizes of flakes obtained after exfoliation, centrifugation was carried out in NMP 
to account for the effect of different solvent viscosities on size selection during 
centrifugation. The exfoliated sample in ACN, ethanol, ethylene glycol or a mixed 
solvent system was centrifuged at 14 500 rpm for 1 h, followed by transfer to NMP. 
The sample was then centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 30 min and the supernatant was 
centrifuged at 14500 rpm to obtain a sample for further analysis. Extinction 
measurements were carried out in NMP in order to minimise solvent effects on the 
absorbance value. 
6.3.2 Characterisation 
XPS analysis was carried out on a VG Scientific ESCAlab Mk II system using an Al 
Kα X-Ray source (1486.6 eV) at a base pressure of < 5×10-10 mbar.  Survey spectra 
and core level spectra were recorded at 0-1000 eV and a pass energy of 200 eV.  Core 
levels scans were acquired at a pass energy of 20 eV.  CasaXPS software was used for 
spectra processing with peaks corrected to a Shirley background and fitted to Voigt 
profiles.  Charge correction was applied to the C 1s peak at 285 eV.  UV analysis was 
carried out on a Thermo Scientific Evolution 60 S uv-visible spectrophotometer with 
a resolution of ±0.8 nm using a xenon light source in the 200-1100 nm range.  AFM 
analysis was performed on a Park XE-100 AFM system in non-contact mode with 
SSS-NCHR enhanced resolution tips, the XY and Z resolution are ~ 2 nm and 0.05 
nm.  A minimum of 150 flakes were measured for size analysis.  STEM analysis was 





6.4 Results and Discussion 
6.4.1 The Effect of using Common Solvents for Antimonene Exfoliation 
The effect of different solvents on the yield and in-solution stability was investigated 
using uv-visible analysis.  Theoretical studies have suggested NMP is suitable for the 
liquid exfoliation of BP due to its planarity, which acts as a solvent wedge that can 
intercalate and pry layers apart.28  The intercalation is only successful if flakes are 
stabilised after exfoliation20, which can occur due to hydrogen bonding or the surface 
tension of certain solvents.28  Table 6.1 shows the absorbance values of AM exfoliated 
in different solvents.  Absorbance values at 260 nm were used to estimate the yield of 
AM flakes following exfoliation in ethylene glycol (EG), IPA, water, NMP and ACN.  
Exfoliation in NMP resulted in a high yield of AM flakes, followed by H2O, ACN and 
IPA while EG did not result in a large amount of flakes, indicating the high viscosity 
of EG does not facilitate the smooth exfoliation of AM. 
 
Table 6.1: Absorbance values obtained for AM exfoliated in a range of common 
solvents can give an estimation of the yield. 
 
Solvent Absorbance Surface Tension (mN/m) 
Ethylene Glycol 0.07 47.7 
N-methyl Pyrrolidone 0.35 40.8 
Acetonitrile 0.18 30 
Isopropyl Alcohol 0.17 23 
Water 0.24 72.8 
 
Successful exfoliation has been reported to be dependent on 2 factors: (1) a match 
between the surface tension of the solvent and the exfoliated material and (2) the 
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stabilisation of the flakes after exfoliation.29  A significant amount of research has 
been carried out on the high-yield exfoliation of graphene which is dependant of the 
energy cost of exfoliation.30  A low energy cost of exfoliation occurs when solvent-
graphene interactions are minimised which occurs at an optimal surface tension of 40-
50 mJ m-2 for graphene.30  In order to optimise the yield of AM, exfoliation was carried 
out in solvents with various surface tensions, however no link was found between the 
surface tension and yield, as shown in Figure 6.2.  In addition to the surface tension,  
 
Figure 6.2: Absorbance as a function of the surface tension of the exfoliating solvent. 
 
the solvent molecular size also has an impact on the exfoliation yield due to steric 
repulsion.  Large molecular sizes create a steric repulsion force to overcome the 
interlayer van der Waals forces, which promotes exfoliation.31  The high yield 
obtained from exfoliation in NMP could therefore be attributed to its large molecular 
size.  The high yield obtained in water and IPA also suggest hydrogen bonds have a 





Figure 6.3: Distributions obtained from AFM analysis show the heights of AM flakes 
exfoliated in (a) EG, (b) IPA, (c) H2O (d) NMP and (e) ACN. 
 
While the absorbance values give an indication of the yield, the sizes of the flakes 
must also be considered.  AFM analysis was carried out to evaluate the formation of 
few-layer flakes.  Figure 6.3 and Table 6.2 show the effect of different solvents on 
the flake height. 
 
Table 6.2: Effect of different common solvents on the production of few-layer AM 
flakes. 










While exfoliation in NMP resulted in a high yield, as assessed using the absorbance 
values, the flakes contain a range of different sizes and only 68 % of flakes have 
dimensions below 10 nm in height.  The highest proportion of flakes below 10 nm in 
height were obtained when exfoliation was carried out in H2O (81 %) or ACN (90 %).  
A wider distribution of flake heights were obtained when exfoliation was carried out 
in EG and IPA, with 60 % and 65 % of flakes <10 nm. 
 
When comparing the areas of AM flakes, the solvents that created the highest 
percentage of few-layer flakes also resulted in the smallest areas, as displayed in 
Figure 6.4 and Table 6.3.  Exfoliation in NMP created 63 % of flakes with areas > 
5000 nm2, while ACN and H2O only resulted in 26 % and 19 %, respectively.  ACN 
and H2O resulted in the largest proportion of flakes <10 nm and also had the lowest 
amount of flakes > 5000 nm2.  Therefore, the formation of few-layer flakes in ACN 
and H2O also results in flakes with small lateral dimensions. 
 
 
Figure 6.4: Area distributions obtained from AFM analysis for AM exfoliated in (a) 
EG, (b) IPA, (c) H2O, (d) NMP and (e) ACN. 
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Table 6.3: Comparison of the flake areas of AM flakes exfoliated in various common 
solvents. 







 STEM analysis in Figure 6.5 shows the formation of thick flakes with dimensions 
greater than 100 nm or thin flakes that have very small lateral dimensions. 
 
 
Figure 6.5: STEM analysis of AM flakes exfoliated in IPA. 
 
The effect of different solvents on the in-solution stability was investigated by 
measuring the absorbance values after letting the solution settle for 24 h after 
exfoliation, as displayed in Table 6.4.  NMP and IPA showed a higher absorbance 
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value than EG, H2O and ACN, indicating their interactions have a stabilising effect on 
AM after exfoliation. 
 
Table 6.4: Absorbance values after AM flakes were left in solution for 24 h, giving 









6.4.2 The Effect of using a Mixed Solvent System for Antimonene Exfoliation 
The use of a mixed solvent system has shown promising results for the exfoliation of 
AM.16  The combination of two solvents can facilitate efficient exfoliation as one 
solvent may facilitate the exfoliation, such as the planarity of NMP, while another may 
stabilise exfoliated flakes, e.g. hydrogen bonds of IPA.  NMP and IPA both displayed 
a stabilising effect on AM flakes after exfoliation, as assessed using UV analysis. 
Therefore, several solvent systems were investigated to determine the optimal system 
of exfoliation.  The yields of various mixed solvent systems is displayed in Figure 





Figure 6.6: Comparison of the yields obtained in (a) NMP-ACN, (b) NMP-IPA and 
(c) NMP-EG mixed solvent systems. 
 
The yield of AM flakes exfoliated in different solvent systems was evaluated by 
comparison of the absorbance value.  The yield increased for the NMP-ACN and 
NMP-IPA solvents, while NMP-EG decreases the yield of flakes compared to using 
NMP alone.  The low yield for NMP-EG could be a result of the high viscosity of EG 
which inhibits the smooth exfoliation of AM. 
 
 
Figure 6.7: Height and area distributions obtained from AFM analysis of AM flakes 




Table 6.5: Comparison of heights and areas of AM flakes exfoliated in ACN, NMP-
ACN and NMP. 
Solvent System NMP NMP-ACN ACN 
<10 nm 68 % 32 % 90 % 
>5000 nm2 63 % 49 % 26 % 
 
The effect of using a mixed NMP-ACN solvent system is displayed in Figure 6.7 and 
Table 6.5.  The percentage of flakes with heights < 10 nm is reduced compared to 
ACN and NMP alone.  The amount of flakes with areas > 5000 nm2 is improved 
compared to using ACN alone, but the NMP-ACN solvent system does not improve 
the dimensions of the flakes significantly. 
 
 
Figure 6.8: Height and area distributions obtained from AFM analysis of AM flakes 





Table 6.6: Dimensions of AM exfoliated in NMP-EG compared to NMP and EG. 
Solvent System NMP NMP-EG EG 
<10 nm 68 % 61 % 60 % 
>5000 nm2 63 % 7 % 43 % 
 
The use of NMP-EG did not change the flake height as shown in Figure 6.8 and Table 
6.6.  A large decrease in the flake area was seen, as only 7 % of flakes had an area > 
5000 nm2, indicating the addition of EG to NMP does not facilitate the formation of 
larger flakes but reduces the area of exfoliated flakes. 
 
 
Figure 6.9: Height and area distributions obtained from AFM analysis of AM flakes 







Table 6.7: Comparison of heights and areas of flakes exfoliated in NMP, NMP-IPA 
and IPA. 
Solvent System NMP NMP-IPA IPA 
<10 nm 68 % 81 % 65 % 
>5000 nm2 63 % 52 % 43 % 
 
The effect of the NMP-IPA solvent system is displayed in Figure 6.9 and Table 6.7.  
The use of NMP-IPA as a solvent increases the amount of few-layer flakes to 81 % 
compared to using IPA (65 %) and NMP (68 %) alone.  Although the amount of few-
layer flakes can be increased, the use of a mixed solvent system did not result in the 
smooth exfoliation of large AM flakes, as only 52 % of flakes had areas >5000 nm2.  
Therefore, the use of IPA-NMP only improved the proportion of few-layer flakes 
produced but did not improve the area of AM flakes. 
 
6.4.3 The Effect of using an Intercalating Agent for Antimonene Exfoliation 
The use of an intercalating agent has facilitated the formation of large BP flakes.26  
Tetrabutylammonium salts have been used for the intercalation of graphite32–35 and 
BP.36,37  The intercalating agent overcomes the interlayer van der Waals forces by 
insertion between the layers, promoting exfoliation.38  The use of an intercalating 
agent also reduces the sonication time which can minimise defects.  Long sonication 
times have been reported to induce basal plane defects during the production of 
graphene.20  Figure 6.10 and Table 6.8 show the flake heights and areas obtained 





Figure 6.10: Comparison of (a) flake areas and (b) flakes heights of AM flakes 
exfoliated in NMP alone and in the presence of an intercalating agent (TBAFP). 
 
Table 6.8: Flake heights and areas obtained when using an intercalating agent. 
 NMP NMP + TBAFP 
< 10 nm 68 %  99 % 
> 5000 nm2 70 % 79 % 
 
An increase in few-layer flakes was observed, with 99 % of flakes < 10 nm when 
exfoliation occurred in the presence of TBAFP.  Additionally, a 9 % increase in flakes 
with an area > 5000 nm2 is seen.  While only a small increase is seen in larger flakes, 
TBAFP facilitates the formation of few-layer flakes with larger dimensions.  The 
larger flakes observed during exfoliation in NMP also displayed a higher thickness, 
while all flakes exfoliated with TBAFP displayed a low height, as displayed in Figure 
6.11.  The sample exfoliated in NMP was sonicated for 6 h compared to 1 h of 
sonication for the intercalated sample which still resulted in an increase in the 





Figure 6.11: AFM analysis of AM flakes exfoliated using an intercalating agent with 
(b) the corresponding line profile. 
 
The oxidation of flakes was evaluated using XPS analysis which showed the presence 
of the Sb 3d5/2, Sb 3d3/2 and O 1s core level, as shown in Figure 6.12.  The Sb 3d3/2 
and Sb 3d5/2 core levels occurred at a BE of 527.6 eV and 539.1 eV, in correlation with 
values reported for AM.39  The presence of an oxide layer could be observed at 530.2 
eV and 541.1 eV, corresponding to the oxide present in the Sb 3d3/2 and Sb 3d5/2 core 
levels.  The BE of the Sb 3d core level can be used to discern between Sb2O3 and 
Sb2O5.  A BE of 530.2 corresponds to the formation of Sb2O3,
39,40
 while the ratio of 
39:61 of Sb:O is also in correlation with Sb2O3.
40
   The formation of Sb oxide in the 
form of Sb2O3 is consistent with other reports on AM oxidation.
15  While the Sb 3d 
core level indicates the oxidation of AM flakes, the oxide content is in correlation with 
the literature.7,17,39  Additionally, the formation of AM oxides have been reported to 
display a direct bandgap rather than the indirect bandgap observed for AM.  The 
formation of a self-passivating oxide layer could therefore be beneficial and further 






Figure 6.12: XPS analysis of exfoliated AM flakes displaying the O 1s, Sb 3d3/2 and 














The exfoliation of AM in various common solvents and mixed solvent systems was 
investigated.  The formation of AM in common solvents resulted in the formation of 
flakes with small areas and while an IPA-NMP mixed solvent system increased the 
amount of few-layer flakes, the flake areas remained small.  The use of an intercalating 
agent facilitated the formation of a higher proportion of few-layer flakes which also 
displayed larger areas.  The intercalating agent also minimises sonication time 
ensuring minimal defect formation while XPS analysis indicated the minimal 
formation of oxide on AM.  The formation of flakes with large lateral dimensions 
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7. Conclusions and Future Work 
 
7.1 Conclusions and Future Work 
The continuation of Moore’s Law is dependent on the development of new techniques 
and materials that allow the advancement of the semiconductor industry.  The 
consistent scaling of transistors results in problems, such as short channel effects,1,2 
which arise from the scaling of bulk 3D materials to smaller dimensions.  The use of 
2D materials that display atomic thicknesses and high carrier mobilities could extend 
Moore’s Law.3  The investigation of new 2D materials shows promise, although the 
research area is still in its infancy.  This thesis has focused on addressing some of the 
challenges faced in the preparation of three materials, Si, black phosphorus (BP) and 
antimonene (AM), for potential device applications. 
 
Chapter 1 introduced the use of MLD and 2D materials, focusing on BP and AM, to 
satisfy Moore’s law.  The use of MLD shows promise in achieving shallow junctions 
with increased control compared to ion implantation due to the incorporation of 
surface functionalisation.  The MLD strategy is highly compatible with 3D 
nanostructures which will become increasingly important during the scaling of 
transistor architectures.  The properties of new 2D materials are discussed, which show 
promise in replacing Si but still suffer from a number of problems.  The ambient 
instability of BP is a key hurdle for the application of material, which can be 
circumvented using physical or chemical protective layers that prevent exposure to 
ambient oxygen and water.  The production of AM has focused on bottom-up 
strategies which can be limiting in their yield while the liquid exfoliation remains 




Chapter 2 describes the doping of Si substrates through oxide-monolayer doping 
(MLD).  The use of an oxide layer facilitates the attachment of non-toxic, inexpensive 
dopant precursors that can be carried out without the requirement of inert conditions, 
which are necessary for traditional hydrosilylation reactions.  The detailed 
characterisation of the surface chemistry of phosphonic acid functionalised SiO2 
surfaces using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and attenuated total 
reflection-Fourier transform infra-red (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy highlights the need 
for controlled functionalisation in obtaining a reproducible peak carrier concentration.  
The SiO2 layer also facilitates the attachment of carbon-free precursors while the oxide 
layer traps carbon before entering the Si substrate, ensuring minimal carbon 
contamination, as analysed using secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) analysis.  
The SiO2 layer provides protection of the Si interface during the rapid thermal anneal 
(RTA) step which will also become increasingly important as device dimensions are 
reduced.  Further investigation is necessary to reproducibly vary the thickness of the 
oxide layer in order to tune the dopant depth, even though promising initial results 
were achieved.  The gentle nature of oxide-MLD is highly applicable to 3D 
architectures, such as nanowires, which requires further research.  Mathey et. al.4 and 
Alphazan et. al.5 used the Si native oxide for MLD applications, while oxide-MLD 
employed a chemically grown oxide.  The use of a HF etch often damages 3D 
architectures,6 while oxide-MLD carried out using the native oxide layer present on 
3D architectures eliminates the need for HF treatment and allows minimal damage of 
these nanostructures. 
 
Chapter 3 investigated the ambient degradation of BP while evaluating the effect of 
oxygen and water.  BP degradation occurred through reaction with oxygen which 
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forms non-bridging oxide species.  The non-bridging oxide species convert to bridging 
oxide species which react further with ambient water to form liquid oxidation 
products.  The evaporation of these volatile oxidation products results in continuous 
oxidation of the BP surface.  The evaluation of the ambient degradation can facilitate 
the discovery of targeted protection strategies. 
 
Chapter 4 focused on the protection of BP under ambient conditions which has been 
accomplished using functionalisation with aryl iodonium salts.  The stability of BP 
was prolonged to a period of 2 days using aryl functionalisation which inhibited 
bridged oxide formation.  In comparison, diazonium functionalisation resulted in 
multilayer formation, non-covalent solvent passivation and oxidation which gives 
inferior ambient stability to iodonium functionalisation.  An investigation of the 
electrical properties of iodonium functionalised BP is necessary to evaluate the effect 
of aryl functionalisation.  Diazonium functionalisation allowed modification of the 
electrical properties of BP due to the electron withdrawing nature of the aryl 
substituents,7 which is also likely to occur for iodonium functionalised BP if 
attachment occurs through P-sites, although attachment of aryl groups to O-sites has 
been reported to preserve the inherent electrical characteristics of BP.8  The electrical 
characterisation of functionalised BP is necessary to confirm the effect of 
functionalisation on the electrical properties. 
 
Chapter 5 explored the simultaneous exfoliation and functionalisation of BP using an 
intercalating agent.  The addition of an intercalating agent facilitated the smooth 
exfoliation of flakes with large lateral dimensions.  Functionalisation using an aryl 
iodide directly after exfoliation of flakes minimised oxidation and therefore prolonged 
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the ambient stability of BP to a period of 1 week, as displayed using XPS, scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
analysis.  The use of intercalating agents for BP exfoliation remains limited9 even 
though these materials show promise in dramatically modifying the properties of 2D 
materials, making them more suitable for a variety of applications.10  The intercalation 
of graphite has allowed modification of its electrical properties,11 while the chemical, 
optical and magnetic properties of materials can also be modified.10  Similarly, the 
formation of van der Waals heterostructures,12,13 where different 2D materials can be 
selected based on their properties and stacked forming a layered structure, could allow 
the successful stabilisation and full exploitation of the properties of BP. 
 
Chapter 6 introduced the exfoliation of AM which was carried out in a range of 
common solvents and mixed solvent systems.  The use of these solvents resulted in 
the formation of few-layer AM flakes with small areas, as demonstrated using AFM 
and STEM analysis.  The use of an intercalating agent promoted the formation of 
flakes with larger lateral dimensions and minimised sonication time.  The smooth 
exfoliation of AM created large flakes which are more suitable for device applications. 
 
The use of intercalating agents could be developed for the exfoliation of AM, as the 
exfoliation of BP in ionic liquids has been reported to increase the lateral dimensions 
of BP flakes,14 which could also promote the smooth exfoliation of AM.  While 
progress has been made in evaluating the ambient instability of AM,15–17 further 
investigation of the surface chemistry of AM is required.  In particular the effect of 
oxygen and water alone, along with the combined effect of oxygen and water on the 
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AM surface chemistry.  The increased ambient stability of AM compared to BP18 will 
facilitate its use in applications once it can be produced on a large scale. 
 
The implementation of 2D materials into electronic devices still faces a number of 
challenges including the controlled, large scale production of 2D materials, the 
ambient instability and the reliable device fabrication using 2D materials.  A promising 
strategy for the large scale production of 2D materials is liquid phase exfoliation 
(LPE),19,20 although the resulting solvent passivation can be detrimental to 
processing21 and device performance.22  The ambient instability can be overcome 
using covalent functionalisation which also minimises solvent passivation.  While 
advancements in the surface chemistry and functionalisation of BP have been made, 
the characterisation of the surface chemistry of many 2D materials remains 
unexplored.  2D materials research has focused mainly on their applications, although 
understanding the surface chemistry is vital to the development and application of 
these materials.  The chemical functionalisation has allowed the properties of 
graphene23,24 and other 2D materials25–28 to be tailored.  Furthermore, the adsorption 
of ambient molecules on the surface of 2D materials that act as electron acceptor or 
donors15 can adversely influence their electrical properties.  Isolated 2D materials 
often display a reduction in carrier mobility which can be attributed to the sensitivity 
to the environment arising from an increase in the surface-to-volume ratio, 
highlighting the need for an encapsulating layer that protects and preserves the 
characteristics of few-layer materials.29  Once the surface chemistry has been fully 
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